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Abstract

The concept of simulation-based engineering has been embraced by virtually
every research and industry sector (Sinha, Liang et al. 2001; Mocko and Fenves 2003).
Engineering and science communities have become increasingly aware that computer
simulation is an indispensable tool for resolving a multitude of scientific and
technological problems. It is clearly desirable to gain a reliable perspective on the
behaviour of a system early in the design stage, long before building costly prototypes
(Chul and Ro 2002; Letherwood, Gunter et al. 2004; Makarand Datar 2007; Ersal, Fathy
et al. 2008; Mueller, Ferris et al. 2009). Simulation tools have become a critical part of
the automotive industry due to their ability to reduce the time and money spent in the
development process.
Terrain is the principle source of vertical excitation to the vehicle and must be
accurately represented in order to correctly predict the vehicle response in simulation. In
this dissertation, non-deformable terrain surfaces are defined as a sequence of vectors,
where each vector comprises terrain heights at locations oriented perpendicular to the
direction of travel.

The evolution and implications of terrain surface measurement

techniques and existing methods for correcting INS drift are reviewed as a framework for
a new compensation method for INS drift in terrain surface measurements.

Each

measurement is considered a combination of the true surface and the error surface,
defined on a Hilbert vector space, in which the error is decomposed into drift (global
error) and noise (local error). It is also desirable to develop a compact, path-specific,
terrain surface representation that exploits the inherent anisotropicity in terrain over
which vehicles traverse. In order to obtain this, a set of analytic basis vectors is formed

from Gegenbauer polynomials, parameterized to approximate the empirical basis vectors
of the true terrain surface. It is also desirable to evaluate vehicle models and tire models
over a wide range of terrain types, but it is computationally impractical to store long
distances of every terrain surface variation.

This dissertation examines the terrain

surface, rather than the terrain profile, to maximize the information available to the tire
model (i.e. wheel path data).

A method to decompose the terrain surface as a

combination of deterministic and stochastic components is also developed.
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1. Introduction

This dissertation is focused on formulating a method to define a compact yet
accurate representation of terrain surfaces that can be universally applied to various
terrain measurement systems and types of terrain. This work begins by identifying and
removing a primary source of error inherent to all terrain measurement systems equipped
with an Inertial Navigation system (INS), known as INS drift. By removing the effect of
this drift, the precision of the terrain measurement is improved by an order of magnitude
and the true terrain surface is estimated. Next, the terrain surface is decomposed into
principle characteristics, such as elevation, bank angle and rutting, which are identified
by basis vectors. The empirical basis vectors are approximated by analytic basis vectors
through a Galerkin approach, which is demonstrated on several samples of typical US
highway data. In this way, the set of analytic basis vectors are developed such that they
can be used to characterize all terrain of a particular type. The analytic basis vectors are
formed from the discretization of a set of generating analytic functions.

The

discretization of these functions is based on the capabilities of the particular terrain
measurement system used to sample the terrain. This method eliminates the necessity to
calculate empirical basis vectors for each set of data by implementing the analytical basis
vectors corresponding to that type of terrain (e.g., US Highways). The projection of the
terrain data onto the analytic basis vectors can be used to characterize the terrain data in
terms of its principle components.

This method allows this characterization to be

independent of the means by which the terrain system discretely samples the terrain
surface.

The Vehicle Terrain Performance Laboratory (VTPL) Vehicle Terrain

Measurement System (VTMS) is used to acquire the data on a sample of US Highways as
a proof of concept for this research. US Highways were selected as a terrain type
because of their extensive use by the driving community, offering approximately
75,000km (46,000 mi) of paved surfaces. In this way, the principle components of the
terrain surface are developed and can be combined to form an increasingly accurate
representation of the terrain surface. Lastly, using this method of decomposing the
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terrain, each principle component of the terrain surface can be classified as deterministic
or stochastic. If the terrain component can be classified as stochastic, then it can be
modeled using the same approach by which a terrain profile can be modeled, resulting in
a more compact statistical representation.
The remainder of this chapter provides motivation for this research on developing
a compact representation of terrain surfaces, especially for terrain profiler development
and tire and vehicle simulations, as presented in Section 1.1. The problems that this
research seeks to address are identified in Section 1.2. The thesis statement and scope of
work are introduced in Section 1.3, followed by main contributions in Section 1.4.
Lastly, a brief outline of the dissertation is presented in Section 1.5.

1.1

Motivation
Throughout a vehicle development program, it is necessary to possess chassis

load data representing severe customer usage to ensure that the vehicle will perform as
required. Unfortunately, actual loads are only available at the conclusion of the program.
The design engineer is challenged with using predicted chassis loads early in the design
process to design the ‘best’ components with the currently available knowledge. It is in
these early stages that changes are relatively easy and inexpensive to make. However,
measured chassis loads representing true loading conditions are not available until late in
the program when changes to the design are extremely costly, if allowed to be
implemented at all. More knowledge about a vehicle’s true loading conditions early in
the design process would reduce cost and timing for a new vehicle. Similar difficulties
are faced by tire engineers since tractive efforts are largely dictated by the tire-terrain
interaction (Shoop 2001). It is advantageous, therefore, to accurately predict these target
chassis loads early in the program and to maintain a consistent process for predicting
chassis loads as the design develops throughout the program.
In order to predict these target chassis loads, a set of terrain that will be
consistently used to excite the vehicle must be determined at the beginning of a vehicle
development program (Ferris and Larsen 2002). It is clear that the terrain is the main
excitation to the vehicle (Aurell and Edlund 1989). Non-deformable terrain topology
imposes a unilateral contact constraint on rolling tires to which the tires respond by
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generating forces and moments.

The terrain remains a consistent excitation to the

vehicle, even as the vehicle design changes. Knowledge of this excitation, when applied
in conjunction with high-fidelity tire and vehicle models, would allow chassis loads to be
accurately predicted in vehicle simulations. Therefore, throughout the design process the
system response to this consistent excitation can be calculated and compared for each
vehicle design considered. Accurate terrain models would then provide the vehicle
designer with a powerful tool to make informed design decisions early in the design
process while changes are relatively inexpensive to implement. This will, in turn, shorten
vehicle development time and reduce overall development costs.
The current practice for vehicle and tire simulations is to use terrain profile data
as the input to these models. The terrain profile is an indexed set of terrain heights
extending longitudinally along each wheel path. These profiles can be considered signals
and in many cases can be modeled as a stochastic process, thus creating a compact
representation of the terrain profile. The ability to capture these signals in a compact
form is a major advantage of this simple representation of terrain.

Although

computationally efficient, this compact representation limits the available fidelity of data
to excite tire models. It would be advantageous to the design engineer to implement
terrain surface data as the input to tire and vehicle models since terrain surfaces are
capable of capturing more detailed information about the tire contact patch.
The terrain surface can be represented as an indexed set of transverse vectors of
terrain height, represented in matrix form. That is, each vector of the matrix comprises a
set of terrain heights located perpendicular to the direction of travel of the vehicle.
Although terrain surface data are more computationally expensive to use in simulation,
they typically provide better estimates of the tire-road interaction. Toward this end, this
work proposes a method to compactly represent terrain surfaces through representation
by analytic functions.

1.2 Problem Statement
Terrain profiles, whether measured or modeled, are a useful tool for many groups.
For example, civil engineers use terrain profiles of highways for pavement health
monitoring to determine when a highway needs to be resurfaced. Vehicle engineers use
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Recent optical and computational advances have produced terrain measurement
systems (Herr 1996) that can discretely sample the terrain at 941 points across a 4.2 meter
wide transverse path, resulting in four-millimeter resolution of the terrain surface
measurement. A sample of a measured cobblestone terrain surface, rendered as a contour
plot, is shown in Figure 2. If desired, terrain profiles can be identified from the terrain
surface measurements for analysis, but as it can be seen from Figure 2, there is more
information captured in the surface measurement as compared with the profile
measurement in Figure 1.

These three-dimensional (3D) scanners are capable of

differentiating between small localized disturbances and disturbances that will excite the
vehicle chassis due to the fact that the scanner measures the entire width of the lane,
instead of a single line down the road.

This is particularly important for properly

characterizing the envelopment property of the tire for accurate vehicle simulations, such
that vehicle responses will not be affected by narrow dips and small stones in the terrain
mapping (Karamihas 2005). Thus, the problem with using a single longitudinal profile is
that it assumes that the profile represents the entire width of the tire contact patch that the
tire is traversing, when the profile may actually contain a rock or a crack that produces a
non-representative response. This is merely one problem that can be solved by providing
more detailed knowledge of the terrain.
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width and alloows sharp diisturbances tto
be deetected in both
b
the tran
nsverse and longitudinaal directionss, for longerr stretches oof
terraiin, storing and
a manipulating thesee data is a daunting taask. One bbenefit of thhe
techn
niques develo
oped in this work is a reeduction in tthe steps reqquired to posst-process thhe
measured terrain
n data for im
mplementatiion in tire aand vehicle simulationss, as well aas
ochastic terrrain surface.
replacing measurred terrain daata with a sto
The poten
ntial of havin
ng a tool to accurately m
model and rreproduce terrrain surfacees
ong been reecognized, especially sin
nce previouss studies havve only beeen focused oon
has lo
charaacterizing an
nd synthesizzing terrain profiles. IIt is compuutationally im
mpractical tto
simullate a vehiclle traveling over long sttretches of tterrain, requuiring choicees to be madde
aboutt the physiccal terrain features
f
thatt are most aappropriate for a givenn applicationn.
Towaard this end,, the method
ds developed
d in this worrk decomposse the terrainn surface intto
its prrinciple charracteristics, subjectively
y described as elevationn, bank angle, crowningg,
and rutting
r
to naame a few. Each terraiin componennt can then be statisticaally analyzeed
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individually, such as identifying the roughness contributed by each component. The
overall contribution to the terrain surface could also be studied, as in the degree of
elevation change or the degree of rutting is exhibited by this section of road. In this way,
terrain surfaces can be grouped into meaningful sets with similar physical characteristics
based on similarities of terrain components from which sets of surfaces can be selected to
satisfy the needs of given applications.
Additionally, difficulties arise when two adjacent lanes have been measured and
need to be concatenated to form one continuous terrain mapping.

Accurate and

representative concatenation of the two lanes is critical if a lane change maneuver is to be
performed on the data set. A solution to this problem is developed in Chapter 3 in which
the true surface is estimated from measured sets of terrain data.

1.3 Thesis Statement and Scope of Work
Thesis Statement: A high-fidelity yet compact representation of terrain surface types can
be developed that are insensitive to the particular measurement system being used and
allows for the study of principle terrain characteristics.
The primary goal of this research is to develop a technique to develop a compact
representation of a terrain surface while improving the fidelity of the estimated terrain
surface. This work focuses on non-deformable terrain, defined herein as terrain whose
surface deformation due to a single vehicle traversing the surface is negligible, such as
paved roads (both asphalt and concrete), gravel roads, and typical off-road trails;
deformable terrain such as sand and snow are beyond the scope of this work. The focus
of this work is further restricted to terrain surfaces that are anisotropic in nature, defined
herein as having an inherent path defined over which vehicles travel and where that
travel, over time, has defined obvious paths or lanes. Specifically this work pertains to
nearly 6.3 million kilometers (DOT 2008) of non-deformable anisotropic terrain over
which nearly 254.4 million vehicles travel each day (DOT 2006). The results of this
study are intended for application in the accurate prediction of tire loads based on fullknowledge of the tire patch: lateral, longitudinal, and radial tire forces and the
overturning, rolling resistance and self-aligning tire moments acting on the contact patch.
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Better modeling of the contact patch will yield more representative tire loading, which
will lead to better estimates of chassis loading scenarios and will inevitably result in
better ground vehicle reliability predictions. Current application of this work is limited to
the analysis of U.S. Highways, comprised of both asphalt and concrete, but the methods
developed in this dissertation are applicable to any non-deformable anisotropic terrain.

1.4 Main Contributions
This research focuses on the development of a high-fidelity and compact
representation of terrain surfaces that are insensitive to the terrain measurement system
used to acquire the data. Nevertheless, the methodology developed in this work is not
limited to the example cases. For example, any discretized polynomial or series can be
used to approximate the empirical basis vectors, as long as it provides the smallest root
mean square error solution. Additionally, these methods apply for any non-deformable
terrain surfaces, but additional research will be needed to determine if they apply for
deformable terrain. The main contributions of this research are:
1) The first representation of terrain surfaces as elements of a Hilbert Space, H
a. Terrain surfaces are explicitly defined as a sequence of vectors
b. Each vector comprises terrain heights at locations oriented
perpendicular to the direction of travel.
c. A vector space is defined by the span of these vectors
d. A weighted inner-product is defined and the norm is defined as the
induced norm
2) A novel method to remove INS drift:
a. The Hilbert space is decomposed into a Global subspace, G, and the
complementary local subspace, Gc.
b. A sequence of error vectors are defined such that each error vector is
the difference between the measured terrain surface vector and the true
surface vector.
c. The three vectors comprising the measurement, error, and true surface
at each longitudinal location have components in both the Global and
Local subspaces.
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d. The Global subspace is defined such that the component of the error
vectors in the Global subspace can be modelled as a random-walk
process and the elements of the error vectors in the Local subspace are
elements of a zero-mean uncorrelated noise process.
e. The Global error, arising from Inertial Navigation System (INS) drift,
is identified and removed from the measurements such that the
standard deviation of the residual noise process (Local error) is within
the resolution of the measurement system (+/-1mm)
f. The true surface is computed from the drift-free measurements using a
non-linear expectation estimator.
3) The first rigorous definition of principle terrain characteristics:
a. Although principle terrain characteristics, such as elevation, bank
angle, crowning, and rutting have been subjectively described and
techniques for ad hoc measurement of these characteristics have been
defined (AASHTO 2009), this research develops sets of empirical
basis vectors for US Highways that are consistent between asphalt and
concrete roads
b. The principle terrain characteristics are defined with analytic basis
vectors that closely approximate these consistent empirical basis
vectors by minimizing the root mean square error between the
empirical and analytic basis vectors.
4) It is the first method that has been developed that can define terrain surfaces
without sensitivity to the measurement system used to acquire the terrain data
a. Analytic basis vectors can be discretized based on terrain measurement
system capabilities to sample the terrain
5) A novel method to stochastically represent a terrain surface
a. Components of terrain (known as σi,l) capture the magnitude of the
principle terrain characteristics along the length of the terrain surface
b. Components of terrain are classified as deterministic or stochastic
c. Stochastic components of terrain can be modelled in the same manner
as terrain profiles
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d. Truncated terrain surface is synthesized based on stochastically
modelled components of terrain

1.5 Dissertation Outline
This work is organized as follows. Chapter 1 motivates the research and presents
the scope of work, research objectives and main contributions. In the second chapter,
recent literature pertaining to terrain measurement techniques and sources of error, such
as drift contributed by the Inertial Navigation System (INS) are presented, followed by
the definition of the coordinate system used throughout the developments in this work.
The second chapter concludes with background on current methods used to study the
roughness of the terrain and the latest terrain modeling techniques. A novel technique for
removing the drift components of error from terrain measurements is developed in the
third chapter. The fourth chapter develops a terrain surface representation that retains
sufficiently high-fidelity information while possessing the simplicity of terrain profiles,
as well as being insensitive to the choice of the terrain measurement system from which
the data were acquired. A novel method to represent a stochastic terrain surface is
developed in the fifth chapter. Applications of this research, conclusions that can be
drawn for this dissertation and areas for future work are presented in chapter six.
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2. Background

Terrain can typically be grouped into two major categories, the first is defined as
empirical terrain, based on physical measurements of the terrain surface, and the second
is based on mathematical models aimed at characterizing the physical measurements,
defined here as analytical terrain. It is further important to distinguish between the
concept of continuous and discrete, or analog and digital. There exists a continuous
empirical terrain surface, known as the true surface. This surface has infinite bandwidth
and maintains every detail of the terrain (Sayers and Karamihas 1998).

Due to

limitations of technology, it is only achievable to sample the true terrain surface at
discrete locations, resulting in discrete empirical terrain surfaces, or digital terrain
surfaces.

Furthermore, there exist continuous analytical functions that are used to

approximate continuous terrain surfaces. Additionally, synthetic terrain can be generated
by the continuous analytical functions, and then discretized to match the same sampling
rate of the empirical data for appropriate analysis of the two segments.

With this

differentiation, several areas of research that will be reviewed in this chapter under the
empirical terrain classification are terrain measurement systems, including terrestrial
terrain measurement systems and digital terrain measurement (DTM) systems, the
coordinate system used for empirical terrain data, and roughness indices used to classify
the components of terrain. Under the analytical terrain classification, state-of-the-art
methods used to approximate empirical terrain data with mathematical models, including
statistical analysis, terrain characterization, and approximation techniques will be
reviewed. This chapter concludes with a concise summary of the state-of-the-art in
terrain studies.

2.1 Empirical Terrain
2.1.1

Terrestrial Terrain Measurement Systems
The technological developments in the area of terrain measurement has

progressed from vehicle-response systems (Hveem 1960; Gillespie, Sayers et al. 1980) to
the measurement of various types of terrain using vehicle-independent systems
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(Dembski, Rizzoni et al. 2006; Dembski, Rizzoni et al. 2006; Kern and Ferris 2007;
Wagner, Kern et al. 2007; Liu, Dembski et al. 2008). As a result of these technologies,
terrain measurement systems have been developed with various capabilities and can be
classified as one of the four types of systems (Perera and Kohn 2002; Wang 2006):
1) Manual Devices
2) Profilographs
3) Response type road roughness measuring systems (RTRRMs)
4) High-speed inertial profilers
Manual devices are typically used as reference devices for measuring terrain
because the measurements are taken statically and do not contain the same error
associated with dynamic systems.

The standard test method for measuring road

roughness with a manual device is described in ASTM Standard E1364 (ASTM 1996).
The most common types of manual devices are the rod and level and the dipstick (Sayers
and Karamihas 1998). The rod and level are most commonly used in surveying. The
level provides the elevation reference, and the rod measures the height of the terrain
relative to the level. The Dipstick is a type of walking profiler that is more automated
than the rod and level system as it is equipped with an onboard computer for recording
elevation height and an inclinometer to measure the angle of the surface. Despite the role
of these devices as reference terrain measurement systems, they are time consuming and
do not allow for a high sampling rate of the vertical elevation of the road.
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A)

B)
Figuree 3. Samples of manual devices
d
A) R
Road and Levvel B) Dipstiick
Profilograaphs are mo
ost common
nly used in eevaluating tthe smoothnness of paveed
surfaces. These systems are typically large, mobi le, rigid beaams with eiither a centeer
ked to a com
mputer whicch records thhe movemennt of the whheel from thhe
wheeel that is link
established datum
m, or modern
n systems caan be equippped with a sseries of laseers to capturre
multiiple profiless along thee span of the device..

Regardleess of the setup, thesse

measurement sy
ystems have been foun
nd to have inherent errrors in theeir ability tto
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appropriately measure the wavelengths present on the road- some wavelengths have been
amplified or attenuated as compared with the reference device.

When comparing

roughness index values between these systems and the reference device, it has been found
that the measurements resulting from profilographs can totally miss the wavelength
which affects ride quality and roughness indices.

The misreading may result in a

“smooth” roughness rating, when in actuality the pavement needs to be rehabilitated.
More detail on roughness indices can be found later in this Chapter.
RTRRMs estimate the terrain surface by measuring and summing the vertical
motion of the axle or road following wheel relative to the body of the host vehicle or
trailer, with respect to horizontal distance traveled by the host vehicle or trailer. The
measurement units are of average rectified slope (ARS) or more commonly known as
mm/km or in/mi (Gillespie, Sayers et al. 1980; Sayers and Paterson 1986; Gillespie 1992;
Wang 2006). The accuracy of the resulting effective terrain profile relies on the fidelity
of the physical condition of the tire and vehicle, since they act as a mechanical filter to
the terrain, as well as the operating speed of the host unit. Several examples of these
RTRRMs include the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) Roughometer, the CHLOE, Mays
Meter and the PCA Meter to name a few. The BPR Roughometer, as seen in Figure 4A,
consisted of a single-wheel trailer in which the mass, tire properties (i.e. temperature and
pressure) and suspension system were standardized to minimize the effect of varying
parameters on the roughness measurement (Hveem 1960; Gillespie 1992). The CHLOE,
as seen in Figure 4B, featured a trailer equipped with two small wheels, located nine
inches apart to measure the local road slope as the system was towed at low speeds along
the road (Gillespie 1992). The Mays Meter, as seen in Figure 4C, was equipped with
transducers on the host vehicle body and axle to measure the vehicle’s suspension travel
(1973; Perera and Kohn 2002). The PCA Meter was very similar to the Mays Meter in
that it measured accumulated axle displacement, but this system gave a greater weight to
larger displacements (Gillespie 1992). All of these systems are subject to being affected
by the dynamics of the vehicle, particularly instability with time (a measurement
completed in present day is not comparable to measurements made several years ago) and
the roughness measurements are not transportable with measurements taken from
different systems (Sayers and Karamihas 1998). In addition to these flaws, there are
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numeerous modeliing difficultiies to derivee the originall terrain profile in this pprocess, as faar
as id
dentifying an
nd removing
g the mechaanical filteriing propertiees of the veehicle system
m
(e.g., the envelop
ping property
y of tires preecludes captuuring the shaarpness of teerrain eventss).
RTRR
RMs should
d only be used, thereforee, to describbe the terrainn’s influencce on the host
vehiccle in terms of
o ride qualiity or making
g general staatements aboout terrain rooughness, noot
aboutt generating the true terrrain profile.

A)

B)
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C)
Figure
F
4. Sam
mples of RTR
RRMs A) BPA Roughom
meter B) CH
HLOE C)Maays Meter
(Gilllespie 1992)).
A more precise
p
meth
hod is direct measureme nt of terrainn with high-speed inertiaal
profillers, as sho
own in Figu
ure 5.

Theese systems are typicallly equippedd with som
me

comb
bination of elevation sen
nsors, accelerrometers andd distance m
measuring systems (Pererra
and Kohn
K
2002)). The elev
vation sensorrs measure the distancee from the tterrain to thhe
senso
or, whether it
i is a laser, ultrasonic, optical, or iinfrared sennsor. The acccelerometerrs
are used
u
to meaasure the veertical acceleeration of thhe host vehhicle with respect to thhe
elevaation sensorr, and used to establissh an inertiial referencee.

Lastly, the distancce

measuring system
m such as a global posittioning systeem (GPS) oor speedomeeter is used tto
proviide the horizzontal distancce traveled. General Mootors Researrch (GMR) ddeveloped thhe
first high-speed
h
inertial
i
proffiler in the 1960s
1
(Spanngler and Keelly 1966). This profileer
impleemented a ro
oad-followin
ng wheel thaat extended bbelow the boody of the host vehicle tto
measure the relattive distancee between th
he body andd the road suurface. An aaccelerometeer
was attached
a
to the
t body and
d, having in
ntegrated thee signal twicce, measuredd the absolutte
instan
ntaneous veertical positiion of the body.

Thee resulting rroad profilee is then thhe

differrence betweeen the integrrated signal and the meaasurement fr
from the elevvation sensoor.
A maajor fault in this system
m is that it reelies on acceelerometer ddata to remoove unwanteed
body motion frrom post-prrocessed datta files.

T
The reliabillity of thesse traditionaal

accellerometer-baased systemss suffers when vehicle sspeed falls bbelow 5 m/s (Walker annd
Beck
ker 2006) and
d in other lo
ow frequency
y environmeents. Despitte this, and tthe limitatioon
to sample a sing
gle longitudiinal profile per measureement, the ddesign of thhe GMR roaad
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profiller lead the way in tech
hnological advances
a
forr better, morre consistentt sampling oof
the teerrain surface.

Figure
F
5. Baasic diagram of a high-sppeed inertial profiler.
In 1987, The
T Australiian Road Reesearch Boarrd (ARRB) ssubstituted a laser for thhe
road--following wheel
w
(Prem 1987). In th
his system, thhe terrain is sampled opptically, ratheer
than mechanicallly as had been
b
the sttandard pracctice.

Pressently, reseaarch is beinng

condu
ucted that ex
xamines the implication
ns of this funndamental chhange. For example, thhe
laser has a much
h finer resolu
ution than th
he tire contaact patch, caapable of deetecting smaall
localiized disturb
bances that would be enveloped
e
oor bridged bby the tire of a typicaal
passeenger vehiclee (Smith 200
09).
As comp
puter powerr increased and
a signal pprocessing teechniques evvolved, highhspeed
d inertial pro
ofilers becam
me more cap
pable (Kern aand Ferris 22007; Wagneer, Kern et aal.
2007). Recent ad
dvances hav
ve produced 3D terrain m
measurementt systems whhich can scaan
a wid
de transversee path with vertical
v
reso
olution of lesss than a miillimeter. C
Current terraiin
surface measurem
ment system
ms incorporaate a scanniing laser (H
Herr 1996) thhat is rigidlly
nted to the body
b
of a ho
ost vehicle (K
Kern and Feerris 2007; W
Wagner, Kerrn et al. 20077;
moun
Liu, Dembski
D
et al.
a 2008). The
T Vehicle Terrain
T
Meaasurement Syystem (VTM
MS) (Kern annd
Ferriss 2007; Wag
gner, Kern et
e al. 2007), shown connnected to thee host vehiclee in Figure 66,
was used
u
to acqu
uire the data for this worrk. The scan
anning laser, affixed at thhe rear of thhe
vehiccle, acquiress 941 data samples traansversely aacross a 4.22 meter widde path eacch
millissecond. In this particu
ular system, the laser iss emitted coontinuously and reflecteed
again
nst a rotation
n prism so th
hat the systeem acquiress data at equual samples in time. Thhe
laser system has a 90 degree field of view
w and the reesulting paraallax converssion producees
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resultts in a Carrtesian coorrdinate systeem.

This vehicle travverses the terrain whille

simulltaneously acquiring teerrain meassurements.

When thee vehicle eencounters a

disturrbance, the laser
l
translates and rotattes with the body of thee host vehiclle. To obtaiin
accurrate terrain measurement
m
ts, the motio
on of the vehhicle must bbe accuratelyy measured sso
that it
i can be reemoved from
m the laser measuremeent. Modernn systems, iincluding thhe
VTM
MS, use an Inertial Nav
vigation Sysstem (INS) to measuree the vehiclle movemennt
(Kenn
nedy, Hamillton et al. 20
006). The accuracy
a
of tthe INS deppends on the alignment oof
the In
nertial Meassurement Un
nit (IMU) to
o the laser aand satellitee coverage oof the Globaal
Positioning System (GPS). Many facttors affect tthe INS errror. For exxample, smaall
misallignment bettween the sccanning laseer and the Innertial Measuurement Unnit (IMU) wiill
comp
pound the errror that can
n be anticipaated from anny Differenttial GPS (D
DGPS) (Smitth
and Ferris
F
2008). Once the data from th
he scanning laser and thhe INS are trranslated to a
comm
mon coordin
nate system and synch
hronized in time, the llaser data aare nominallly
corrected for hostt-vehicle bod
dy motion an
nd transform
med to a globbal coordinaate system.

Fig
gure 6: Host Vehicle Terrrain Measurrement Systeem (VTMS)
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2.1.2

Digital Terrain Measurement Systems
Digital Terrain Modeling originated in the 1950’s with the original purpose to

aide in highway routing and design, with terrain data acquired photogrammetrically
(Miller and Laflamme 1958).

Photogrammetry is the practice of determining the

geometric properties of an object from photos. A Digital Terrain Model (DTM) is
defined as “an ordered array of numbers that represents the spatial distribution of terrain
characteristics. The spatial distribution is represented by an XY horizontal coordinate
system and the terrain characteristic which is recorded is the terrain elevation, Z (Doyle
1978).” Similar to DTMs, Digital Elevation Models DEM) are defined differently from
DTMs because they capture different terrain characteristics. These models are defined by
latitude φ and longitude coordinates λ, with the terrain elevation, h. The data from both
models are organized either in matrix form by XY coordinates and the corresponding Z
elevation or by equations of the surface defined by polynomials or Fourier series (Doyle
1978).
The coordinate system used in this early work was based on the State Plane
Coordinate System. In the 1930s, the United States was divided into specific regions and
a specific Cartesian coordinate system was assigned to each region. In the 1950’s the
coordinate system transitioned to the Universal Transverse Mercator coordinate system,
which is commonly known as the WGS84 ellipsoid used in GPS presently (Doyle 1978).
For the purpose of highway design, an XY horizontal coordinate system was established
with the X-axis in the general direction of the proposed highway alignment. As is
described in section 2.1.4 of this work, the global coordinate for terrestrial terrain
measurement systems is oriented with Y in the direction of vehicle travel, and X
perpendicular to vehicle travel.
DTM data can be acquired from existing topographical maps, photogrammetric
stereomodels, or more recently, airborne laser scanners. Before computers were common
place, review of topographical maps was popular, but time consuming, and did not offer
the same resolution that is available from airborne laser scanners of today. A better
method used in the 1950’s was photogrammetric stereomodels, where elevation data was
formatted in numerous ways, such as contour lines, profiles with elevations recorded at
regular intervals, or at geographic points along major terrain features (Doyle 1978).
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Photogrammetric systems are limited by good lighting, where elevation points can be
affected by shadows from trees.

A notable photogrammetric system, the Gestalt

Photomapping System, was capable of outputting an array of digital elevation data at a
spacing of 182mm at photographic scale, corresponding to approximately 14.3m on the
ground scale when using photographs at 1:80,000 scale (Kelly, McConnell et al. 1977;
Rose 2001). Similar to terrestrial terrain measurement systems, as technology advanced,
the area of digital terrain measurement systems moved from manual methods and
photogrammetrics to airborne laser scanners. Airborne laser scanner data offers detailed
3D digital terrain mappings with approximately one elevation point per square meter over
a 1000x1000 km area.
Airborne laser scanners, also known as light detection and ranging (Lidar), are
used for the derivation of topographic data and the generation of DTMs. Most airborne
digital terrain measurement systems are mounted on an aircraft or helicopter, with data
taken in a strip-wise manner. The laser, operating near infra-red (IR) frequency ranges,
acquires data at frequencies ranging from 1-83kHz resulting in elevation accuracy of a
few centimeters (Briese and Pfeifer 2001). The scanning lasers used on these systems are
insensitive to shadows, unlike the photogrammetric systems, however the aperture size
on the laser is about half as small as that as the photogrammetric systems and requires
more laser scans to be taken to cover the same area of terrain (Kraus and Pfeifer 1998).
One version of an airborne laser scanner is the TopEye which is suspended from a
helicopter. It is equipped with a vertical scanning direct detection laser radar operating at
a wavelength of 1.06μm and pulse rate between 2 and 7kHz (Elmqvist, Jungert et al.
2001).

The operational altitude is between 60-900m and is able to produce point

position, intensity of reflection as well as multiple return or double echo data. When
flying between 10-25m/s at altitudes of 120-375m, the point density of the acquired data
varies from 2-16 points per square meter (Elmqvist, Jungert et al. 2001). These systems
along with terrestrial systems that are equipped with GPS and INS are inherently plagued
by systematic errors. These systematic errors are discussed in the next Section.
2.1.3

GPS and INS Error Sources
Typically, an INS is capable of establishing a geodetic position with two

centimeter accuracy (Smith 2009). It is clear that large localized disturbances in the
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measured terrain surface will cause erroneous vehicle simulation results. In addition,
slowly varying height changes that are artifacts of the INS drift will skew the absolute
height of the terrain surfaces in the global reference frame (Fritsch and Kilian 1994;
Kraus and Pfeifer 1998). For independent lane scans, this problem may not affect the
application of the terrain data, since the absolute height of the terrain may not be of
interest. If a measurement, for instance, is taken over perfectly level terrain for one mile,
a slowly varying height change of several centimeters will not hinder simulation
effectiveness. However, if data were recorded along the first lane of a two lane highway
early in the day and a few hours later the second lane was measured, then any vertical
misalignment of the two lanes resulting from the INS drift would produce an artificial
vertical shift between lanes. The misalignment between the two lanes would cause
undesired excitations into a model undergoing a lane change maneuver. Similar to a
method developed by Smith, Kraus suggested identifying terrain data that exist in two
sets of data and compare those points to known survey data, and adjust the surface
accordingly (Kraus 1997; Smith 2009).
Airborne laser scanners are plagued with the same systematic errors as the
terrestrial systems, as both systems are equipped with an INS and a GPS. The difference
is the magnitude of the INS drift. Experimentation has shown the root mean square
(R.M.S.) error of airborne systems to be 10.7cm or more in vertical elevation accuracy as
compared with survey data (Pfeifer, Stadler et al. 2001). This is a full order of magnitude
greater than that seen by terrestrial applications, where terrestrial measurement systems
may see a +/-10mm deviation due to INS drift (Chemistruck, Binns et al. 2010). Many
different errors and uncertainties arise when working with airborne laser scanner data due
to the amount of filtering that needs to be completed to reduce the acquired data to terrain
data only (Li 1994; Lopez 1997; Kraus and Pfeifer 1998; Briese and Pfeifer 2001;
Pfeifer, Stadler et al. 2001; Kraus, Briese et al. 2004). Focusing on the contributions of
error from the GPS and INS alone, studies have shown three major results. The first is
that the mean square error in determining the height of an elevation point as referenced
by the GPS is worse than the accuracy of the laser scanner measurement. Second, the
GPS phase ambiguities based on on-the-fly initialization for fast moving objects results in
+/-10cm error in identifying the origin of the polar coordinates. All airborne laser
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scanners use polar coordinates for data acquisition. Lastly, the INS orientation has an
error of up to 0.01 degrees, corresponding to a terrain point accuracy of +/-1cm for a
flying height of 1000m (Kraus and Pfeifer 1998). Data acquired from airborne laser
scanners have also shown discrepancies in height when trying to stitch two sets of data
together.
The accuracy of the INS is dependent on instrumental biases and environmental
biases, such as the number of satellites used by the receiver, the satellite-receiver
distance, atmospheric effects, satellite and receiver clock offsets, phase ambiguities, and
others (Sardon, Rius et al. 1994; Sardon and Zarraoa 1997; Sarma 2008). To decipher the
systematic errors based on the INS and GPS as compared with the measurement sensor,
Smith developed an excitation event and calibration surface to identify and isolate the
error of the measurement sensor, in this case a scanning laser (Smith and Ferris 2009;
Smith 2009). He also developed an ad hoc method to compensate for error contributed
by INS drift, but this method fails to retain the absolute height (Smith and Ferris 2008).
According to Fritsch, “the INS drift can be estimated from the long term stability of the
GPS observations and on the other hand the larger observation noise of the GPS
observations could be compensated by the short term stability of the INS (Fritsch and
Kilian 1994).”
A strong effort has been made to characterize the GPS and INS errors by
categorizing the errors based on the error origin. Specifically, several techniques have
been used to estimate instrumental biases. One of the first proposed techniques, from
preoperational GPS systems in the 1990’s, applies the least squares method to estimate
the coefficients of a two-dimensional quadratic model for vertical Total Electron Count
(TEC) from a single GPS receiver. TEC is defined as the number of electrons in a
column 1 m2 square extending from the base station to the satellite with unites of e/m2
(Coco, Coker et al. 1991). Coco et al. applied Lanyi and Roth’s technique to study the
variability of the GPS instrumental biases (Coco, Coker et al. 1991). As technology
advanced, ionospheric delay was investigated through the development of ionospheric
maps. The ionosphere acts as a dispersive medium to GPS signals, thus ionospheric
propagation delays can be removed by the use of two frequencies- L1 and L2 (Coco,
Coker et al. 1991).

The bias for the two GPS frequencies (L1=1575.42 MHz and
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L2=1227.60 MHz) and their difference, is referred to as differential instrumental bias and
will produce systematic errors in the estimates of the ionospheric delays (Sardon and
Zarraoa 1997). Ionospheric delays are vertical delay estimates at specified Ionospheric
Grid Points (IGPs). Estimation of the IGP delay is limited by instrumental biases.
Instrumental biases are the difference of the propagation paths of L1 and L2 signals and
is directly due to the circuitry in the GPS satellite and receiver hardware (Sarma 2008).
Wilson and Mannucci applied two techniques based on surface harmonics and
triangular interpolation for the development of global/regional ionospheric maps
(Mannucci, Hajj et al. 2004). When GPS systems became completely operational in the
mid-1990’s, regional and global TEC maps were developed to improve the overall
accuracy of the GPS system. These operational systems implement the dual frequencies,
L1 and L2, which were previously introduced.

A better technique for estimating

instrumental biases and TEC was proposed by Sardon through modeling stochastic
parameters of the GPS errors with a Kalman filter (Sardon, Rius et al. 1994). Sardon
does not explicitly identify noise, multipath, differential delay between L1 and L2
antenna phase centers or selective availability in his stochastic model, rather he lumps the
errors into one term. More recently, Sarma et al. applies singular value decomposition
(SVD) algorithm to estimate the instrumental biases from data for several dual frequency
GPS receivers (Sarma 2008). A complete investigation of the accuracy of these systems
has been conducted by Binns, Smith and Wang (Wang 2006; Smith and Ferris 2008;
Smith and Ferris 2009; Smith 2009; Smith 2009; Binns 2010). A method for removing
the error contributions from the GPS and IMU is developed in Chapter 3, without
requiring the identification of each error source, such that the effects of INS drift in the
measured surface are removed. The next section defines the terrain coordinate system
used for theoretical development in this dissertation.
2.1.4

Defining the Coordinate System
The coordinate system for non-deformable, anisotropic terrain topology is defined

in this Section. Terrain surfaces in this work will be defined using a curved regular grid
(CRG) format; however it is important to note that other gridding methods exist. DTMs
are typically organized in three types of data structures, square-regular grid, triangulated
irregular network (TIN) and contour-based networks. Square-regular grids are most
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computationally efficient, but fail to handle abrupt changes in the terrain surface. TINs
are typically constructed with Delaunay triangulation and are most suitable for
identifying rough terrain features (Petrie and Kennie 1987; Yoon 2003). Contour-based
networks are best for identifying general trends in the terrain surface, and are particularly
good for hydrological applications. Other gridding techniques exist, but the techniques
briefly discussed here are most common for terrain applications (Wilson and Gallant
2000). The CRG format is discussed in detail next as it is the basis for the theoretical
discussion in this work.
The result of data acquisition and signal processing from the VTMS is a point
cloud of terrain height data, located in non-uniform locations in the horizontal plane, as
shown in Figure 7a (Kern and Ferris 2007; Wagner and Ferris 2007). Airborne terrain
measurement systems also acquire data in a non-uniform grid-spacing, but these systems
are faced with additional post-processing issues to remove vegetation and buildings from
the data set (Kraus and Pfeifer 1998; Kraus, Briese et al. 2004). Once the data from the
scanning laser(s) and the INS are translated to a common, body-fixed coordinate system,
synchronized in time, and nominally corrected for host-vehicle motion, the data are
transformed to a global coordinate system (x, y, z). The result is a point cloud of terrain
height data, located in the horizontal plane as shown in Figure 7a (Kern and Ferris 2007;
Wagner and Ferris 2007). A path coordinate, u, and a perpendicular coordinate, v, are
introduced to form a curved regular grid (CRG) in the horizontal plane, as shown in
Figure 7b (Gimmler, Ammon et al. 2005; Rauh and Mossner-Beigel 2008; VIRES
October 2008). Discrete longitudinal locations along coordinate u are defined as vector
u and are indexed by i; discrete transverse locations are defined as vector v and are
indexed by j. The terrain height corresponding to each discrete horizontal grid point (u,
v) is determined by examining the vertical heights in the localized area around that
horizontal location.

The spatial interpolation method (e.g., mean, median, inverse-

distance-to-a-power, and kriging) must be carefully chosen based on the application
(Stein 1999; Stein, Meer et al. 2002; Detweiler and Ferris 2008; Detweiler and Ferris
2009; Wackernagel 2010), the accuracy of the measurement system (Pfeifer, Kostli et al.
1998; Pfeifer, Stadler et al. 2001; Detweiler and Ferris 2008; Smith and Ferris 2008;
Smith 2009), and the local homogeneity and isotropic nature of the terrain.. In this way,
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drainage” (ASTM 2006).

It is vital to consider the road and travelling vehicle as

inseparable parts of a unique complex system affecting the dynamics and loading of both.
Roughness indices are measures of unevenness of the pavement in relation to vehicle
response and, as such, are used as metrics to judge the ability of stochastic models to
characterize the terrain.
Clearly, two roads that share a single roughness index need not have the same
characteristics, but they share some general measure of roughness. The use of a single
number to describe the overall condition of a road has been questioned, and other
approaches for classifying terrain roughness using newly proposed indices or a
combination of indices have been proposed (Sayers and Karamihas 1996; Papagiannakis
and Raveendran 1998; Liu and Herman 1999; Ahlin, Granlund et al. 2004; Rouillard
2004; Capuruço, Hegazy et al. 2005; Kropáč and Múčka 2005; Kropáč 2008). Since
roughness indices statistically describe the unevenness of the terrain, a major application
is to judge the quality of the synthetic terrain produced from the terrain models. The
index values for the synthetic terrain and the measured terrain can be computed and the
distributions of the index for the synthetic and measured terrain then compared.
Similarities in the distributions indicate how well the model captures the terrain
unevenness in the synthesized data set, insofar as a single roughness index is able to
characterize terrain unevenness. Discrepancies in the distributions would suggest that the
terrain model is incapable of sufficiently modeling a particular terrain and a different
terrain model should be used. In this work, the roughness indices will be used to analyze
the principle components of terrain and compare the results with the roughness index of a
longitudinal profile taken from the terrain surface and draw conclusions.
2.1.3.1

Quarter-Car Roughness Indices

The indices presented in this Section calculate the terrain roughness with some
mathematical operation on the accumulated suspension stroke over the total distance
traveled as determined by a quarter car model, as shown in Figure 9. The sprung mass,
Ms, is the portion of the vehicle body mass supported by one wheel. The unsprung mass,
Mu, is the mass of the wheel, tire and half of the axle/suspension at one corner of the
vehicle. The tire spring rate is depicted by Kt, and the suspension spring rate is depicted
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by Ks.

The dam
mping coeffficient of th
he suspensi on system is Cs.

Thee measure oof

suspeension travell over time is
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Figure
F
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The stand
dard index used for deetermining rroad roughnness is the Internationaal
Roug
ghness Index
x (IRI) (Sayeers 1989; Saayers 1995).. The IRI hhas been adoopted by roaad
agenccies worldw
wide for usee in pavemeent health m
monitoring aand determinning the best
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construction practices to develop the smoothest roads possible.

It is considered an

indicator of pavement serviceability, independent of the particular equipment used to
measure it, internationally and geographically transferable, and time invariant (Hajek,
Kazmierowski et al. 1998). The IRI is computed from a single longitudinal profile with a
measurement resolution of 0.5mm to sufficiently capture the characteristics of the terrain
of interest. The terrain profile is assumed to have a constant slope between sampled
elevation points and is smoothed with a moving average having a base length of 250mm.
The smoothed profile is then filtered using a quarter car model at a simulated speed of 80
km/hr. The accumulated suspension motion is linearly accumulated and divided by the
profile length to yield the IRI, having units of elevation per distance (mm/km or in/mi),
as shown in Equation 1, with detailed calculations provided in Sayers (Sayers 1989;
Sayers 1995). In Equation 1,

is the motion of the sprung mass [m/s],

is the motion

of the unsprung mass [m/s], L is the length of the profile [m], and V is the velocity at
which the simulation was executed [m/s]. This index will be used for analyzing the
principle components of terrain in Chapter 4 of this dissertation.
1

/

|

|

Equation 1

Ride Number (RN)

The algorithm developed to calculate the Ride Number (RN) is very similar to
that of the IRI, with different coefficients, initialization and averaging.

The main

difference is that the accumulated suspension travel is calculated with the Root Mean
Square (RMS) for the RN rather than the mean absolute since the RN decomposes the
profile into three wavebands, represented by three profile index (PI) statistics.
Specifically, the PI is calculated for each waveband, and for each wheel path,
implementing the same quarter car simulation with different parameters; see Appendix B
for the parameter values. The result is a single PI for the terrain set, determined by the
RMS of the wavebands for each wheel path. Further details of the calculations of the RN
can be found in Sayers (Sayers and Karamihas 1996). While the IRI and RN are very
similar, it is suggested that the RN does a better job at identifying pavement conditions as
compared with the IRI despite using a similar algorithm due to the waveband approach.
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The computational effort is equivalent for both indices with the main equation for the RN
presented in Equation 2. RN is an exponential transform of the RMS slope statistic PI
with dimensionless units of slope [m/m] (Sayers and Karamihas 1996).
5

Equation 2

Roughness Index for Driving Expenditure (RIDE)

The Roughness Index for Driving Expenditure (RIDE) is based on the sprung
mass acceleration response of a reference vehicle to the pavement profile. Similar to IRI,
the index is based on results from a quarter car (QC) model where a transfer function
(TF) is developed which relates the QC response to that of the reference vehicle. By
using a QC model, the roughness index is insensitive to specific mechanical faults of a
reference vehicle. RIDE is calculated from the power spectral density (PSD) of the
sprung mass acceleration of the reference vehicle, as depicted in Equation 3, with full
details of the calculations provided in Papagiannakis (Papagiannakis and Raveendran
1998).
1
Equation 3

The index is purported to have several advantages: it is directly related to riding
comfort; it is related to the dynamic axle loads and reflects heavy vehicle ride, damage,
and pavement damage; it is fully compatible with ISO standard 2631 (ISO 2004); and it
is sensitive to pavement roughness excitation frequencies that are close to resonant
frequencies of the sprung mass and is suited for identifying pavements that need
rehabilitation (Papagiannakis and Raveendran 1998).
2.1.3.2

Five DOF Model Based Index

The index presented in this Section only considers vertical translations of a
simplified full vehicle model, as shown in Figure 10. Roll, pitch and yaw are neglected
for simplification of the analysis. The motivation for this index is that it better reflects
the ride quality of a particular vehicle as compared with a QC model. This index also
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shortcomings of the FRI lie in
i the simpliifications off a full vehiccle model, foor example, it
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is assumed that the center of mass of the vehicle is at the centroid of the rectangular
frame instead of closer to the powertrain location. Of course, when a specific vehicle is
identified for simulation, a more representative result would be derived from a properly
parameterized, higher fidelity, vehicle model (Capuruço, Hegazy et al. 2005). The FRI
involves more computational effort, but results in higher repeatability of calculating the
index over similar terrains, making it more useful than the IRI for higher fidelity
simulations.
2.1.3.3

Sprung Mass Acceleration Roughness Indices

The indices presented in this section are based on the calculation of roughness
indices using response-type measurement responses.

Response-type profilers are

typically equipped with an accelerometer located on the sprung mass of a vehicle or
trailer. The measured responses are system specific (not transferrable) and temporal- the
mechanical systems change with usage and time (Hajek, Kazmierowski et al. 1998).
These types of systems are very limited in their capabilities of describing universal
roughness, but are useful in understanding how a particular vehicle is affected by the
terrain it is traversing. This method is a better for ride quality evaluations, rather than
calculating a roughness index.
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Figure 11. Quartter-car modeel used to callculate roughhness indices based on response-type
meaasurements.
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Root Mean Square of Terrain Height (RMSH )

The Root Mean Square of Terrain Height, RMSH, analyzes the importance of
short, medium and long road unevenness of the vehicle vibration (Kropáč and Múčka
2004; Kropáč 2008). RMSH is defined in Equation 4, where DH is a single measure of
the combined variance of the random component of the road profile with the harmonic
component of the road profile (Kropáč 2008). More information on the specifics of
calculating RMSH can be found in the article by Kropáč and Múčka (Kropáč and Múčka
2005).
Equation 4
It is important to decompose the analysis of road unevenness to different
wavelengths because the vehicle responds differently to certain frequencies. The vehicle
response to road unevenness indicated that some of the tested roads yielded a much
higher vertical acceleration than others, so much so that the allowable exposure to
vibration for people in the vehicle would be reduced by several hours (ISO 2004). This
study found that the IRI was insensitive to roughness caused by unevenness in certain
wavebands. From these findings, Kropáč and Múčka proposed the use of RMSH, as an
alternative to IRI (Kropáč 2008).
Perceived Vehicle Roughness

Ahlin focused his studies on vertical vibration for a single wheel track to
understand how well a synthesized terrain profile matches perceived vehicle wheel
roughness, or more commonly known as vertical vibrations.

For this test, vertical

vibrations were measured on the right wheel of the front axle of a Volvo FL12 heavy
truck using an accelerometer (Ahlin, Granlund et al. 2004).

Through quarter car

simulations, Ahlin compared measured vibrations to simulated vibrations to determine
the correlation between models. He found that the higher fidelity measurement of the
terrain used for simulated vibrations, the QC model yielded better correlation results as
compared with the lower fidelity measurements. Specifically, Ahlin used three singlepoint lasers that were setup across the wheel path of the host vehicle to show that the
accuracy of the data in representing vertical wheel vibration is better than a single, singlepoint laser placed in the wheel path (Ahlin, Granlund et al. 2004). With the increased
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data set from the three-single-point lasers, the perceived vehicle wheel roughness of the
synthesized terrain was found to be more representative of the measured terrain. To
further Ahlin’s study, roughness indices could be applied to the measured and
synthesized terrain to determine how well the synthesized data truly captures the terrain
characteristics. Ahlin’s approach will be implemented as a ‘check’ to determine how
well the synthesized terrain surface compares to the measured data in this project in
Chapter 5 of this dissertation. The next section of this Chapter leverages empirical
terrain measurements to develop analytical terrain.

2.2 Analytical Terrain
Analytical terrain can be separated into two categories, those based on a more
global approach such as approximating large areas of land with surface fitting by contour
lines (~ 1000km X 1000km) and those based on a more local approach by characterizing
terrain profiles (~1 km). Both categories use parameter identification to parameterize the
mathematical model chosen to characterize the terrain of interest where the key
differences lie in what the mathematical models are characterizing. In the first category,
global elevation is characterized based on surface estimation via elevation contour line
measurements, typically represented by sets of polynomials or Fourier series.

The

purposes of such characterizations are typically for data compression and global terrain
analysis, such as hydrological flow or erosion analysis (Moore, Grayson et al. 1991;
Quinn, Beven et al. 1991). The second category is geared towards modeling segments of
longitudinal profiles over relatively short distances.

The purposes of these

characterizations are to synthesize road segments based off the original terrain of any
desired length, and also for data compression.
2.2.1

Global Terrain Approximation
Global terrain approximation starts with discretely measured terrain surface data

and uses polynomials or power series to approximate the surface.

In this way, a

continuous curve is developed to represent the area of terrain. Most terrain surface
approximation techniques originated in DTM. Two major drawbacks of the methods
described are the coarse resolution and large amount of filtering which yield a basic
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description of the surface, with flaws occurring in the representation of ‘sharp’ terrain
features such as curbs, cliffs, rocks and others. Three terrain surface approximation
techniques are described next.
Active Contour

Active contour mapping is used when modeling ground surface contours for
creating DTM from airborne scanning data. Active contours have roots in the area of
image processing. The shape of an active contour to a particular ground surface is the
contour which minimizes an energy function.

The energy function is typically

parameterized by internal energy as described by the physical characteristics associated
with the contour (material properties) and a potential energy field as described by the
terrain height (Elmqvist 2001; Elmqvist, Jungert et al. 2001). One issue that may arise is
that the solution may solve for a local minimum and not a global minimum. Another
issue is properly identifying the material properties of the terrain surface in question.
Interestingly, different terrain features can be identified or removed from the data
depending on the requirements of the application. For example, for rocky terrain, it may
be desired to estimate the underlying terrain and not the rocks, or it may be desired to
include the rocks in the true terrain surface. This method can be adapted for either case
such that the resulting terrain surface representation will be a continuous model of the
desired true terrain surface. However, due to the nature of this method, it is prone to
over-smoothing sharp-edged features such as rocks.
Linear Prediction

Pfeifer and Kraus developed an iterative robust interpolation algorithm based on
linear prediction to estimate the digital terrain surface. This algorithm is comprised of
two components, a stochastic model to define the weighting function and a functional
model to describe the interpolation scheme, both of which will be described in the next
paragraphs.

As identified previously in this Chapter, measurements acquired from

airborne laser scanners contain information about vegetation, buildings and the terrain.
The ultimate goal of this approach is to remove vegetation and buildings from the data set
and be left with the original terrain surface.
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The first component of this algorithm determines the weighting function of each
elevation point.

Each point is assigned a weight from zero to one based on the

classification of the point as a ground point or a vegetation point. For example, if the
point is located on or near the ground plane, then a weighting close to one is assigned,
and if a point is considered vegetation, or very far from the ground plane, then a weight
of zero is assigned. The specific weighting function used in this work is shown in
equation form in Equation 5 and in graphic form in Figure 12.

The weight function, pi,

for robust estimation is presented in Equation 5, where the parameters a and b determine
the steepness of the weight function, g is a shift value, and w is a ‘ceiling’ elevation value
and is user defined, such that any value above g+w is set to zero (Kraus and Pfeifer 1998;
Pfeifer, Kostli et al. 1998). An average is computed on the surface to calculate the
residuals, vi between each height measurement and the average surface. The shift value,
g forces the left branch of the weighting function equal to one with details on how to
calculate the shift value, g, explained in Kraus and Pfeifer (1998) and Pfeifer et al. (1998)
(Kraus and Pfeifer 1998; Pfeifer, Kostli et al. 1998). If the residuals are less than a shift
value, g, they are typically negative and classified as terrain points with weighting set
equal to one. If the residuals are between the shift value g and the shift value plus some
offset, g+w, they are typically small negative or positive and are classified as lower lying
vegetation or rocks, with a weighting value occurring between zero and one. If the
residuals are greater than the shift value plus some offset, then the points are classified as
vegetation or buildings and the weighting value is set equal to zero. Furthermore, the
parameters presented in Pfeifer’s work can be tuned to keep or eliminate specific terrain
features.
1
1

Equation 5

1
0
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surface data and grid it based on terrain features. For example, if an area of the surface is
rough, then the gridding will need to have more nodes than if the surface is relatively flat
and uneventful. Then the discretized terrain height can be approximated as of function of
x and y location as shown in Equation 6, where ar are coefficients. Equation 6 can be
abbreviated in power series form as shown in Equation 7. The importance of this
representation is that Equation 7 takes on the same form as a double Chebyshev
polynomial, which provides a least squares solution for surface fitting. The coefficients
of double Chebyshev polynomial are determined from the measured data, and continuous
contour lines describing the surface are developed. Of course the methods presented by
Segu only considered the implementation of Chebyshev polynomials, but that is not to
say that cubic splines, linear interpolation, or other polynomials or power series could not
be used instead. Loucks suggests that instead of being concerned with the least squared
solution only, grid spacing and desired resolution need to be taken into account. He
suggests using cubic splines for finer resolution data to make a greater effort in capturing
more abrupt terrain features such as cliffs and other drop offs and linear interpolation or
Chebyshev polynomials for coarse resolution applications where an exact fit to the terrain
data is not required (Loucks 1996). Regardless of the approximation tool used, the
methods developed in Segu’s work are used as a baseline for the definition of 3D terrain
surfaces presented in Chapter 4 of this dissertation. The key differences are that this
method is used for developing contour elevation lines, whereas the methods presented in
Chapter 4 decompose the terrain surface to its principle components and then
approximate the components with sets of polynomials.

The next section presents

different methods to characterize the terrain with mathematical models, that when
synthesized, capture the inherent statistical properties of the host terrain.
⋯
,

∈ 0,1,2, … ,

′

Equation 6

Equation 7

2.2.2 Local Terrain Characterization
If the terrain is considered to be a particular realization of an underlying
stochastic process, then measured terrain profiles can be used to develop the form and the
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order of the mathematical description of the stochastic process. A large set of terrain
profiles is then represented by a single stochastic process that has the same properties
(e.g., stationarity) as the measured terrain.

A measured terrain profile is used to

parameterize the model, and the parameters are then defined as the terrain
characterization. Once the model is properly parameterized, realizations of any length
can be generated, and vehicle responses can be simulated that are accurate for the given
application. Equation 8 defines the stochastic process Zn as a family of random variables
defined over a common probability space.
,

0,1,2, …

Equation 8

These random variables correspond to discrete locations along a prescribed path in the
horizontal plane and are indexed by a real parameter n ≥ 0. Let S denote the state space
so that realizations of the process at index n, Zn, are elements of S.
Several methods have been examined for characterizing terrain profiles in this
dissertation. Extensive work has been conducted in using the Power Spectral Density
(PSD) of road profiles (Andren 2006; Kutay, Weaver et al. 2007) and road roughness
metrics (Gorsich, Gunter et al. 2003). Rouillard, Bruscella, and Sek suggested a method
based on PSD analysis and spatial acceleration to characterize and classify road
profiles (Bruscella and Rouillard 1999; Rouillard, Bruscella et al. 2000; Rouillard, Sek et
al. 2001).

They used spatial acceleration to separate the stationary terrain profile

characteristics from non-stationary transient events. Later, Ferris examined the viability
of characterizing roads as an nth order Markov chain (Kuchar 2001; Ferris 2004).
Recently, Kern, Wagner and Ferris demonstrated that an Autoregressive Integrated
Moving Average (ARIMA) model could be used for modeling road data and generating
synthetic road profiles that have similar statistical properties to those of measured roads
by defining a linear (AR) model excited by a stationary non-Gaussian process (Kern and
Ferris 2006; Kern and Ferris 2006; Kern and Ferris 2007; Li and Sandu 2007; Wagner
and Ferris 2007; Khashei, Bijari et al. 2008; Wagner and Ferris 2008). These models, in
addition to several others, have expanded the applicability of computational simulation in
the ground vehicle design and development process. In the remainder of this section,
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typical model properties are explained, and then several models of interest are
investigated.
2.1.3.4

Model Properties

Terrain models are formulated based the statistical properties of the terrain,
including one or more of the following: stationary, isotropic, homogenous, or Gaussian.
Chaika states that rigorous statistical tests must be performed before a statistical model is
created, but first, the properties must be defined (Chaika, Gorsich et al. 2004). When
examining these common model properties on measured terrain, these results were found.
1. Long sections of terrain profiles are not stationary,
2. Short sections of terrain profiles may not be stationary depending on their
content and characteristics.
3. Generally smooth roads are stationary, but rough roads are not.
Understanding the properties of measured terrain is essential for accurate terrain
modeling.
Stationary and Homogeneity

Stationarity of a time series implies that all joint probability density functions are
time invariant. For example, the variance of stationary signals will be time invariant.
(Bruscella and Rouillard 1999). However, the term stationary is commonplace for time
series analysis whereas terrain does not vary in time, rather location. The confusion
arises in the fact that time series analysis techniques are applied to terrain analysis. The
appropriate term to use in terrain analysis is homogeneous.

A terrain profile is

homogeneous if the joint probability density functions are invariant with horizontal
translations in the coordinate frame (Bendat and Piersol 2000). This is analogous to
being stationary in time, but it is in the spatial domain. Many studies have shown that
smooth roads may be homogenous, but rough roads are not due to localized disturbances
(Bruscella and Rouillard 1999; Chaika, Gorsich et al. 2004; Andren 2006).
Isotropic

A terrain profile is isotropic if the joint probability density functions are invariant
with changes in direction or orientation of the coordinate frame (Frederick and Chang
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1965). Therefore, this property examines the terrain in all directions. For example, a
terrain surface with wheel rutting would not be considered isotropic, but rather
anisotropic.
Gaussian

A Gaussian distribution is a normal distribution with the mean, μ, and variance, σ2
(Bendat and Piersol 2000). Equation 9 and Figure 13 demonstrates a Gaussian
distribution.
Equation 9
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Figure 13: Gaussian Probability Distribution Function.
The Gaussian distribution is a commonly used assumption in terrain
characterization and realization; however, this assumption may not be valid in all cases.
If localized disturbances (e.g., potholes) are removed from terrain profiles, the residual
profile may be nearly Gaussian (Andren 2006). Some studies have transformed the
actual, non-Gaussian distribution to a Gaussian distribution, then performed the statistical
analysis on the transformed data, and finally, applied an inverse transformation to return
to the original data set (Bogsjo and Forsan 2004).
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2.1.3.5

Terrain Models

Several terrain models are presented for discussion of the implementation and
pros and cons of each. Ultimately, one model will be selected as a proof of concept for
modeling the principle components of terrain in Chapter 5 of this dissertation.
Power Spectral Density (PSD)

One of the more popular models is the Power Spectral Density (PSD)
approximation of terrain profiles.

The PSD identifies the frequency content of a

stochastic process or a deterministic function of time to identify frequencies of interest
and periodicities. Andren presents a literature survey of PSD approximations which
implement the basic equation of this model, as shown in Equation 10, where

is the

roughness level of the displacement PSD, C is the general roughness parameter with units
of meters3, λ is the wavelength with units of meters, and w is a dimensionless parameter
called waviness, ranging from 1-5 on measured roads, and is related to the wavelength of
the road (Andren 2006). Traditionally, w is approximately equal to 2 and C varies from
road to road.
Equation 10
This approximation represents a terrain profile by two numbers, C and w, the
resulting PSD approximation is a straight line. This simple concept can be expanded by
decomposing the spectrum into wavebands (commonly two or three). In this way, a
common value for the roughness parameter C is assumed to remain constant and different
values for w can be fit to each waveband.
Equation 11 is an example of a three waveband approximation.
0
Equation 11
∞
For a spectral analysis estimate to be valid, the road should be a member of a stationary
random process. When terrain is homogeneous and isotropic, a complete terrain surface
can be modeled with a single terrain profile PSD. Several variations of the PSD are
presented next. The data used in the analysis of the following PSDS were filtered such
that long-wavelength disturbances (such as hills) were removed by applying a high-pass
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filter to keep wavelengths between 0.1m and 100m (ISO8608 1995). It is important to
note that the majority of terrain analysis using PSDs is completed incorrectly as it
validates the stationary requirement.
Parametric Road Spectrum (PRS)

Bogsjo presented four different models to parameterize road spectra following a
Gaussian distribution: parametric road spectrum, shifted spatial range spectrum, direct
spectrum estimation, and transformed direct spectrum estimation. The Parametric Road
Spectrum (PRS) model is a straight line fit in the log-log scale of a power spectrum.
Equation 12 describes the PRS approach, where

is 0.1m-1, C indicates the degree of

road unevenness, varying around 10-5 and the exponential value w varies from 2-3. The
parameter values were determined by a least-square fit over the spatial frequency range
of 0.011-2.83m-1 (Bogsjo and Forsan 2004).
∗

Equation 12

.

Shifted Spatial Range Spectrum (SSR)

The Shifted Spatial Range spectrum (SSR) model focuses on correctly
approximating the low resonance frequency range of the vehicle, i.e. 1-2Hz. The SSR is
defined over the least square fit of the range corresponding to the spatial frequency range
for a vehicle traveling at constant velocity, defined as: 1
spectrum is then defined over this range, in Equation 13, where

2

.

The SSR

is 0.1m-1, C indicates

the degree of road unevenness, varying around 10-5 and the exponential value w varies
from 2-3. The lower frequency limit of the spectrum is adjusted to preserve the variance
of the measured profile as defined in Equation 14 (Bogsjo and Forsan 2004).
Equation 13

∗

Equation 14
.
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Direct Spectrum Estimation (DSE) & Transformed Direct Spectrum Estimation (TrDSE)

The Direct Spectrum Estimation (DSE) model smooths the power spectrum of the
actual road; the smoothed road spectrum is then used in the model to develop synthetic
road profiles. A slight variation of the DSE is the Transformed Direct Spectrum
Estimation (TrDSE), which applies an empirical transformation function to the road
profile, and the resulting transformed road spectrum is determined by the DSE model.
This transformation procedure assumes strictly stationary data (Bogsjo and Forsan 2004).
When applied to a QC simulation model to analyze pseudo-damage, the PRS and
DSE models underestimated the fatigue damage in all cases, the SSR model performed
better at velocities that were not near vehicle resonance, and the non-Guassian TrDSE
model overestimated the fatigue damage, resulting in very conservative fatigue estimates.
From these studies, it was found that traditional stochastic analysis using Gaussian
distributions is insufficient in characterizing the spectra of the terrain that is critical in
predicting fatigue damage. This is likely due to the fact that fatigue is sensitive to
random, localized disturbances (Bogsjo and Forsan 2004). The conclusions identified in
this report will be considered for future ground vehicle reliability studies but in the case
of this situation, PSDs will not be applied as a stochastic modeling technique.
Markov Chains

Measured road profiles can be considered a realization of a discrete-time, finitestate, closed, irreducible and aperiodic process (Ferris 2004). The Markov Property is
written in Equation 15.
|

,

,…,

Equation 15

|
That is, conditioned on the present, the future and the past are independent. The Markov
Chain has stationary transition probabilities when Equation 8 holds for all values of n.
The process defined in Equation 15 forms a Markov Chain when these random variables,
Xn, satisfy the Markov Property and they have stationary transition probabilities. The
transition function of the chain is defined in Equation 16.
,

|

,
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,

0

Equation 16

The Markov Property implies that regardless of how the process arrived at state
s1, it has probability P (s1, s2) of being in state s2 at the next measurement point. The nstep transition function, Pn (s1, s2) is the probability of going from state s2 to state s2 in nsteps. A transition matrix arises from the transition function, where each transition
matrix represents a large set of road profiles that share the same characteristics (Ferris
2004). The Markov Chain representation of terrain will not be investigated in this work
but may be applied to future work for its capabilities of modeling a time-invariant
process.
Hilbert-Huang Transform and Empirical Mode Decomposition

The Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) is capable of analyzing and classifying
nonstationary and nonlinear terrain data. The HHT consists of two steps, the Empirical
Mode Decomposition (EMD) and the Hilbert Spectral Analysis (HSA). The EMD is a
multi-resolution, local decomposition method which decomposes the terrain data into
basis functions specific to the data. These basis functions are known as Intrinsic Mode
Functions (IMF). IMFs have the following properties: they have instantaneous frequency
defined at every point; they are almost orthogonal; they form a complete basis set
(Ayenu-Prah and Attoh-Okine 2009). These basis functions are used to decompose a
single longitudinal profile whereas the methods developed in this work decompose the
entire terrain surface into characteristic basis vectors. Futhermore, the IMFs exist in the
frequency domain, whereas the basis vectors in this work exist in the spatial domain. The
EMD of the terrain data is completed when the residual process is a monotonic function,
or a constant. Specific details of the EMD can be found in works by Ayenu-Prah and
Attoh-Okine (Attoh-Okine, Ayenu-Prah Jr et al. 2006; Ayenu-Prah and Attoh-Okine
2009). It is important to note that during this decomposition, all information of the
original signal is retained such that the summation of the IMF and the residuals return the
original signal. The next step in the HHT is a Hilbert transform applied to each of the
IMFs to identify instantaneous frequencies and amplitudes for use in plotting the Hilbert
amplitude spectra (Attoh-Okine, Ayenu-Prah Jr et al. 2006; Ayenu-Prah and Attoh-Okine
2009). Identification of the instantaneous frequencies and amplitudes of each IMF allows
for the analysis of the energy content of each IMF; the higher the energy content, the
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greater effect that IMF has on the original signal. The impact of the energy associated
with each IMF is not completely understood and remains under investigation. The HHT
is similar to the method presented in Chapter 4 of this dissertation, in that the terrain
surface is decomposed into a set of basis vectors, of which each basis vector is studied for
its contribution to the overall terrain surface.
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA)

Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) models can be used to
characterize road profiles through parameter identification of the Autoregressive
coefficients. Uncertainty is captured in the resulting residual process, which, under
certain circumstances, may be represented by a single probability density function. This
stochastic residual process can be used to drive the creation of a distribution of synthetic
terrain topology profiles.

This distribution is then dependent on the probability

distribution of the residuals as well as the ARIMA coefficients. ARIMA models are one
method for characterizing road profiles which incorporates the uncertainty of terrain
characteristics into the model structure. The ARIMA parameters are identified as p, d
and q, where p is the order of the autoregressive model, d is the number of times the data
was differenced and q is the order of the moving average model. It has been shown
previously that terrain topology does not generally exhibit moving average
characteristics, so the general form of the model becomes Equation 17, where φ is the
autoregressive coefficient, a is the distribution of the residuals which is assumed to be
independently and identically distributed for all time, and

is the backward difference

operator.
z

φ

z

φ

z

⋯

a

Equation 17

The autoregressive coefficients traditionally are constants encompassing the
correlation of the current profile point to the previous profile points (Wagner and Ferris
2008). This model will be investigated further for its capabilities to model road profiles.

2.3 Literature Review Summary
Two major categories of terrain measuring and modeling have been reviewed:
terrestrial applications and airborne applications. A clear distinction should be made that
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this work focuses on terrestrially acquired measurements and focuses on modeling terrain
that is anisotropic (path specific). DTMs are concerned with modeling a large area at a
lower resolution (elevation points every 3-15m (Maxwell 1970; Pfeifer, Kostli et al.
1998)) than what is captured with the terrestrial systems (elevation points every 425.4mm (Kern and Ferris 2007; Wagner, Kern et al. 2007)) due to the intended
application and current limitations of airborne technology.
Furthermore, when processing airborne laser scanner data, it has been assumed
that the data are sufficiently isotropically distributed (Pfeifer, Stadler et al. 2001). This is
the key difference between the methods used in DTMs and the methods presented in this
dissertation. The terrain measurement system used to acquire data for this research, the
VTMS, directly samples the area of interest. Airborne laser scanning systems scan a
broad area, and then require filtering techniques to remove unwanted vegetation or
buildings before the data can be used. This filtering often results in over-smoothing of
‘sharp’ terrain features such as rocks, curbs, drop-offs, etc. All of these sharp, distinct
terrain features are vital for vehicle durability and reliability analysis and cannot be
ignored or filtered out.

Additionally, the data acquired in this work is sufficiently

anisotropic on the global scale so that vehicle paths are identifiable (e.g., >100mm), but
on the local scale (e.g. <10mm), the data are assumed to be isotropic for grid node
elevation identification.
Many terrain modeling discussions, in both the terrestrial and airborne
applications, culminate in the need to model terrain on different scales (e.g., millimeter,
centimeter, meter…). The methods proposed in this work propose decomposing the
terrain surface into its principle characteristics, and then modeling each characteristic
before reconstructing the surface, a method similar to empirical mode decomposition
(EMD) (Attoh-Okine, Ayenu-Prah Jr et al. 2006). In this way terrain features such as
elevation, banking and crowning can be modeled individually as opposed to directly
modeling different scales of the terrain. In the limiting case, when the road is so rough
that there is no clear path, then this method decomposes into DTM techniques used for
forests and other unstructured environments: a very large number of basis vectors are
required to represent the terrain.
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Many roughness indices and terrain modeling methods have been discussed. At
this time, there is no ‘best’ method for identifying the roughness of the road or modeling
the terrain.

The International Roughness Index (IRI) is the standard practice for

identifying road roughness, but as can be seen by this literature review, many other
methods exist and seek to change the standard.

This work suggests a different

implementation of the IRI from terrain profiles to evaluating the elevation component of
terrain. Similarly, there is no ‘best’ method or suggested model for modeling specific
types of terrain, as can be seen from the models presented in this literature review. This
work makes use of the Autoregressive model due the capabilities of adding randomness
to the synthesized profile from the residual process.
In summary, the methods developed in this work are based on data acquired from
a terrestrial terrain measurement system, the VTMS.

Modern terrain measurement

systems use an Inertial Navigation System (INS) to measure and remove vehicle
movement from laser measurements of the terrain surface.

Instrumental and

environmental errors inherent in the INS produce noise and drift errors in the resulting
estimates of vehicle position and orientation. Chapter 3 develops a method to remove
INS drift in terrain measurements. This method employs a principle component analysis
through singular value decomposition (SVD) to define the ‘global’ and ‘local subspaces.
SVD of the terrain surface identifies the principle terrain characteristics (basis vectors),
such as elevation, bank angle, and crowning and corresponding singular values. Next,
the empirical basis vectors are approximated with a set of analytic polynomials by a
Galerkin method in Chapter 4. Each set of empirical basis vectors corresponds to a
specific type of terrain, and therefore a specific set of analytic polynomials are chosen to
represent each terrain type. The types of terrain are identified by computing International
Roughness Index (IR), the universally employed terrain roughness index values for the
elevation component of terrain, which is defined as the projection of the terrain surface
onto each basis vector. It is important to note that this cross-section representation of
principle terrain components does not hinder the knowledge of the terrain as it had been
considered to do in the past (Maxwell 1970). Previous methods assumed that the crosssection was an appropriate representation for data acquired with photogrammetrics, when
it had been shown that the resolution of the data was too low to accurately describe the
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surface in question. In Maxwell’s work, cross-sections were taken every 3-15m. In this
work, the basis vectors are projected onto the terrain surface to develop specific
components of terrain which describe the magnitude of each basis vector along the length
of the terrain surface at a much higher resolution, specifically every 0.0254m along the
length of the terrain segment. Lastly, in Chapter 5, an Autoregressive model is employed
on the components of terrain to model these components in the same manner as a terrain
profile. This is one realization of a stochastic terrain surface, but as seen in this Chapter,
many other modeling techniques exist. The next Chapter presents the methodology for
removing INS drift in terrain measurements.
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3. Correcting INS Drift in Terrain Surface
Measurements

3.1 Chapter 3 Introduction
Modern terrain surface measurement systems incorporate a scanning laser (Herr
1996) that is rigidly mounted to the body of a host vehicle (Kern and Ferris 2007;
Wagner, Kern et al. 2007; Liu, Dembski et al. 2008). This vehicle traverses the terrain
while simultaneously acquiring terrain measurements. When the vehicle encounters a
disturbance, the laser translates and rotates with the body of the host vehicle. To obtain
accurate terrain measurements, the motion of the vehicle must be accurately measured so
that it can be removed from the laser measurement. Modern systems use an Inertial
Navigation System (INS) to measure the vehicle movement (Kennedy, Hamilton et al.
2006). The accuracy of the INS depends on the alignment of the Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) to the laser and satellite coverage of the Global Positioning System (GPS).
Typically, an INS is capable of establishing a geodetic position with two centimeter
accuracy (Smith 2009). Much of the error is due to drift in both the position and
orientation estimates of the INS. These artifacts of the INS drift skew the estimated
height and orientation of the terrain surfaces in the global reference frame. The accuracy
of the INS is dependent on instrumental biases and environmental biases, such as the
number of satellites used by the receiver, the satellite-receiver distance, atmospheric
effects, satellite and receiver clock offsets, phase ambiguities, and others (Doyle 1978;
Sardon, Rius et al. 1994; Sardon and Zarraoa 1997; Pfeifer, Kostli et al. 1998; Briese and
Pfeifer 2001; Pfeifer, Stadler et al. 2001; Kraus, Briese et al. 2004; Sarma 2008). This
work does not seek to identify the origins of the error, but an overall technique to remove
the INS drift error from the system as a whole.
INS drift error manifests itself in vehicle simulations when multiple lanes must be
concatenated to form a surface. For example, if two adjacent lanes of a highway are
measured at different times during the day, then any vertical misalignment of the two
lanes resulting from the INS drift would produce an artificial vertical shift between lanes.
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The misalignment between the two lanes would cause undesired excitations into a model
undergoing a lane change maneuver. An example of INS drift in ellipsoidal height is
shown in Figure 14A. Ellipsoidal height is the height above or below the WGS84
reference ellipsoid. The host vehicle was parked away from buildings, such that the
antenna had a clear view of the sky. In this static position, several two-minute samples of
INS data were collected over the course of five consecutive days where the curves in
Figure 14A depict these samples of data. In a dynamic experiment, a section of road was
measured 10 times at different times throughout the day. The height variation of the road
can be seen in Figure 14B. It can be seen that the drift is consistent between static and
dynamic experiments. These findings exemplify the results of several studies indicating
that INS drift can be modeled as a random walk, zero mean stochastic process (Favey,
Cerniar et al. 1999; Giremus, Doucet et al. 2004; Kim and Sukkarieh 2004; Sun, Fu et al.
2008). This model is used in the development of a new method to define, identify, and
remove the INS drift to improve the accuracy of terrain surface measurements.
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Figurre 14. Samplle of GPS tesst results A) Static test rresults B) dyynamic test reesults.
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and the drift components of the surface are defined as the projection of the error vectors
onto the basis vectors that span the global vector space. INS drift is then modeled as a
random walk process. The true surface is developed by estimating the expectation of the
sequence of measured vectors in the global vector space and the local vector space
separately. The method is applied to experimental data to demonstrate the concept and to
form a basis for discussion. A model order study and residual analysis is conducted on
the set of terrain to support the assumptions presented in this paper, and to show that the
fidelity of the resulting representation is retained to within the resolution of the
measurement system. Further application of this concept is discussed in the context of
INS errors, followed by concluding remarks.

3.2 Chapter 3 Background
Terrain measurement systems have evolved considerably from the early vehicleresponse systems (Spangler 1962; Spangler and Kelly 1966; Gillespie, Sayers et al. 1980)
to vehicle-independent measurement systems (Dembski, Rizzoni et al. 2006; Kern and
Ferris 2007; Wagner, Kern et al. 2007). Early vehicle-independent measurement systems
relied on accelerometer data to remove unwanted body motion from post-processed data
files.

The reliability of these traditional accelerometer-based systems suffers when

vehicle speed falls below 5 m/s (Walker and Becker 2006) and in other low frequency
environments. More recent vehicle-independent measurement systems rely on some
combination of an INS, accelerometers, a distance measurement instrument, and
inclinometers to remove the host vehicle’s body motion from the laser data. Small
misalignment between the scanning laser and the IMU will compound the error that can
be anticipated from any DGPS (Smith and Ferris 2008). Recent advances have produced
3D terrain measurement systems that are capable of scanning a wide transverse path with
millimeter resolution. A more detailed description of terrain measurement systems can
be found in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1 of this dissertation. The VTMS (Kern and Ferris
2007; Wagner, Kern et al. 2007), was used to acquire the data for this work.
The VTMS is equipped with a scanning laser and an INS. The scanning laser,
affixed at the rear of the vehicle, acquires 941 data samples, at millimeter resolution. The
data are collected transversely across a 4.2 meter wide path each millisecond, which
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results in approximately one-million data points each second. The INS consists of a GPS
receiver mounted to the host vehicle (rover GPS), an IMU rigidly mounted to the same
platform as the laser, and a GPS remote receiver that is fixed to a stationary point near the
section of terrain being measured (base station) (Wagner, Kern et al. 2007). The rover
GPS estimates the location of the vehicle in time and space, with some error due to the
distortion of the satellite signal from the Earth’s atmosphere (Lanyi and Roth 1988;
Sardon, Rius et al. 1994; Sardon and Zarraoa 1997; Mannucci, Hajj et al. 2004; Sarma
2008). The rover estimate of the vehicle location in time can be considered an estimate
of the true vehicle position plus some error vector. On the contrary, due to the fixed
position of the GPS base station, the true location can be determined accurately.
Combining the solutions from the rover and base station GPS solutions results in a
differential GPS (DGPS), which is more effective at minimizing the error in the vehicle
position. The IMU is comprised of a three-axis gyroscope to measure the roll, pitch and
yaw of the vehicle to estimate the orientation of the vehicle in space and three-axis
accelerometers to measure the translational accelerations of the vehicle. Once the raw
data have been collected, the measurements from the subsystems of the INS are
combined using proprietary post-processing software to obtain an accurate inertial
navigation solution. The information defining the position and orientation of the vehicle
is denoted as the number 1 in the schematic of Figure 15 with the information defining
the laser measurement denoted as the number 2 in the schematic.

Coordinate

transformations convert the INS-centered data to laser-centered data, and then both
signals are transformed to ground-centered coordinates, known as the global (X,Y)
coordinate system. As described in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.4, the global coordinate
system with non-uniform spacing of the data is converted to a uniform grid in CRG
format. Additional details of the system and data processing can be found in Appendix
A, or other work by Kern and Wagner (Kern and Ferris 2007; Wagner, Kern et al. 2007).
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3.3 Developing the INS Drift Compensation Technique
3.3.1

Defining the Coordinate System
The terrain coordinate system used to develop this method is described in Chapter

2, Section 2.1.4 of this dissertation.
3.3.2

Defining the Vector Space
Each realization of the terrain surface comprises a sequence of vectors, zi,k. Each

vector in this realization has two components: the true surface vector,

, and the error

surface vector, ei,k. Since there is exactly one true surface,

, for any set of realizations,

it is not indexed by k. Each of these sets of vectors, {

,

,

,

,

, span the same

Hilbert space H, such that
,

,

,

∈

Equation 18

where the Hilbert space, H, is defined as the span of the set of error vectors {ei,k}. Then
the difference in any two vectors in the set {ei,k}, must also be elements of the space as
shown in Equation 19.
,

,

∈

∀

∈ 1,2, … ,
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∈ 1,2, …

Equation 19

Rearranging Equation 18 and substituting into Equation 19 shows that a difference in any
two realizations,

,

and
,

,

, must also span H.
,

,

,

∈

Equation 20

That is, the difference in the measured vectors and all linear combinations of the vector
sets must also span H. A Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of differences between
realizations {zi,k – zi,h}, is used to determine a set of orthonormal basis vectors {b } that
span H (Sylvester ; Lenzen and Waller 1997).
3.3.3

Decomposing the Vector Space

In the general sense, terrain can be described in terms of global and local
components. Global components have a large and sustained effect on the surface such as
hills and grades, bank angles, and ruts. Local terrain components are considered to be
small, localized disturbances such as pot holes, speed bumps, chatter bumps etc. It is
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important to establish the difference between the global and local concepts pertaining to
terrain and the global and local subspaces pertaining to this work. The space H is
decomposed into two subspaces: the global subspace, G, and its complement, Gc which
captures the local features of the space. In this sense, the global subspace, G, pertains to
the primary drift components, specifically the vectors that define the principle directions
of H, and the local subspace, Gc, pertains to the noise, or residual of the drift
components. The global subspace, G, is defined by the span of a truncated set of these
basis vectors, {b }. The selection criteria for these basis vectors are developed in the
Error Modeling Section of this Chapter.
Vectors comprising the true surface, the realizations of each measured surface and
the error surface all have components in both the global and local subspaces.

To

illustrate this concept, these vectors are decomposed into global and local subspaces
according to Equation 21, Equation 22, and Equation 23 respectively.

The first

summation term in each Equation pertains to the contributions of the true surface,
realization or error surface to the global subspace. The terms in the parentheses in each
Equation pertain to the contributions of the true surface, realization or error surface to the
local subspace. As can be seen by these Equations, the local subspace is defined as the
residuals of the global subspace.
〈 , 〉

〈 , 〉

Equation 21

,

,

,

〈 ,

,

〉

,

〈 ,

,

〉

Equation 22

,

,

,

〈 ,

,

〉

,

〈 ,

,

〉

Equation 23

3.3.4

Error Modeling

This section focuses on the development of the INS error model. Recall that the goal
of this work is to remove the drift component of error, and thus, the primary focus of
these developments occurs in the global subspace, G. Again recall that the global
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subspace, G, is defined by the span of the truncated set of basis vectors, {b }, arising
from a SVD of the realizations zi,k. The error surface in the global subspace, (ei,k)G, is
defined as the summation of the projection of the error vectors in the global subspace, as
defined in Equation 24.

〈 ,

,

,

〉

Equation 24

The components of drift for each realization can occur in each of the q principle
directions defined by the set of basis vectors {bl}, but not in the local subspace, Gc. The
component of the drift,

, ,

, in each principle direction is the projection of the error

vector in that direction as defined in Equation 25.
, ,

≜〈 ,

,

〉

Equation 25

The components of the error vectors that do not lie in the global subspace, G are defined
as residual noise vectors,
error surface,

,

,

, and span the local subspace, Gc. The decomposition of the

, is developed in Equation 26, where each error vector is defined as the

summation of the projection of the error vectors,
residual noise vectors,

,

,

,

,

, in the global directions,

,

, and the

.

, ,

,

∀ ∈ 1,2, … ,

∀
Equation 26

∈ 1,2, …
The number of basis vectors defining the global subspace, q, is incremented until
the residual noise vectors can be considered realizations of a zero-mean process. The
order in which basis vectors are added to the truncated set is determined by the
magnitude of their corresponding singular value, in descending order.
construction, the expectation of the noise vectors,
,

0 ∀

∈ 1,2, … ,

∀

,

Then, by

, is zero, as shown in Equation 27.

∈ 1,2, …

Equation 27

Again, by construction, there is no noise component in the global subspace as shown in
Equation 28.
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〈 ,

,

〉

0 ∀

∈ 1, 2, … ,

, ∀ 1,2, … ,

∀

∈ 1,2, …

Equation 28

The magnitude of drift, i,k,l, is defined for each direction in the global subspace,
G. The drift is modeled herein as a random walk process (Favey, Cerniar et al. 1999;
Giremus, Doucet et al. 2004; Kim and Sukkarieh 2004; Sun, Fu et al. 2008) defined in
Equation 29.
, ,

, ,

, ,

,

Equation 29

, ,

Drift is further decomposed into two components, α ,

,

and γ , as defined in Equation 30,

where γ is the average drift in each principle direction across all realizations and all
locations and α ,

,

is the difference from γ in the ith longitudinal location, for the kth

realization.
, ,

≜α,

,

γ

Equation 30

Drift is modeled as a random walk process and presently it is shown that α ,
must be a zero mean process.

,

Consider differences in the expected drift between

sequential longitudinal locations, developed from Equation 29 and Equation 30, as shown
in Equation 31.
, ,

E α,

, ,

Eα

,

E ξ,

, ,

0

,

Equation 31

Since there can be no difference in the expected drift between sequential longitudinal
locations, the expected drift, E
E

, ,

, ,

, and the expected difference from the average drift,

, must be constant for all longitudinal locations, i. Now consider drift at a

particular longitudinal location
Equation 32
, ,

ξ

, ,

ξ

, ,

, ,

α

, ,

γ

Eα

, ,

The expectation across all realizations is then

, ,

Eξ

, ,

Define γ to be the expectation of

Eα

, ,

, ,

Eγ

γ

Equation 33

(which must be constant for all i) so that
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γ ≜E

and therefore E α

, ,

0

, ,

Since the expected difference from the average drift, E
longitudinal locations and E

, must be constant for all

0, then by induction

, ,

E α,

, ,

Equation 34

0 ∀ i,

,

Equation 35

Substituting the decomposed model of drift as defined in Equation 30, into the definition
of error, as defined in Equation 26, yields the total error model as shown in Equation 36.

δ,

,

,

α,

,

γ

,

Equation 36

,

The expected error is then the summation of γ , the average drift in each principle
direction across all realizations and all locations multiplied by each basis vector, as
shown in Equation 37.
E

3.3.5

γ

,

Equation 37

True Surface Estimation
The true surface must be estimated from a set of realizations, or measured

surfaces, that contain some components of error in the form of drift and noise. The true
surface is decomposed into the global and local subspaces according to Equation 38 and
Equation 39.
,

β,

,

δ,

,

,

,

The projection of each realization,
β,

,

,

,

Equation 38

,

β,

,

,

Equation 39

, in each global direction is defined as β , , .

≜〈 ,

,

〉

Equation 40

It should be clear that the expectation of the true surface is simply the true surface
itself, and taking the expectation operator across Equation 39 yields the expectation of the
contributions from the global and local subspaces.
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E

E β,

E

E

E δ,

,

E β,

,

β,

,

,

γ

,

Equation 41

E

,

E

,

β,

,

Two issues arise with this definition of the true surface. First, γ is unknowable
from the measured data. It is the offset, or bias, in each of the principle directions for all
of the measurements. Second, in practice the true expectation cannot be known exactly,
but must be estimated from a finite number of available measurements, as such the
estimated expectation is introduced and the estimate of the true surface is defined by
Equation 42. Detweiler (Detweiler and Ferris 2009) showed that nonlinear estimators of
expectation (e.g.,

median, mode, trimmed mean, inverse distance to a power, and

kriging) are most appropriate due in part to their insensitivity to outliers in the data. The
50% trimmed mean is implemented in the remainder of this work as the estimator of
location for the estimated expectation

≜E

β,

,

E

β,

,

,

Equation 42

This estimation of the true surface is cast in terms of the true surface and the residual
error terms that arise from the measurement offset, l, and the error in estimating the
expectation operator in Equation 43. Measurement techniques that mitigate the effects of
l and estimation techniques for the expectation operator will be addressed in the
Discussion section of this Chapter.
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≜

γ

E

E

β,

β,

,

γ
E

E

,

β,

E

,

E

β,

,

β,

,

E

,

,

Equation 43

,

β,

,

,

Once the true surface has been estimated, it is possible, and instructive, to calculate the
estimated error,
,

Equation 44

,

estimated drift,

,

〈 ,

, ,

,

Equation 45

〉

estimated noise,

,

,

,

〈 ,

,

〉

Equation 46

and the estimated drift-free measurement of the surface.

,

3.3.6

,

,

〈 ,

,

〉

Equation 47

Model Order Study
This section develops an error analysis on the residuals to prove the retention of

high-fidelity information of the data set. In this case, the residuals are the noise process
associated with the local subspace. Furthermore, the phrase “retaining high-fidelity
information” is defined such that the noise floor of the residuals is at or below the system
resolution and accuracy, specifically that the mean and standard deviation of the noise are
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below 1mm. Thus, the standard deviation and mean of the noise surface are computed
after the implementation of each basis vector and compared to these desired values to
determine if the criteria have been satisfied.
For each horizontal grid location (i, j) consider r realizations (measurements) of
the terrain surface and the corresponding estimate of noise ni,j,k. These realizations
represent a distribution of the estimated noise at that grid location from which the
standard deviation and mean noise are calculated. Together, these statistics form surfaces
describing the noise for each added basis vector.

These surfaces indicate how the

residuals change over the terrain surface as more basis vectors are added. The mean is
calculated to demonstrate that the assumption of a zero-mean process is valid for this
example, as shown in Equation 48. An estimation of the mean of the entire noise surface
is calculated with Equation 49. The standard deviation is computed with the Equation 50,
where

,

is the sample mean at each grid location. In order to estimate the standard

deviation of the entire surface, the square root of the average of variances of each
location is calculated, as shown in Equation 51, where m is the length of the terrain
sample, and n is the width of the terrain sample.

These two measures representing the

entire noise surface are used to perform a model order study and determine exactly how
many basis vectors are required to satisfy the assumptions presented in the theory. An
example using the INS drift compensation method is presented next.
∑
∑

Equation 48

, ,

,

∑

Equation 49

,

∗
Equation 50

∑

, ,

,

,

1
∑

∑

Equation 51

,

∗
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3.4 Chapter 3 Proof of Concept
3.4.1

Design of Experiment
An example is presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the INS drift

compensation method developed in this work. By identifying and eliminating the INS
drift component of the surface, a large contribution of the system error can be removed
and thus, improve the correlation between multiple measurements of a single terrain
surface. A single lane of longitudinally tined concrete road, approximately 151.1m long,
was selected at the MnRoad testing facility in Albertville, Minnesota for this experiment.
The pavement was measured ten times, providing ten realizations of the surface for
analysis (r=10). The lane was closed to traffic and the data were collected in alternating
directions. The data were acquired at a vehicle speed of approximately 10 m/s, so that a
transverse scan was collected every 10mm longitudinally.

The measurements were

nominally corrected for body motion (Wagner, Kern et al. 2007) and mapped to a
regularly spaced grid as described in Section 2.1.4. The longitudinal spacing of 10mm
resulted in 15110 longitudinal locations and a transverse spacing of 25.4mm at 48
transverse locations resulted in a 1.22 m wide terrain surface.
3.4.2

Application of Theory
SVD was performed on a set of ten realizations of longitudinally tined concrete

terrain surfaces yielding a set of corresponding singular values and basis vectors. The
magnitude of the ordered set of singular values corresponding to each basis vector is
represented graphically in Figure 17. As indicated by the Figure, the first singular value
has a magnitude of 6.63, the second singular value has a magnitude of 1.76, and
subsequent singular values are negligible. Additionally, the shapes of the first two basis
vectors are plotted in Figure 18.

In general terms, it appears that the first basis vector

accounts for a constant offset in elevation and the second basis vector describes the bank
angle (i.e., ‘cross-slope’ or ‘road camber’). This agrees with intuition that the primary
changes in the road surface are in elevation and banking. The results of the magnitude of
the singular values suggest that the first two singular values will have the greatest effect
on the terrain surface and may be classified as the global subspace, G. However, in
practice, the number of basis vectors, q, sufficient to define the global subspace, G, must
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be in
ncremented until
u
the noisse vectors, ni,k, have a m
mean that is not statisticcally differennt
than zero. The order in which
w
these basis vectoors are addeed is determ
mined by thhe
magn
nitude of their correspon
nding singulaar value. Thhe required nnumber of baasis vectors tto
resultt in a zero-m
mean noise prrocess for th
his example iis studied latter in this Seection.

Figuree 17. Plot of first 20 Sinngular Valuees.
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Figu
ure 18. Plot of
o first two bbasis vectorss.
The impliications of adding
a
basis vectors to thhe span of thhe global subbspace, G arre
show
wn qualitativeely by exam
mining the esstimated noisse vectors (rrefer to Equuation 46) annd
the estimated
e
drrift-free meaasurements of
o the surfaace (Equatioon 47). Thhis qualitativve
exam
mination is co
onsidered in two ‘views’: first, transsverse noise vectors are considered aat
a particular longiitudinal locaation; and seecond, longittudinal profiiles of the m
measurementts,
with the drift com
mponents reemoved, at a particular transverse llocation. Foor the seconnd
mated drift-ffree measurrement of the surfacee to be thhe
view,, consider each estim
concaatenation off longitudinaal profiles; each
e
longituudinal profille is then pparallel to thhe
coord
dinate u in Figure 8 and located at a particular traansverse loccation, indexxed by j.
First, con
nsider the caase when no basis vectorrs have beenn introducedd and no driift
has been
b
removed
d. A typicall set of noisee vectors (vi ewed from tthe transversse direction aat
an i index
i
locatio
on of 300), as
a shown in Figure 19, aand longituddinal profiless of measureed
terraiin (for a j in
ndex location
n of 25), sh
hown in Figuure 20. Sinnce no basis vectors havve
been introduced, the noise veectors in this instance reepresent the total error ffor this set oof
realizzations. It iss clear that significant
s
vertical
v
offseet and bankinng (seen in the estimateed
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noisee vectors) exist in the datta. The long
gitudinal proofiles show +
+/-10 mm off vertical drifft,
which
h is consisteent with the static
s
test ressults shown in Figure 144. Additionaally, it can bbe
seen that one off the profiles, indicated by yellow triangles, ddoes not folllow the sam
me
trend
ds as the oth
her nine proffiles. If theese data werre merely avveraged, theen this profille
would have a sig
gnificant efffect on the results of thee estimated true surfacee. Since eacch
profille is individu
ually correctted for drift error, and a nonlinear eexpectation eestimator thaat
is inssensitive to outliers
o
(i.e., the trimmed
d mean) is sselected, thenn this outlierr has minimaal
effectt on the calcculation of th
he estimated true surfacee.

Figure 19. Estimated noise
n
vectorrs (q=0 and ii=300).
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Figure 20. Longitud
dinal profiless (q=0 and j=
=25).
After im
mplementing the first basis vector (ii.e., q=1), thhe resulting noise vectoor
(Figu
ure 21), show
ws that a sig
gnificant tren
nd in the baanking remaains, howeveer the verticaal
offsett has been eliminated..

It is also clear froom both thee noise vecctors and thhe

longiitudinal terrain profiles that the measured
m
daata are segrregated intoo two groupps
depen
nding on thee direction th
he vehicle was traveling when the daata were colllected. In thhe
transv
verse directiion, roll driftt exists in bo
oth directionns. Recall thhat the data w
were collecteed
in op
pposite directions. This data acquisiition strategyy allows thiis roll drift tto be detecteed
in the measurem
ments, as ind
dicated by th
he two distiinct groups:: one groupp exhibiting a
positiive slope th
hat was colllected in on
ne direction, and the seecond group exhibiting a
negattive slope th
hat was colleected in the opposite dirrection. Sim
milarly, thesse two groupps
are characterized
c
d by distincct offsets in
n the longituudinal direcction.

Thiss longitudinaal

profille is taken near
n
the righ
ht side of thee pavement, so that the grouping w
with a positivve
slopee has a positiive offset fro
om the grou
up with the nnegative sloppe. This indiicates that thhe
terraiin surface itsself does no
ot contain sig
gnificant bannking, but rrather that thhe system haas
somee drift (or biaas) in the body roll estim
mate. Althouugh a distincct offset rem
mains betweeen
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these groups, the spread of th
he data as sho
own in Figuure 22 is decrreased to +/--5 mm, whicch
is a significant im
mprovement over the orig
ginal data shhown in Figuure 20.

Figure 21. Estimated noise
n
vectorrs (q=1 and ii=300).
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Figure 22.
2 Longitud
dinal profiless (q=1 and j=
=25).
Implemen
nting the firsst two basis vectors (i.ee., q=2) of ddrift compennsation resultts
in thee estimated noise
n
vectorss shown in Figure
F
23 annd in the longgitudinal proofiles of drifftfree terrain
t
show
wn in Figure 24. From Figure 23, iit can be seeen that two basis vectorrs
sufficce to reducee the estimaated noise to
o a zero-meean process.. The consttant offset iin
elevaation and th
he cross-slo
ope have beeen eliminaated from thhe estimateed noise; thhe
remaining verticaal variation is
i within +/--1 mm, whicch is consisteent with the resolution oof
C
y, the variatioon in the driift-free surfaaces results iin
the sccanning laseer (1 mm). Consistently
a verrtical variatio
on of +/-1m
mm. An enlaarged segmeent of the proofiles is shoown in Figurre
24, where
w
the esttimated true profile is sh
hown as a daashed line. T
The estimateed true profille
depen
nds on the method seleected to estiimate the exxpected vallue of the pprofile at thaat
locatiion, and as such,
s
the trim
mmed mean was used ass the estimaation of the eexpectation tto
determ
mine the tru
ue surface.
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Figure 23.. Estimated noise
n
vectorss (q=2 and i=
=300).
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Figure 24. Longitudinaal profiles (q
q=2 and j=255) and estim
mated True Suurface.
3.4.3 Residual Analysis an
nd Model Order
O
Study
n qualitativelly showed tthat the implementation of two basis
The previious Section
ors appears to
t be sufficieent in classifying the gllobal subspaace. An erroor analysis oon
vecto
the reesiduals is performed
p
in this sectio
on to demonnstrate the rretention off high-fidelitty
inform
mation of th
he data set. Recall
R
that th
he phrase “rretaining higgh-fidelity innformation” is
defin
ned such thatt the noise flloor of the residuals is aat or below tthe system rresolution annd
accurracy, or that the mean an
nd standard deviation
d
off the noise arre below 1m
mm. Thus, thhe
stand
dard deviatio
on and mean
n of the noise surface aree computed after the im
mplementatioon
of eacch basis vector and the results
r
of this study are ppresented.
plitude surfaace with no bbasis vectorss, as shown iin
First conssider the meaan noise amp
Figurre 25A.

Siince no bassis vectors have
h
been iintroduced, the mean nnoise surfacce

represents the mean
m
error for
fo this set of
o realizatioons. It can be seen thhat significannt
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verticcal offset and
d cross-slope exist in thee data. Refeerring to Figuure 25B, trannsverse meaan
noisee vectors hav
ve been plottted along a sample
s
of loongitudinal loocations along the terraiin
surface to clearly
y show the vaariation of th
he surface. T
This figure aalso identifiees the boundds
speciified by the measuremen
m
nt system of +/-1mm as iindicated byy red dashedd lines. Whille
the variation of each
e
realizattion is on thee order of +
+/-10mm, thee variation oof the averagge
of thee realization
ns is within the desired bounds of +
+/-1mm. This suggestss that anotheer
measure, the stan
ndard deviatiion, needs to
o be investig ated.

A)
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B)
Figu
ure 25. Amplitude of meean noise surrface A) 3D plot B) Crosss-sections ffrom 3D Plott
for 0 basis vectorrs.
Next, the standard deeviation surfface of the tterrain realiizations is calculated annd
preseented in Figu
ure 26A. Th
he correspon
nding transvverse standarrd deviation vectors havve
been plotted in Figure
F
26B along a sam
mple of lonngitudinal locations alonng the terraiin
surface to clearly
y show the variation accross the surrface. Againn, since no basis vectorrs
have been introdu
uced, the staandard deviaation surfacee represents the standardd deviation oof
otal error fo
or this set off realizationss. Figure 2 6B clearly iidentifies thee desired stdd.
the to
deviaation of 1mm
m with a red dashed line.. It can be sseen that the standard deeviation of thhe
noisee surface for 0 basis vecttors does nott meet the 1m
mm or less reequirement.
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A)
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B)
Figurre 26. Standaard deviation
n of noise su
urface A) 3D
D plot B) Crooss-sections from 3D ploot
for 0 basis vectorrs.
After imp
plementing the first bassis vector ( i.e., q=1), tthe resultingg mean noisse
amplitude surfacee (Figure 27
7A), shows that
t
the majoor vertical fl
fluctuations oof the surfacce
ved. Referrin
ng to the traansverse meaan noise vecctors in Figurre 27B, it caan
have been remov
be seeen that the tolerance on
o the mean
n has been rreduced to +
+/-0.2mm frrom +/-1mm
m.
Again
n, the standaard deviation
n of the noisse surface m
must be inveestigated to iidentify if thhe
impleementation of
o one basiss vector is sufficient
s
to meet the reequirement of a standarrd
deviaation of 1mm
m or less.
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A)

B)
ure 27. Amplitude of meean noise surrface A) 3D plot B) Crosss-sections ffrom 3D Plott
Figu
for 1 basis vectorr.
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The standard deviattion surface of the terrrain realizaations is caalculated annd
gure 28A affter the imp
plementationn of one basis vector (q=1).
preseented in Fig

Thhe

corresponding transverse staandard deviaation vectorrs have beenn plotted inn Figure 28B
B
along
g a sample of
o longitudiinal location
ns along thee terrain surrface to cleaarly show thhe
variattion across the
t surface. The effect of the roll component of error is eevident in thhe
fact that
t
the stan
ndard deviattion takes on
n a ‘v-shapee.’ This ‘v--shape’ corrresponds witth
Figurre 21, wheree the vertical error comp
ponent has bbeen removeed and categgorized as thhe
first component
c
of drift, but the roll com
mponent of error remainns. From F
Figure 28B, it
can also
a be seen that with the implementtation of onee basis vectoor, the standdard deviatioon
is nott within the desired
d
boun
nds of less th
han 1mm.

A)
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B)
Figurre 28. Standaard deviation
n of noise su
urface A) 3D
D plot B) Crooss-sections from 3D ploot
for 1 basis vectorr.
Implemen
nting the seccond basis vector
v
(i.e., qq=2) of drift
ft compensattion results iin
the mean
m
noise amplitude
a
su
urface show
wn in Figure 29A and thhe transversee mean noisse
vecto
ors in Figuree 29B. Thee reduction of the ampplitude of thhe mean noiise surface is
negligible from the
t implemeentation of tw
wo basis ve ctors. Agaiin, the standdard deviatioon
of thee noise surfface must bee investigated to identifyy if the impplementationn of two basis
vecto
ors is sufficieent to meet the
t requirem
ments of a staandard deviattion of 1mm
m or less.
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A)

B)
Figu
ure 29. Amplitude of meean noise surrface A) 3D plot B) Crosss-sections ffrom 3D Plott
for 2 basis vectorrs.
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Implementing the second basis vector (i.e., q=2) of drift compensation results in
the standard deviation surface shown in Figure 30A and the transverse standard deviation
vectors in Figure 30B. From Figure 30B, it can be seen that two basis vectors suffice to
reduce the standard deviation of the noise surface to less than 1mm, except for a few
isolated locations where the maximum standard deviation is on the order of 2mm. These
isolated locations can be attributed to discrepancies between the realizations at those
locations. In this case, the discrepancies can be attributed to cracks between the concrete
slabs.

This exemplifies one of the limitations of high-speed terrain measurements

systems in the fact that these systems have difficulties in accurately recording the depth
of cracks in terrain segments. One important feature of this method is that localized
events (such as cracks) are identified through this noise analysis. Without the ability to
remove the drift component of the error, the error due to drift would dominate the error
analysis, masking the presence of localized anisotropicities. Once the method has been
applied to the data, and the drift has been removed, these localized events produce
deviations from the average standard deviation of the noise surface, in this case on the
order of 2mm. Since this deviation is greater than the resolution of the laser system, it
can be used to identify the significance of the localized event. It should be clear,
however, that the method developed in this work is able to identify localized events and
also produce a noise surface that is not so significant that it will hinder the vehicle
response over this surface at this location. Implementation of two basis vectors produces
an average standard deviation of the noise that is less than half of the desired value of
1mm. Again,, the maximum standard deviation can be used to identify localized events
(local anisotropicities).

The constant offset in elevation and the cross-slope are

statistically insignificant (Refer to Figure 29B); the remaining vertical variation is within
+/-0.2 mm, which is much less than the resolution of the scanning laser (1 mm). These
results are consistent with the qualitative analysis completed in the previous section
where the effect of each basis vector on each realization was studied.
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A)

B)
Figurre 30. Standaard deviation
n of noise su
urface A) 3D
D plot B) Crooss-sections from 3D ploot
for 2 basis vectorrs.
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To summ
marize the ressults of the residual
r
anaalysis on thee noise surfaace, Figure 331
F
32 weere developeed. While th
here are as m
many basis vectors as thhe dimensioon
and Figure
of thee space (in this
t case 48)), the generaal trend in thhe mean noisse and standdard deviatioon
modeel order stud
dies can be identified after the im
mplementatioon of two bbasis vectorrs.
Figurre 31 is the result
r
of a sccalar representation of thhe mean noisse amplitudee surface afteer
the im
mplementation of each basis
b
vector, as calculateed by Equatioon 51. The desired valuue
of 1m
mm correspo
onding to thee resolution of
o the laser m
measuremennt system is iidentified as a
red dashed
d
line. It can be seeen that the mean
m
of thee noise surfaace is on the order of 100-5
meterrs before an
ny basis vecctors have been
b
implem
mented. Oncce one basiss vector (annd
subseequent basiss vectors) haas been imp
plemented, tthe mean off the noise ssurface dropps
down
n to the ordeer of 10-8 meeters. This correlates
c
too the previouus findings iin this sectioon
that after
a
the im
mplementation
n of the firsst basis vecctor, the meaan of the nooise does noot
chang
ge.

This scalar
s
repressentation off the mean noise ampplitude sugggests that thhe

residu
uals are a zero-mean
z
process
p
via the
t nonlineaar expectatioon estimate,, without anny
impleementation of
o basis vecttors (q=0). However,
H
it is clear that the standardd deviation oof
the noise
n
needs to
t be considered to indiccate a measuurement of cconfidence tthat the meaan
noisee surface is trruly a zero-m
mean process.

Figure 31. Model ordeer study of su
ummary meaasure of meaan noise ampplitude.
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Figure 32
2 is the resullt of a scalaar representaation of the standard devviation of thhe
mentation off each basis vector, as caalculated byy Equation 499.
noisee surface afteer the implem
The desired valu
ue of 1mm correspondiing to the rresolution of the laser measuremennt
system
m is identifiied as a red dashed
d
line. It can be seeen that the standard deviation of thhe
mean
n noise surfaace (calculateed from Equ
uation 51) iss approximattely equal too 7mm beforre
any basis
b
vectorrs have been
n implementted. Implem
menting onee basis vecttor brings thhe
stand
dard deviatio
on down to approximate
a
ely 1.5mm, w
which is still greater thaan the desireed
valuee of 1mm. Implementation of two basis vecctors (and suubsequent bbasis vectorss)
bring
gs the standard deviatio
on down to approximattely 0.35mm
m, so that aapproximatelly
three standard deeviations lie within the 1mm
1
bound , and is well within the resolution oof
the measurement
equipment.
m

Fig
gure 32. Mod
del order study of summary measuree of standardd deviation aas compared
with desired
d
valuue.
The overaall results off the residuall analysis annd model ordder study inddicate that thhe
fideliity of the meeasurements have been maintained
m
aafter implem
mentation off the INS driift
removal method. Based on the
t analysis conducted iin this Sectioon, the roll ccomponent oof
oved while still
s preservinng the true rroad bank anngle. Furtheer
drift was identified and remo
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discussion on methods to mitigate the effects of γl is presented in the Discussion Section
of this Chapter.

3.5 Chapter 3 Discussion
This work develops a method to address the INS errors occurring in the height
measurements of terrain surface measurements. It was assumed that the data being
considered had been discretized along a path-centered coordinate, forming a curved
regular grid (CRG). Inherent in this transformation is the spatial interpolation required to
estimate the height of the surface at each grid point. Clearly the uncertainties in the pitch
and yaw measurements will affect the accuracy of the measurement of the horizontal
locations of the measured heights. This uncertainty can affect the estimation of the
height estimate at each grid location to varying degrees depending on the choice of
spatial interpolation method. For example, the height estimate will be highly sensitive to
uncertainty in the horizontal location if a nearest-neighbor or inverse-distance-to-a-power
method is implemented. In every case, the search area around each grid point should
exceed the uncertainty in horizontal location and this uncertainty should be minimized
(Detweiler and Ferris 2008; Detweiler and Ferris 2009). This concept is further discussed
in Chapter 4 of this dissertation.
The estimation of the true surface is affected by the offset, or bias, in each of the
principle directions for all of the measurements, γl, and the error in estimating the
expectation operator, as shown in Equation 43.

The measurement offset, γl, is

unknowable from the measured data, but can be mitigated by prudent experimental
design.

This was made evident in the example, where the data were collected in

opposing directions. In this way, the drift in the roll measurement was distinguishable
from the cross-slope in the terrain surface. If all the data were collected in the same
direction, then drift in the roll direction would have been indistinguishable from actual
cross-slope in the surface, and the resulting contribution of,

2,

would have been

significantly larger, yet unseen in the estimate of the true surface. In contrast, the error
contributable to the first drift direction, the vertical measurement offset γ1, cannot be
mitigated by experimental design. For example, one cannot drive on the surface of the
terrain, then turn the vehicle upside-down and perform subterranean driving on the
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bottom of the surface. If this were possible, then the drift in the direction of vertical bias
in the measurement could be distinguished from the actual height changes in the terrain.
A suggestion to alleviate the unobservable component of γl would be to compare the
measured data with surveyed data to identify the ‘true’ variations of height of the terrain
at specific locations (landmarks). It should be clear that if data can only be collected in
one direction (as is the case when a road is not closed to traffic) that a static survey of the
road bank angle at specific locations would be required to determine γ2. The additional
information provided by the surveyed landmarks is a collocation enhancement to the
method developed in this section. That is, the offset, or bias, that is unknowable from the
measured scanning laser data can be identified using a collocation approach with
additional survey data, reducing the error in the estimate of the true surface. However,
these survey data are not generally available and the effects of the bias can be identified
and removed through careful experimental design and technique.
With careful planning, γ2 can be mitigated by driving on each section of road in
alternating directions. In this way the drift component in the roll direction can be
differentiated from the road banking.

Similarly, higher order effects such as road

crowning and rutting can be identified by acquiring data at different lateral locations in
each lane. For example, road crowning could be differentiated by a parallax issue by
acquiring terrain data with the vehicle centered on the lane, +0.5m of center of the lane
and -0.5m of center of the lane. In this way, the drift component due to parallax could be
differentiated from true road crowning. Similar data acquisition techniques could also
identify and differentiate any drift components associated with road rutting.
The methodology developed in this work examines one variable at a time, such
that each component of drift is identified as decoupled from the next component due to
the enforcement of orthogonality. As a result, each drift component and the effect
exhibited on the error surface are studied individually.

Another approach to error

modeling is the implementation of response surface methodology. Such an approach is
aimed at modeling the response of the system based on the coupling of two or more
variables and studying the response. In the model presented in this Chapter, it seems
logical that elevation is decoupled from bank angle, because the elevation does not
change based on changes in bank angle. However, bank angle could affect the amount of
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crowning in the terrain, or asymmetry may affect and even skew the amount of rutting
that exists in the terrain surface. By implementing response surface methodology to
further develop the INS drift error model, the results of each error model can be studied
to identify better experimental methods to identify and remove error associated with
coupled variables. This is similar to the method described previously where acquiring
data in opposing directions on the same section of road identifies the roll drift component
of error to be removed from the measurement.

Similarly, coupled terms could be

identified and removed from the realizations using response surface methodology. Future
work will focus on and study the effects of coupling certain variables to improve the
overall error model.
As identified in the theory development of this work, the true expectation cannot
be known exactly, but must be estimated from a finite number of available
measurements. The interpolation scheme that is selected to estimate the expectation
operator is consequential to computational efficiency, outlier sensitivity, location
sensitivity, and trend sensitivity (Detweiler and Ferris 2009). Recall the plot of the
longitudinal data with no error compensation (i.e., q=0) shown in Figure 20. The ten
measured profiles show +/-10 mm of vertical drift, which is consistent with the static test
results shown in Figure 14. This may suggest that error contributions from the IMU can
be considered negligible as it can be seen from Figure 20 that the DGPS is the primary
contributor to the system drift as the drift error is identical in magnitude to the stationary
test. Additionally, one of the profiles follows a slightly different trend then the other nine
profiles, demonstrating the importance of using an estimator that is robust with respect to
outliers in the data. Although the mean is the least squares estimator, it is based on the
assumption that all realizations should be treated equally and therefore cannot be used to
identify and mitigate the effects of outliers. Therefore, the mean estimator of expectation
was not used in this work since outliers would skew this estimate of the true surface.
This choice of the proper interpolation method was addressed by Detweiler, Stein and
Wackernagel (Stein 1999; Stein, Meer et al. 2002; Detweiler and Ferris 2008; Detweiler
and Ferris 2009; Wackernagel 2010). For this study, the trimmed mean interpolation
method was selected: the mean of the inner two quartiles of data was used.
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When a more comprehensive set of terrain surfaces have been studied, it may be
possible to form an archetypal set of basis vectors for use in all terrain models. The
results of this study are promising; it appears that the first basis vector can be defined as a
constant vertical offset and the second basis vector can be defined as a the ‘bank angle’.
A third basis vector may be defined to describe the “crowning’ of the road. Proper
experimental technique, such as acquiring some measurements of the surface at varying
lateral locations (e.g., to the left and to the right of the lane center), would then be used to
differentiate the crowning of the road from any parallax issues in the measurement
system. Similarly, an additional basis vector may define “road rutting”. The method
developed in this work highlights the importance of understanding the interdependence of
the analysis techniques applied to measured data and proper data acquisition techniques,
and how this understanding allows the identification of instrumental drift and the ability
to minimize the effect on the estimate of the true terrain surface.

3.6 Chapter 3 Conclusions
Terrain measurement systems equipped with an INS have drift that skew the
estimated height and orientation of the terrain surfaces in the global reference frame. A
compensation method is developed to correct this INS drift in terrain measurements.
Each terrain surface measurement is considered a combination of the true surface and the
error surface in which the error is decomposed into drift (global error) and noise (local
error). The global and local subspaces are constructed such that the drift is modeled as a
random walk process while the noise is a zero-mean process.

This theoretical

development is coupled with careful experimental design to develop a method to identify
the drift component of error and discriminate it from true terrain surface features, and
correct for the INS drift. It is shown through an example that this new compensation
method dramatically reduces the variation in the measured surfaces from +/- 10mm to
within the resolution of the measurement system itself: +/- 1mm. This example required
two basis vectors- elevation and bank angle, to establish the global subspace and reduce
the noise to a zero-mean process with a standard deviation of 0.35mm.

The

implementation of this method has implications for a wide range of applications in which
accurate terrain surfaces are required. In terms of ride quality, this method provides a
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means to appropriately stitch multiple lanes of road together without the effects of
unwanted discontinuities to perform various handling simulations.

For example, a

simulated vehicle lane change, where the two lanes are concatenated from separate
terrain surfaces, will provide a representative surface with negligible discontinuity. An
archetypal set of basis vectors is developed in the next Chapter for use in classifying
terrain types for the development of terrain models, and of the development of models of
the principle terrain surface features.
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4. Using a Galerkin Approach to Define Terrain
Surfaces

4.1 Chapter 4 Introduction
It is clear that the terrain is the main excitation to the vehicle (Aurell and Edlund
1989). Knowledge of this excitation, when applied in conjunction with high-fidelity tire
and vehicle models, would allow chassis loads to be accurately predicted in vehicle
simulations.

Therefore, throughout the design process the system response to this

consistent excitation can be calculated and compared for each tire and chassis design
considered. Accurate terrain models would then provide the tire and chassis designers
with a powerful tool to make informed design decisions early in the design process while
changes are relatively inexpensive to implement. This will result in shortened vehicle
development time and reduced overall development costs.
The current practice for vehicle and tire simulations is to use terrain profile data
as the input to tire and vehicle models. The terrain profile is an indexed set of terrain
heights extending longitudinally along each wheel path. These profiles can be considered
signals and in many cases can be modeled as a stochastic process, thus creating a
compact representation of the terrain profile. Although computationally efficient, this
compact representation limits the available fidelity of data for use in tire models. It
would be advantageous to the design engineer to implement terrain surface data as the
input to tire and vehicle models since terrain surfaces capture more detailed information
about the tire contact patch.
The terrain surface can be represented as an indexed set of transverse vectors of
terrain height, represented in matrix form. That is, each vector of the matrix comprises a
set of terrain heights located perpendicular to the direction of travel of the vehicle.
Although terrain surface data are more computationally expensive to use in simulation,
they typically provide better estimates of the tire-terrain interaction. Toward this end,
this Chapter proposes a method to compactly represent terrain surfaces through analytic
functions.
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The objective of this Chapter is to develop a terrain surface representation that
retains sufficiently high-fidelity information for detailed vehicle simulation, possesses the
simplicity of terrain profiles, and is being insensitive to the choice of the terrain
measurement system from which the data were acquired. The remainder of this work is
developed as follows. Background on several gridding techniques used across various
areas of studies is introduced. Then, the method by which currently available terrain
measurement systems acquire data is provided to clarify the concept of terrain surfaces as
a sequence of vectors. A vector space is formed by the span of these vectors and a
corresponding set of empirical basis vectors is defined. This background is used as the
foundation for the developments in this work. A range of possible analytic basis vectors
are then generated using known sets of polynomials.

The polynomial sets are

parameterized to provide the minimized root mean square error (RMSE) fit between the
resulting analytic basis vectors and the empirical basis vectors. A weighted inner-product
is defined to form a Hilbert space and is use to project the terrain surface vectors onto the
set of analytic basis vectors.

The weighting matrix is developed such that these

projections are insensitive to the number and placement of the discrete transverse
locations at which the terrain heights are defined. In this way, a single set of analytic
basis vectors are determined for a general class of terrain (such as all U.S. Highways),
thus eliminating the need to calculate empirical basis vectors for individual surfaces in
this class. This representation also allows less capable terrain topology measurement
systems to estimate the main features of terrain surfaces. The method is applied to
experimental data to demonstrate the concept and to form a basis for discussion, followed
by concluding remarks.

4.2 Chapter 4 Background
4.2.1

Terrain Measurement Approaches Classified as Collocation or Galerkin

Methods
Terrestrial terrain measurement systems sample the terrain surface based on the
number and types of optical lasers implemented. Refer to Chapter 2, Section 2.1.1 for a
complete review of terrestrial terrain measurement systems. Two main approaches exist
to optically sample the terrain; the first is to use point lasers to measure longitudinal
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profilles at speciffic transversee locations, and the secoond is to use a scanningg laser that is
capab
ble of measu
uring a swep
pt path at a higher conccentration off sampled locations alonng
the measured
m
patth. Consider the follow
wing demonsttrative exam
mple, where it is assumeed
that the
t data are acquired fro
om a scanniing laser andd mapped too a uniform grid spacingg.
Let si be the vector
v
repressenting the true surfacce of the ssection of terrain at thhe
longiitudinal locaation indexeed by i. Let vector si contain eleements indeexed 1 to 880
corresponding to transverse points
p
in thee v(j) directioon, such thaat the terrain section has a
width
h of 80 poin
nts, as shown
n in Figure 33.
3 Furtherm
more, let thee set of vecttors {si} spaan
10,00
00 locations in the u(i) direction,
d
such that the tterrain sectioon has a lenggth of 10,0000
pointts. Using th
his representaation, {si} contains
c
8000,000 elevatiion points too describe thhe
sectio
on of terrain
n. The remaiinder of this section willl leverage thhis example and discuss a
collocation metho
od and a Gallerkin metho
od to define the terrain suurface.

Figure
F
33. Ex
xample of diiscretized terrrain surfacee in Curved R
Regular Gridd Format.
The use of
o point laserrs to sample the data cann be consideered a colloccation methood
to characterize th
he terrain. The collocatio
on method iss based on a finite-dimeensional spacce
utions, such as longitudiinal terrain pprofiles, andd a number oof collocatioon
of caandidate solu
pointts in the dom
main of the space, such
h as grid poiints. It is tthen desired to select thhe
solutiion which saatisfies the given
g
equatio
on at the colllocation poiints, or in thiis case, selecct
the so
olution whicch exactly reepresents thee terrain pro file at the eaach grid point of interesst.
In thee case of po
oint lasers, as
a can be seeen from Figuure 34, if laasers are placced along thhe
wheeel paths of a vehicle and
a
sampled
d at the reqquired grid points, thenn any spatiaal
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interp
polation method betweeen these griid points m
must, by deffinition, be a collocatioon
method provided
d that the eq
quations exaactly represeent the grid points them
mselves.. B
By
impleementing a collocation approach an
nd referring to the exam
mple presennted earlier iin
this section,
s
it wo
ould require 10,000 poin
nts to exactlyy represent eeach wheel ppath profile.

Figu
ure 34. 2D teerrain profilees resulting from
f
point laasers used too characterizze the surfacee
by a Collocation metthod.
On the contrary, scaanning laserss are capablle of measuuring the full width of a
typical highway lane as dep
picted by Fiigure 35, whhich allows the entire ssurface to bbe
charaacterized as opposed to just
j wheel path
p
profiless. This methhod of approoximating thhe
terraiin surface caan be consid
dered a Galeerkin methodd of charactterizing terraain. The keey
differrence betweeen a Galerk
kin method and a colloocation methhod is that the Galerkiin
method satisfies conditions in an integraal or averagee sense over all points, rrather than aan
exactt solution at every grid point, thus allowing the entire surfface to be aapproximatedd.
With the Galerkin method, itt is acceptab
ble to formullate a set of continuous aanalytic basis
n be discretiized based on the capabiilities of thee measuremeent system foor
functtions that can
speciific types of terrain. Once the analy
ytic basis funnctions are iddentified forr a sample seet
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of terrrain using scanning
s
laseers capable of
o measurin g the full wiidth of a typpical highwaay
lane, the effects of
o fewer meaasured samples of the terrrain surfacee can be anallyzed.

Fig
gure 35. 3D terrain surfaace resulting
g from a scannning laser uused to charaacterize the
terrain by a Galerkin m
method.
4.2.2 Terrain Analysis
A
Meethods
Many meethods are available
a
fo
or use in diiscretizing a continuouss surface foor
ytical purposses and varry based on the applicaation. In thhe application of terraiin
analy
surface analysis, the surfacee is already
y discretizedd based on the terrain measuremennt
system
m used to acquire
a
the data.
d
The data are acquuired in the form of poiint-cloud datta
and thus,
t
the issu
ue of analysiis techniquee arises basedd on the spaatial interpollation used tto
map to a regulaarly spaced grid. Severral methodss of formulaating a unifform grid arre
review
wed to iden
ntify key diff
fferences, an
nd clearly deescribe the m
method deveeloped in this
disserrtation.
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Finite Element Analysis

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is used to numerically solve field problems. A
field problem is classified as a differential equation that requires the formulation of finite
elements to produce a solution in terms of a spatial distribution of one or more dependent
variables (Cook, Malkus et al. 2002). These finite elements are defined by grid nodes.
Various elements exist to better solve different problems, the details of which are beyond
the scope of this work. The collection of elements and grid nodes is commonly referred
to as a mesh. The mesh can be adjusted to better fit the contours of the continuum being
analyzed. The main advantage of FEA is that this method represents and solves for the
dependent variable of interest locally, (between nodes), to approximate how the
continuum will respond to specific inputs and boundary conditions.

Consider the

following example to demonstrate how the underlying principles of FEA work. An
element comprised of four nodes is presented in Figure 36, implementing the ξ-η
coordinate system. The shape functions, Ni, also known as basis functions, associated
with each node are defined in Equation 52, where i corresponds to the node number. The
displacement field, u, corresponding to this example is presented in Equation 53.
Referring to the example presented earlier in this section, if the FEA method was
implemented on the surface in its current configuration, then there would be 800,000
nodes and 800,000 shape functions required to define the displacement field of the
sample terrain surface. Of course the beauty of using FEA is the mesh can be refined
(coarser or finer) to appropriately represent the continuum under study. Furthermore,
material properties are associated with the mesh so isotropic or anisotropic properties are
defined prior to analysis. This method is applicable to a large general class of problems,
including capturing and characterizing the details of local terrain features such as
potholes or bumps.

It is computationally expensive, however, when applied to

anisotropic terrain surfaces that define the scope of applicability of the developments in
this work. Specifically, the scope is terrain having an inherent path defined over which
vehicles travel and where that travel, over time, has defined obvious paths or lanes.
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Ni(ξξ)= ½(1-ξ)
Ni(η))= ½ (1- η)

Equation 552

Ni (ξ ,η)=
= ¼ (1- η) (1
1-ξ)
u(ξ ,η)=N1(ξ
( ,η)u1+ N2(ξ
( ,η)u2+ N3(ξξ ,η)u3+ N4(ξξ ,η)u4

Equation 553

Figuree 36. Simplee four node F
FEA examplle.
Digita
al Terrain Model
M
Analysiss

Digital Terrain Modeels (DTM) are
a discusse d in detail iin Section 22.1.2, and thhe
pointts that are important to
t this Chaapter are brriefly review
wed here.

A Cartesiaan

coord
dinate set is establisheed in the horizontal
h
pplane (definned by X, and Y), annd
polyn
nomials are formed
f
that may includee coupling teerms for X aand Y due thhe assumptioon
that the
t terrain being studied
d is isotropicc. The polyynomials aree parameterizzed in one oof
severral ways. Th
he order of the
t polynom
mial (as welll as the num
mber of the ccorrespondinng
param
meters) can be increaseed such thaat the measuured points are matcheed exactly ((a
collocation appro
oach) or low
wer order polynomials
p
may be parrameterized to minimizze
somee integral errror for all measured
m
po
oints (a Galeerkin approaach). In eitther case, thhe
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order and form of the polynomial is developed without a priori knowledge of the specific
anisotropicity addressed in this work. Similar in this way to the FEA method, the DTM
method is applicable to a large general class of problems, but is computationally
expensive when applied to anisotropic terrain having an inherent path defined over which
vehicles travel and where that travel, over time, has defined obvious paths or lanes. In
general, the DTM method is appropriate for modeling terrain on the global scale where
localized terrain features such as potholes and bumps are inconsequential.
Principle Component Analysis

The terrain studied in this work has well defined paths.

This specific

anisotropicity is exploited, allowing the longitudinal and transverse directions to be
decoupled and a single set of vectors (discretized polynomials) to be used to define the
transverse direction at all longitudinal locations. That is, the entire terrain surface can be
represented by several basis vectors as opposed to thousands of shape functions as with
the FEA method, or with high order polynomials as with the DTM method. A Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm is used to develop these basis vectors since the
SVD algorithm minimizes error based on the error type chosen, has high numerical
precision (minimal round-off error), and controls linear dependence among the columns
of the matrix by setting very small singular values approximated to zero (Haykin 2003).
It can be applied to square or rectangular matrices. As a result of implementing SVD on
the terrain sets, the principle components, or basis vectors are identified. In the case
where the path is indistinguishable, more general methods of parameterizing the
polynomials should be applied. The method proposed in this work would require a large
number of basis vectors to be developed and would simply converge to an uncoupled
formulation of the DTMs in the limiting case.
4.2.3

Defining the Hilbert Space and True Surface
Each vector composing the terrain surface measurement,

combination of the true surface,

,

, is considered a

, and a realization of a stochastic error process,

,

.

The error is decomposed into drift (global error) and noise (local error); drift is modeled
as a random walk process while the noise is a zero-mean process (Favey, Cerniar et al.
1999; Sun, Fu et al. 2008). Each measured surface is then a realization of a stochastic
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process and is defined as a sequence of vectors that are elements of a Hilbert space, H.
Since there is exactly one true surface for any number of realizations,

is not indexed by

k. It is shown that the true surface must also span the Hilbert space H (Chemistruck,
Binns et al. 2010).
The Hilbert space is decomposed into principle directions. A set of orthonormal,
empirical basis vectors, bl, are constructed to span the space via Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) of the set of measured vectors. Basis vectors are added to the
composition of the true surface until the residual noise vectors have a mean that is not
statistically different than zero; this number of basis vectors is defined as q. The span of
these q basis vectors defines the global subspace, G. The order in which the basis vectors
are added is determined by the magnitude of their corresponding singular value, in
descending order. Currently, the global subspace is defined by the span of the truncated
set of empirical basis vectors. In this Chapter, the global subspace is redefined by the
span of a truncated set of analytic basis vectors.
Due to the finite number of realizations (measurements), the true surface,

, is

determined by considering the estimated expectation of the sequence of measured vectors
projected in the global vector space, G, and the complementary vector space separately.
The vector defining the estimated true terrain elevation at the longitudinal location
indexed by i is then defined as

. This estimation of the true surface must be coupled

with careful experimental design. Specifically, the drift component of error is identified
and removed from the measured terrain and the expected value of this drift-free surface is
the estimated true terrain surface, thus correcting for the INS drift (Chemistruck, Binns et
al. 2010). Note that
Equation 54 would reduce to the expected height, E[zi,k], if the expectation were
known exactly or a linear estimator were used.

≜E

〈 ,

,

〉

E

〈 ,

,

,

〉

Equation 54

Samples of paved U.S. Highway data present very similar trends in their resulting
empirical basis vectors; a typical set of vectors is shown in Figure 37. Generally, the first
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basis vector accounts for a vertical offset in elevation and the second basis vector
describes the ‘cross-slope’ or ‘bank angle’. This agrees with intuition that the primary
changes of a paved surface are in elevation and banking.

The fourth basis vector

approximates the shape of ‘rutting,’ a condition that arises from road wear due to tire
interaction.

Due to this consistency in road construction of paved surfaces and

interaction with vehicles, the shapes of the empirical basis vectors are correspondingly
similar for all terrain surfaces that have a distinct path. This work develops a method to
capture these characteristics with analytic functions. The correlation between empirical
basis vectors and analytic basis functions is exploited to develop a single set of analytic
basis vectors that can be used for a specific type of terrain. These analytic basis vectors
are developed to provide a definition of terrain surfaces that is insensitive to the choice of
terrain measurement system and can be applied to terrain that have similar topology. In
this way, new empirical basis vectors do not have to be developed and implemented in
each characterization of terrain and direct comparison of terrain of the same terrain type
can be performed. To achieve this, the empirical basis vectors are approximated by a set
of analytic functions for specific types of terrain; the analytic functions are sampled at
discrete locations defined by measurement locations provided by the measurement
system or the prescribed gridding locations.
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Figure
F
37. First four emp
pirical basis vectors baseed on a sampple of measuured U.S.
Hig
ghway data.
4.2.4 Analytic Functions
Several polynomial
p
sets are intrroduced in this sectionn and brieflly defined aas
poten
ntial candidaates to app
proximate th
he empiricall basis vecttors.

Welll-defined annd

comm
monly used sets of polyn
nomials are used insteaad of curve-ffitting polynnomials to thhe
empirrical data so
o that definiitions of thee terrain surfface are porrtable and cross-platform
m
terraiin measurem
ments can be implementeed.
Gegen
nbauer Polyn
nomials

The Gegeenbauer poly
ynomials, mo
ore commonnly known ass ultraspherical functionns,
belon
ng to the class of orthog
gonal polyno
omials. Norm
mality is enfforced after the functionns
are diiscretized. A recurrencee relationship
p for the Geggenbauer poolynomial is presented inn
Equaation 55, witth parameter λ

(0,1] and are deffined over tthe domain [-1, 1]. Thhe

Legen
ndre polynomial results when λ is eq
qual to 0.5. The shapes of the first ffive Legendrre
polyn
nomials are presented in
n Figure 38
8 and upon inspection iit can be seeen that thesse
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analy
ytic functions approximaate the empirrical basis vvectors show
wn in Figure 37. The tails
are seet to +1 or -1, but the loccal minimum
ms and maxiimums vary based on the order of thhe
polyn
nomial.

Additional deetail on thee Gegenbauuer Polynom
mials and tthe Legendrre

Polyn
nomials can be found in Appendix C and Appenndix D respecctively.

Equation 555

Figure
F
38. Fiirst five Geg
genbauer polyynomials wiith λ=0.5.
Chebyyshev Polyno
omials

The Cheb
byshev polyn
nomials also
o belong to the class off orthogonal polynomials.
Norm
mality of th
he polynom
mials is enfo
orced after the functioons are disscretized.

A

recurrrence relatio
onship for th
he Chebysheev polynomiials is presennted in Equaation 56, afteer
settin
ng T0 to 1 and
d T1 to x oveer the range of
o [-1, 1]. T
The shapes of the first fivve Chebysheev
polyn
nomials are presented in Figure 39.
3

One oof the propeerties of the Chebysheev

polyn
nomials is th
hat the local minimums and
a maximuums are set tto one, and aall of the tails
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start or end at -1 or +1. Add
ditional detaiil on the Cheebyshev Polyynomials caan be found iin
Appeendix E.
Equation 556

Figure 39. First fiv
ve Chebyshevv Polynomiaals.
Fouriier Series Bassis Functionss

The Fourier
F
seriees basis funcctions make use of the oorthogonalityy relationshipps of the sinne
and cosine
c
functiions. The Fo
ourier seriess form a com
mplete orthoggonal system
m over [-π, ππ]
and are
a defined by
b the functiion presenteed in Equatioon 57. The coefficients a0, an and bn
are defined in Ap
ppendix F. The
T shapes of
o the first ffour Fourier series basis functions arre
preseented in Figu
ure 40. Only
y the first fou
ur basis vecttors are preseented becausse the Fourieer
seriess basis funcctions do no
ot include a linear (slopped) line as do the Geggenbauer annd
Cheb
byshev polyn
nomials; thu
us, to match
h the shapees of these ppolynomialss without thhe
slopeed line, only four basis functions
f
aree required. S
Since the Foourier series are based oon
sines and cosiness, the tails off the basis fu
unctions willl start or endd at +1 or 0, and the locaal
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minim
mum and maximums are equal to +1
+ or -1. Addditional dettail on the F
Fourier Seriees
Polyn
nomials can be found in Appendix F.
F

Equation 557

Figure 40
0. First four Fourier
F
seriees basis funcctions.

4.3 A Galerkin Approacch to Deco
omposing Terrain S
Surfaces
The estim
mated true teerrain surfacce can be decomposed into contribbutions in thhe
principle directio
ons defined by the emp
pirical basis vectors, bl, (Equation 54). In this
work
k, the estimatted true surfface is decom
mposed via aanalytic basiis vectors, pl, that capturre
the fu
undamental shapes of th
he empirical basis vectorrs. The anallytic basis vvectors, pl, arre
defin
ned from con
ntinuous anallytic basis fu
unctions (shoown in
Equation 55) using a Galerkin ap
pproach, thuus redefiningg the global subspace, G
G,
with a finite set of
o analytic basis
b
vectorss. The definnition of the estimated trrue surface is
redeffined in Equaation 58. Eaach componeent of the esttimated true terrain surfa
face is defineed
in terrms of the prrinciple directions, σi,l, as
a shown in E
Equation 599. The magnnitude of eacch
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principle direction along the length of the terrain surface is defined as σi,l, and is termed
the component of terrain in the lth principle direction.
Equation 58
≜E

〈 ,

,

〉

E

〈 ,

,

,

〉

, ≜〈 , 〉

Equation 59

Several criteria are imposed in the development of the analytic basis vectors.
Specifically, the analytical basis vectors must satisfy the properties enumerated below:
1. Spanning the same n dimensional vector space as the empirical basis vectors.
2. Orthogonal with respect to a weighted inner-product. This is a fundamental
requirement of the Galerkin approach, which enables simple mapping of the
estimated true terrain surface onto the analytic basis function.
3. Normalized with respect to a weighted inner-product, simplifying subsequent
calculations.
4. Closely correlated to the empirical basis vectors.
5. Insensitive to the selection of the transverse locations composing v.
The remainder of this section develops the method to determine the analytic basis
vectors.
It is clear that if the complete set of n analytic basis vectors is linearly
independent, then they span the same space as the empirical basis vectors. However, a
different Hilbert space must be formed. The redefined Hilbert space, H, has a weighted
inner-product and induced norm. The analytic functions are mapped on H through
Galerkin discretization so that the discretization error is orthogonal to H. When the
continuous polynomials are discretized, the error associated with this discretization
method is orthogonal to H, and no discretization error exists in H. The global subspace
G, is redefined as the span of the truncated set of analytic basis vectors,{ }. The drift is
then the projection of the error vectors onto the global subspace and the noise is defined
as the error projected onto the complement of the global subspace. Again, basis vectors
are added to the definition of the global subspace until the residual noise vectors have a
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mean that is not statistically different than zero. With the Hilbert space redefined, the
parameterization of the polynomials can be determined.
Recall v is the continuous coordinate (shown in Figure 7A) and note that any
continuous polynomial can be written in the form presented in Equation 60. The order of
the polynomial is defined by (a-1).
⋯

Equation 60

Next the continuous coordinate v is sampled at a sequence of n discrete points to form a
vector of monotonically increasing values, v.

This vector represents the transverse

locations at which the terrain heights are defined either through measurement or spatial
interpolation. The transverse locations, v, are scaled and centered on zero so that they
exist on the interval [-1, 1], corresponding to the domain of the continuous polynomials.
In this way, each discrete polynomial vector, p, is represented in matrix form as shown in
Equation 61. The matrix of polynomial terms for discretized values of v is defined as V.
The vector of polynomial coefficients, c, is determined by the choice of the generating
polynomial (e.g., Gegenbauer, Fourier, Chebyshev, or others…). The remainder of the
theoretical developments in this Chapter are based on the set of Gegenbauer polynomials
to avoid redundancy and without loss of generality. The Gegenbauer polynomial is
parameterized by  according to Equation 55.

,

4.3.1

1
1
⋮
1

⋮

⋮

…
…
…
…

⋮

⋮

Equation 61

Vandermonde Matrix
In general, the matrix V is an n x a matrix where the number of polynomial terms,

a, will be larger than the number of transverse locations, n. To formulate a Vandermonde
matrix for V, consider a truncated polynomial of order n. Since v is defined to be
monotonically increasing (thereby having distinct values), then V-1 exists, V is positive
definite, and the mapping from the polynomial coefficients to the solution of the
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polynomial along v is a one-to-one correspondence (i.e., the polynomial interpolation
problem is solvable with a unique solution).
Consider the complete set of n analytic basis vectors, {pl} where l ∈ {1, 2, …, n},
defined by Equation 62. The analytic basis vectors are linearly independent and span the
same space as the empirical basis vectors. Each vector in the set is a function of the
particular measurement locations (defined by v) and a particular set of coefficients, cl().
A concatenation of these coefficient vectors is defined as the coefficient matrix, C, as
shown in Equation 63. The Vandermonde matrix, V, and the coefficient matrix, C, are
used to develop the weighted inner product and the resulting Hilbert space.
,

Equation 62
…

Equation 63

A weighted inner product is developed to produce a set of analytic basis vectors
that are orthonormal with respect to the weighting matrix, W, such that

is the

Kroenecker delta function, as shown in Equation 64. Note that this definition satisfies the
requirements that an inner product is positive definite since a Vandermonde matrix, V, is
positive definite and its inverse must exist. More detail on inner products is provided in
Appendix G. Furthermore, the coefficients of the polynomial are defined to be linearly
independent due to the orthogonality of the polynmomials, and the inverse of the
coefficient matrix, C, must exist. The definition of the weighting matrix that produces
this desired orthonormality is defined in Equation 65.
〈 ,

〉

Equation 64

≜

Equation 65

Analytic basis vectors are defined as the orthonormal discrete basis vectors from
the Gegenbauer polynomials. Consider the first basis vector, p1, corresponding to the
zero-th order Gegenbauer polynomial. Since p1 is a vector of ones, the corresponding
vector of coefficients, c1, is given by Equation 66. The second basis vector, p2, is derived
from the first order Gegenbauer polynomial and the corresponding vector of coefficients
is given by Equation 67. The coefficient matrix, C, has the form shown in Equation 68.
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It is clear that all coefficient vectors except the first are functions of the parameter .
This parameter is used to adjust the shape of the analytic basis vectors so that they are
closely correlated to the empirical basis vectors (satisfying the fourth design criterion).
This process is demonstrated for U.S. Highways in the Proof of Concept Section of this
Chapter. Next, the general formulation of this method is presented in terms of a weighted
grammian.
1
0
⋮
0
0
2
0
⋮
0
1
0
0
⋮
0
4.3.2

0
2
0
⋮
0

0
2 1
0
⋮

⋯

Equation 66

Equation 67

Equation 68

Underdetermined Systems
In general, the number of polynomial terms, a, will be larger than the number of

transverse measurement locations n, such that a > n. This results in an underdetermined
system of equations, which, if there is any solution, then there are an infinite number of
solutions which form an affine space. It is desired to identify the “simplest” solution to
this problem, which is of the form y=Ax. The goal is to identify the least squared error
solution in this affine space, that is, the solution that minimizes the norm of the error
vector (Donoho, Kakavand et al. 2007). Recall the formulation of the problem defined in
matrix form in Equation 69. In the general sense, V(v) is an n x a matrix of polynomial
terms for discretized values of v and C is an a x n matrix of vectors of polynomial
coefficients.

In the case of Gegenbauer polynomials, the matrix of coefficients is

parameterized by  and written C(λ)
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1
1
⋮
1

,

⋮

⋮

…
…
…
…

…

⋮

Equation 69

The weighted inner product is reformulated for the general case in which the
polynomials are not truncated to n = a as in the case of the Vandermonde matrix. A
weighted grammian, R, is introduced to aide in the formulation of the reformulated
weighted inner product in Equation 70. Specifically, a weighting matrix is developed
such that the weighted inner product of the element 〈 ,

〉

is equal to the Kroenecker

delta function. A weighted inner product in matrix form is developed to produce a matrix
of analytic basis vectors that are orthonormal with respect to the weighting matrix, W,
such that the weighted grammian equals the identity matrix, as shown in Equation 71.
Note that this definition satisfies the requirements that an inner product is positive
definite since a grammian is always positive definite. The definition of the weighting
matrix that produces this desired orthonormality is defined in Equation 72, which is the
same as Equation 65. This more general formulation retains all of the higher order
polynomial terms, and reduces to the Vandermonde formulation when the order of the
polynomial is truncated to the number of measurement locations (i.e., when a=n). Even
without the truncation, the resulting P matrix is the same for this underdetermined system
as it is for the Vandermonde formulation. This can be attributed to the fact that V is an [n
x a] matrix and C is an [a x n] matrix, so when multiplied, P becomes an [n x n] matrix.
Next, the concept of components of terrain is introduced.
,
,
⋮
,

,

,
,
⋮
,

⋯
⋯
⋱
⋯

〈 , 〉

,
,
⋮
,

Equation 70

Equation 71
Equation 72

≜
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4.3.3

Defining Components of Terrain in the lth Principle Direction
The Hilbert space is developed such that the resulting projections onto the

analytic basis vectors,  , , are insensitive to the selection of the transverse measurement
locations composing vector v (and subsequently matrix V) and with respect to the
parameterization of the coefficient vectors, cl, and matrix C.

This insensitivity is

demonstrated through a heuristic example in which the estimated true surface,

, is

simply a linear combination of the analytic basis vectors, given in Equation 73. In this
simplified case, the estimated true surface is constructed such that it lies completely in
the global subspace. The

coefficients are defined, for this example only, as the

magnitude of the contribution of each analytic basis vector to this artificial estimated true
surface.

For this case, the choice of measurement locations (manifested in V) and

parameterization of the analytic basis vectors (manifested in C) have no effect on the
determination of the components of the terrain. This is due to the definition of the
weighting matrix, W, defined in Equation 65 and equivalently in Equation 72. Also by
definition in Equation 64, the weighted inner product is only equal to one when k is equal
to l and is zero otherwise, which is used in Equation 74. This is also consistent with the
grammian formulation. Consider, for example, if the road surface is perfectly flat and
level, but vertically offset by a specific value, then according to Equation 73,
proportional to this vertical offset and

for k > 1 must be zero. In this case, the

resulting first component of terrain  would be
banked, then

must be

. Similarly, if the road were flat but

would be proportional to the surface’s bank angle and all values for

for k2 would be zero. If the estimated true surface is any linear combination of the
analytic basis vectors, then the resulting projection onto each analytic basis vector,  , ,
given in Equation 74, is completely insensitive to the choice of transverse locations, v, or
the choice of the parameterization of the generating polynomial, λ.
Equation 73
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,

〈 ,

〉

〈

,

〉

〈

,

〉

Equation 74

Using this definition of components of terrain,  , , a new representation is
developed that captures the principle information about a terrain surface in a compact
form, which is similar in structure to terrain profiles. Each terrain component  , ,
represents the contributions of the true surface in each principle direction. These terrain
components are signals that are similar in form and simplicity to a terrain profile, except
 , represents the magnitude of each basis vector to the terrain surface. This concept is
further developed in Chapter 5.

4.4 Chapter 4 Proof of Concept
4.4.1

Design of Experiment
An example using measured data is presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of

using analytic basis vectors in capturing the characteristic shapes of the empirical basis
vectors. Furthermore, the insensitivity to the discrete transverse locations at which the
terrain heights are defined (either through measurement or spatial interpolation) is
studied, showing the versatility of this approach in adapting to various profiler platforms.
Four sections of U.S. Highway data (two concrete sections and two asphalt sections),
each 151.1m long, were selected at the MnRoad testing facility in Albertville, Minnesota
for this experiment. The sections were closed to traffic and each surface was measured
ten times, in alternating directions, at a vehicle speed of approximately 10 m/s. The
measurements were nominally corrected for body motion (Kern and Ferris 2007; Wagner,
Kern et al. 2007) and mapped to a regularly spaced grid. The longitudinal spacing of
10mm resulted in 15110 longitudinal locations and a transverse spacing of 25.4mm at 51
transverse locations resulted in a 1.3 m wide terrain surface. The terrain heights at these
uniform grid locations were captured in matrix form and a principle component analysis
using an SVD algorithm was performed to identify the empirical basis vectors (refer to
Figure 37). The empirical basis vectors used in this example represent a small portion of
U.S. Highway data and, although they are not comprehensive, they provide a very
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encouraging degree of support for representing terrain surfaces with analytic basis
vectors.
4.4.2

Application of Theory
Before the analytic and empirical basis vectors are analyzed, the vector of

transverse locations for the empirical data, v, is shifted horizontally 1.1375m to be
centered on zero and scaled by a factor of 1.5 to exist on the same domain as the analytic
basis vectors, [-1, 1]. The transverse locations defining v for the generation of the
analytical basis vectors were evenly spaced among 51 points spanning [-1 ,1]. The
magnitudes of the empirical basis vectors, bl, were scaled by a factor of four to aid in
visualizing the correlation. Clearly the correlation between the analytic basis vectors and
the empirical basis vectors depends on the shifting and scaling of the measurement
locations, v, but not on the scaling of the magnitude of the empirical basis vectors. The
end of this Section will compare the root mean square error (RMSE) of each proposed
analytic basis vector with the corresponding empirical basis vectors to determine which
set of polynomials best represent this set of U.S. Highway data.
Gegenbauer Polynomials vs. Empirical Basis Vectors

For the Gegenbauer polynomials, the value of  defines the relative scale of the
tails of the polynomial; a value of 0.1 results in flat functions and a value of 1
results in polynomials with extreme tails. When 0.5, the Legendre polynomials are
generated with the range bounded by [-1, 1]. The RMSE between the empirical and the
analytic basis vectors corresponding to the Gegenbauer polynomials results when lies
in the interval], suggesting that the Legendre polynomials are most
appropriate form of the Gegenbauer polynomials to compare to the empirical basis
vectors. The Legendre polynomials will also be used to compare to the other two sets of
polynomials to identify the most appropriate set of analytic polynomials to approximate
the empirical data. This comparison will be discussed at the end of this Section. A
comparison of the first four empirical basis vectors with the Legendre polynomials is
shown in Figure 41. The first empirical basis vector and the first analytic basis vector
provide a means to describe the overall change in elevation, however there is an obvious
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offsett between th
he empirical and analytiic basis vecttors; this is ssimply due tto the scalinng
of th
he magnitud
de of the em
mpirical baasis vectors and, againn, has no im
mpact of thhe
correlation. The second emp
pirical basis vector is colllinear with the second aanalytic basis
vecto
or, defining the
t bank ang
gle in the road. The anaalytic and em
mpirical bassis vectors foor
the bank angle teerrain characcteristic correelate well. T
There was nnegligible croowning in thhe
empirrical data (ccorrespondin
ng to the th
hird analyticc basis vectoor), so no ccomparison is
possiible and no figure is prrovided. Th
he third emppirical basiss vector reppresenting thhe
asym
mmetry terraain characteristic is compared witth the fourtth analytic basis vectoor
(correesponding to
o the third order
o
polyno
omial). The empirical ddata shows aan asymmetrry
in thee shape of th
he basis vecto
or in that thee local maxim
mum is mucch narrower than the locaal
minim
mum.

Thee fourth em
mpirical basiis vector reepresenting the road ruutting terraiin

charaacteristic corrrelates welll with the fifth analytic basis vectoor, however the empiricaal
vecto
ors exhibit deeeper local minimums
m
th
han the analyytic basis vector.

Figure 41. Empirical basis
b
vectors compared w
with the Legeendre polynoomials.
Chebyyshev Polyno
omials vs. Em
mpirical Basiss Vectors

A comparrison of thee first four empirical basis vectoors with thee Chebysheev
polyn
nomials is sh
hown in Figu
ure 42. Thee first empiriical basis veector and thee first analytiic
basis vector prov
vide a meanss to describe the overall cchange in ellevation, how
wever there is
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an ob
bvious offsett between the empirical and analyticc basis vectoors. The secoond empiricaal
basis vector is co
ollinear with
h the second analytic bassis vector, ddefining the bbank angle iin
the ro
oad. It is im
mportant to note
n
that the analytic ba sis vectors ppertaining too the first tw
wo
Legen
ndre and Ch
hebyshev pollynomials arre identical. The main ddifferences iin appropriatte
curvee fitting willl become apparent
a
in the latter bbasis vectorss. There w
was negligiblle
crown
ning in the empirical daata (correspo
onding to thhe third anallytic basis vvector), so nno
comp
parison is possible and no figure is providedd. The thirdd empirical basis vectoor
representing the asymmetry terrain charracteristic iss compared with the foourth analytiic
basis vector (corrresponding to
t the third order
o
polynom
mial). The aanalytic basiis vector doees
a
to co
orrelate well with the em
mpirical bassis vector duue to the prroperty of thhe
not appear
Cheb
byshev polyn
nomials thatt the local minima
m
and maxima aree equal to +1 or -1. Thhe
fourth
h empirical basis
b
vector representing
g the road ruutting terrainn characterisstic correlatees
well with
w the fifth
h analytic baasis vector.

Figure 42. Empirical
E
baasis vectors compared
c
w
with the Chebbyshev polynnomials.
Fouriier Basis Fun
nctions vs. Em
mpirical Basiis Vectors

A compariison of the first
f
four emp
pirical basiss vectors witth the Fourieer series basis
functtions is show
wn in Figuree 43. The first
f
empiriccal basis vecctor and the first analytiic
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basis vector provide a means to describe the overall change in elevation; again there is an
obvious offset between the empirical and analytic basis vectors. It is important to note
that the first analytic basis vectors are identical for the three sets of polynomials used in
this analysis. More importantly, the second empirical basis vector is not represented in
the basis functions of the Fourier series and thus does not show any correlation with the
second analytic basis vector. The Fourier series could be summed to approximate the
sloped line, but this negates the intention of this process and would require an infinite
sum to obtain this. The fact that the Fourier basis functions do not capture the bank angle
basis vector, and that this basis vector pertains to one of the two dominant features in the
terrain surface indicates that the Fourier series are not appropriate to model the empirical
data. Other differences will be seen in the third and fourth basis vectors. The third
empirical basis vector representing the asymmetry terrain characteristic is compared with
the third analytic basis vector. Similar to the third order Chebyshev polynomial, the local
minimum and maximum are greater than that of the empirical data suggesting that the
third order Fourier basis vector is not a good fit. The fourth empirical basis vector
representing the road rutting terrain characteristic does not appear to correlate well with
the fifth analytic basis vector. The local minimums do not line up with the minimums of
the empirical data and the local maximum is too narrow as compared with the empirical
data.
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Figure 43. Em
mpirical basiss vectors com
mpared withh the Fourier series basis functions.
RMSE
E Study to Deetermine ‘Beest Fit’

The ‘bestt fit’ betweeen the emp
pirical basiss vectors annd the propposed sets oof
analy
ytic polynom
mials is iden
ntified by th
he set of pollynomials thhat presents the minimaal
RMS
SE between the
t first fourr empirical basis
b
vectors and the corrresponding analytic basis
vecto
ors (refer to Figure 41, Figure 42, and Figure 43 for a viisual compaarison). Plotts
comp
paring the RM
MSE of each
h polynomiaal set to the empirical baasis vectors are describeed
and shown
s
next.
The RMS
SE between the Legendrre, Chebyshhev and Fouurier polynom
mials and thhe
first empirical baasis vector was
w calculaated and plootted in Figuure 44. Refferring to thhe
previious section,, it is importtant to note that each off these polynnomial sets produced thhe
same analytic bassis vector, th
hus there is no
n differentiiation betweeen the polynnomials. Thhe
d in the RMS
SE plot is du
ue to the factt that the em
mpirical basiss vector corrresponding tto
trend
the teerrain characcteristic of ellevation is not
n perfectly level and exxhibits a smaall downwarrd
slopee. The error is then show
wn to increasse when movving from thhe left to the right, with aan
averaage RMSE of 9.8%.
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Figure 44.. RMSE of analytic
a
poly
ynomials vs. empirical baasis vectors for b1.
The RMS
SE between the Legendrre, Chebyshhev and Fouurier polynom
mials and thhe
secon
nd empiricall basis vecto
or was calcu
ulated and pllotted in Figgure 45. Reeferring to thhe
previious section,, it is imporrtant to notee that the Leegendre andd Chebyshevv polynomials
produ
uced the sam
me analytic basis vectorr, thus theree is no differrence betweeen these tw
wo
polyn
nomials. Th
he Fourier baasis functions do not incllude a slopedd line as onee of its shapees
and results
r
in a large
l
error when
w
comparred with thee second emp
mpirical basiss vector. Thhe
averaage RMSE of
o the Legen
ndre and Ch
hebyshev waas calculatedd to be 0.83%, indicatinng
that either
e
polyno
omial is an appropriate
a
fit
f for this baasis vector.
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Figure 45.. RMSE of analytic
a
poly
ynomials vs. empirical baasis vectors for b2.
The RMS
SE between the Legendrre, Chebyshhev and Fouurier polynom
mials and thhe
third empirical basis vectorr was calcu
ulated and plotted in Figure 46.

All of thhe

polyn
nomials prod
duced a sign
nificant amo
ount of errorr, as high ass 60%. Desspite this, thhe
Legen
ndre basis vector
v
produced the least amount off error of thee three polynnomials, witth
an av
verage RMSE
E of 12.8%. The greatesst amount off error occurrred on the taails and wheen
trying
g to match th
he asymmetrric maximum
m of the emppirical basis vector.
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Figure 46.. RMSE of analytic
a
poly
ynomials vs. empirical baasis vectors for b3.
The RMS
SE between the Legendrre, Chebyshhev and Fouurier polynom
mials and thhe
fourth
h empirical basis vecto
or was calcu
ulated and pplotted in F
Figure 47. The averagge
RMS
SE of all of three polynomials were
w
comparred to idenntify which basis vectoor
produ
uced the minimum RM
MSE. The fiifth Legendrre basis vecctor produceed an averagge
RMS
SE of 8.1%. The fifth Chebyshev
C
baasis vector pproduced an average RM
MSE of 8.5%
%.
The fourth
f
Fourieer basis vecttor produced
d an average RMSE of 15%. While the Legendrre
basis vector prod
duced the low
west averagee RMSE, it also yieldedd the secondd highest peaak
valuee of error.
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Figure 47.. RMSE of analytic
a
poly
ynomials vs. empirical baasis vectors for b4.
The Fourrier polynom
mials producced errors m
much greaterr than the L
Legendre annd
Cheb
byshev polyn
nomials, as shown
s
in Tab
ble 1. By caalculating thhe average R
RMSE of eacch
analy
ytic basis veector againsst each emp
pirical basis,, it is concluded that tthe Legendrre
polyn
nomials bestt define the analytic
a
basis vectors foor U.S Highw
ways. It is expected thaat
additional dataseets will prov
vide some spatial averaaging to the empirical bbasis vectorrs,
thus smoothing the empiriccal data an
nd further ssupporting tthe correlatiion with thhe
Legen
ndre basis vectors.
Tablee 1. Averag
ge RMSE values
v
of eaach analyticc basis vecttor compareed with eacch
empirrical basis vector.
Basis 1

Basis 2

Basiss 3

Basis 4

Leegendre

9.8%
%

0.83%

12.9%

8.1%

Ch
hebyshev

9.8%
%

0.83%

17.7%

8.5%

Fourier
F

9.8%
%

16.9%

17.8%

15%
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4.4.3 Portability of Metho
od to other Terrain
T
Meeasurement Systems
Next, the insensitivitty in the esttimation of tthe components of terraain,

, witth

nsverse grid
d locations iss demonstratted. As prevviously demonstrated, thhe
respeect to the tran
Legen
ndre polyno
omials provid
de the best fit
f for U.S. H
Highway datta and will bbe used as thhe
representative seet of basis vectors
v
for the
t remaindeer of this w
work. Consiider a simplle
terraiin measurem
ment system configuratio
c
on with threee optical sennsors distribuuted along thhe
width
h of the vehiicle such thaat they meassure the centter of each w
wheel path aand the centeer
of th
he vehicle, with
w
resultin
ng analytic basis vectoors shown iin Figure 48A.

This is

comp
pared to a sy
ystem produ
ucing data at
a ten transvverse samplee locations w
with resultinng
analy
ytic basis vecctors shown in Figure 48
8B. Clearly a greater traansverse sam
mpling densitty
(defin
ned by v) provides morre information about thhe surface being measurred. That is,
inform
mation abou
ut higher orrder contrib
butions is unnavailable ffrom a systeem with few
w
transv
verse measu
urement loccations.

To
T the exteent possiblee, however, the methood

develloped in this Chapter provides
p
a means
m
by w
which a conssistent descrription of thhe
surface can be geenerated by equipment
e
with
w differentt sampling ddensities.

A)
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B)
Figu
ure 48. Legendre basis vectors
v
for A)
A three sampples comprissing v and B)) ten samplees
com
mprising v.
The comp
ponents of teerrain, i,l, were
w
studiedd for the firstt two principple directionns
for a system with three tran
nsverse locattions (so thaat the lengthh of v is thrree) and for a
system
m with ten transverse lo
ocations. The
T first twoo componentts of terrain,, i,1 and i,2,
are sh
hown in Figure 49 and Figure
F
50 respectively, aalong with th
the corresponnding percennt
differrence betweeen the two componentts. The peercent differrence in thee two signals
represents the reelative capab
bility of a sy
ystem with discrete sam
mpling locattions at threee
locatiions comparred to a systtem samplin
ng at ten loccations to acccurately cappture the first
two terrain
t
surfacce characteristics. The first componnent of the tterrain, i,1, multiplied bby
the co
orresponding
g first basis vector, p1, captures
c
the elevation off the terrain surface. Thhe
mean
n percent diffference in th
he first comp
ponent of teerrain for thee two sampliing vectors is
1.8E--5%. The seecond comp
ponent of thee terrain, i,22, captures tthe banking in the terraiin
surface. Note that in Figure 50 the mean
n percent diifference in tthe second ccomponent oof
terraiin for the tw
wo sampling
g vectors (th
hree locationns vs. ten) iss 0.0255%. It should bbe
clear that the morre basis vecttors used to span the vecctor will redduce the amoount of shareed
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conteent between basis vecto
ors. In this example, thhe differencces in the coomponents oof
terraiin arise due to the amou
unt of inform
mation that iss contained in the three basis vectorrs
versu
us ten basis vectors. This estimation error is contributed by the defi
finition of thhe
vecto
or space. When
W
only thrree points arre used to deefine the terrrain surfacee, there is lesss
confidence (moree variation) in the estim
mate of the ccomponents of terrain ass there woulld
be wiith more tran
nsverse samp
ples.

Figure 49. Com
mparing σi,1 for for two m
measuremennt systems.
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Figure
F
50. Comparing σi,,2 for two m
measurement systems.
While thiis evidence cannot be regarded
r
as conclusive without moore extensivve
invesstigation of highway
h
data, there is a strong indiccation that U
U.S. Highwaay data can bbe
decom
mposed into
o projection
ns onto anallytic basis vvectors thatt adequatelyy capture thhe
shapees of the em
mpirical data.. In this waay, the methood is portabble in that thhe same set oof
analy
ytic basis vecctors can bee used on alll U.S. Highw
ways. The pportability of this methood
also extends to the ability to use meeasurements systems w
with differennt equipmennt
configurations, ass demonstratted by an ex
xample.

4.5 Chapter
C
4 Discussio
on
More emp
pirical data representing
g various claasses of terrrain need to be studied tto
underrstand the liimitations off this method. Terrain should be sttudied basedd on locationn,
materrial composiition, and paaved vs. unp
paved condiitions and seeparated into appropriatte
typess based on these
t
characcteristics. The
T appropriiate selectionn of the pollynomial setts
would then be ideentified for each
e
terrain type using thhe method ddeveloped inn this Chapteer.
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It should be noted that the correlation of the analytic basis vectors to the empirical basis
vectors is highly dependent on the scaling and shifting of the transverse locations, v, and
this must be examined when determining the appropriate parameterization.
Expanding the database to include various terrain types may also suggest using a
different set of generating functions to approximate the empirical basis vectors. Such
techniques that may prove to be promising include, but are not limited to, the
polynomials previous described here, Laguerre polynomials, non-uniform rational basis
splines (NURBS), and Maclaurin polynomials (Taylor series polynomials when a0=0).
Once a more comprehensive set of data have been collected, each set of generating
functions can be investigated using the method developed in this Chapter. For example,
different sets of generating functions may be more appropriate for different types of
terrain. Again, the appropriateness of each generating function would be determined by
minimizing the RMSE between the resulting analytic basis vectors and the corresponding
empirical basis vectors.
Although curve fitting the empirical data directly may appear to be the most
efficient representation of the terrain, it does not exploit the specific anisotropicity of this
path-specific method. Toward this end, a set of well-known generating polynomials
describe a specific type of the terrain to maintain the portability of the method developed
in this chapter. In this way, this method could be applied to any terrestrial terrain
measurement system to formulate an accurate description of the terrain surface that
contains path information.

Additionally, these well-known sets of polynomials are

commonly used in real-time data analysis. In this case, the empirical basis vectors are
replaced by a recurrence relationship, thus eliminating the need to retain the information
describing the empirical basis vectors and reducing the total information needed to
describe the terrain surface. The next Chapter will further develop a method to represent
terrestrial terrain measurement data in a more compact form.

4.5.1

Segmenting the Terrain
To reinforce the acceptability and appropriateness of the empirical basis vectors,

the terrain sample was segmented into ten sections of approximately 1500 points in
length. A SVD was performed on each section and the empirical basis vectors were
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comp
pared for all segments. This
T was com
mpleted in oorder to justiify taking thhe SVD of thhe
entiree surface ratther than using more off a FEA appproach, wherre shape funnctions (basis
vecto
ors) are calcu
ulated for each grid nodee.
The first basis
b
vector,, correspond
ding to the prrinciple direction of elevvation, for thhe
ten sections is sh
hown in Fig
gure 51A. It can be seeen that eacch basis vecctor follows a
similar trend witth a maximu
um variation
n of approxim
mately 0.001. Figure 551B identifiees
the maximum
m
an
nd minimum
m bounds off the first baasis vector, as plotted iin red dasheed
lines,, by taking the
t maximum
m and minim
mum values across all teen sections. The mean oof
the teen sections iss plotted as a dashed blu
ue line. The elevation baasis vector ccorrespondinng
to thee SVD of th
he entire surfface is plotteed in black. It can be sseen that thiss basis vectoor
falls within
w
the caalculated bou
unds. .

A)
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B)
Figu
ure 51. Iden
ntifying basiss vector variation along tthe terrain seection A) Coomparing alll
ten segments B)) Comparing
g the minimu
um bound, m
maximum boound, mean bbasis vector,
and the
t basis vecctor of the enntire surfacee.
The secon
nd basis vecctor, corresp
ponding to thhe principle direction of bank anglee,
for th
he ten section
ns is shown in Figure 52
2A. It can bbe seen that each basis vvector follow
ws
a sim
milar trend wiith a maximu
um variation
n of approxim
mately 0.00005. Figure 552B identifiees
the maximum
m
an
nd minimum bounds of the
t second bbasis vector,, as plotted iin red dasheed
lines,, by taking the
t maximum
m and minim
mum values across all teen sections. The mean oof
the ten
t
sectionss is plotted as a dash
hed blue linne.

The bbank angle basis vectoor

corresponding to the SVD off the entire su
urface is plootted in blackk. It can be seen that this
basis vector falls within the calculated
c
bo
ounds.
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A)
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B)
Figu
ure 52. Identtifying basiss vector variaation along tthe terrain seection A) Coomparing alll
ten segments B)) Comparing
g the minimu
um bound, m
maximum boound, mean bbasis vector,
and the
t basis vecctor of the enntire surfacee.
The third basis vectorr, corresponding to the pprinciple dirrection of assymmetry, foor
the teen sections is
i shown in Figure 53A
A. It can be seen that thhe basis vecctors follow a
similar trend, bu
ut show a lo
ot of variatiion in peak and valley location. This reduceed
correlation betweeen basis vecctors from different
d
segm
ments alongg the length of the road is
partiaally explaineed by the facct that the th
hird singularr value is neegligible com
mpared to thhe
first two.
t
Additiionally, it was
w shown in
n Chapter 3 that in order to obtainn a zero-meaan
noisee process, on
nly two basiss vectors neeed to be impplemented foor these exam
mples of U.S
S.
Highw
way data. Figure
F
53B identifies th
he maximum
m and minim
mum boundss of the thirrd
basis vector, plottted in red dashed
d
liness, by taking the maximuum and minnimum valuees
acrosss all ten sections. The mean
m
of the ten sections is plotted ass a dashed bblue line. Thhe
asym
mmetry basiss vector corrresponding to the SVD
D of the enttire surface is plotted iin
black
k. It can be seen
s
that thiss basis vecto
or falls withiin the calculaated bounds, however thhe
bounds span from
m -0.3 to 0.2.
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A)
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B)
Figu
ure 53. Identtifying basiss vector variaation along tthe terrain seection A) Coomparing alll
ten segments B)) Comparing
g the minimu
um bound, m
maximum boound, mean bbasis vector,
and the
t basis vecctor of the enntire surfacee.
The fourtth basis vecttor, correspo
onding to thhe principle direction off road ruttinng
he ten sectio
ons is shown
n in Figure 54A.
5
It can be seen thatt the basis vvectors do noot
for th
appeaar to be correelated. Simiilar to the th
hird basis vecctor, this redduced correlaation betweeen
basis vectors from
m different segments
s
alo
ong the lengtth of the roaad is explaineed by the facct
t singular value is neg
gligible. Ag
gain, it was shown in C
Chapter 3 that in order tto
that the
obtain
n a zero-mean noise pro
ocess for the proof of cooncept using U.S. Highw
way data, onlly
two basis
b
vectorrs need to be implemen
nted. The laack of correelation betw
ween the basis
vecto
ors will deterriorate as th
he order of th
he basis vecctors continuues to increaase due to thhe
corresponding sin
ngular valuees approachin
ng zero. Figgure 54B ideentifies the m
maximum annd
minim
mum boundss of the fourrth basis vecctor, as plottted in red daashed lines, by taking thhe
maxim
mum and minimum
m
vallues across all
a ten sectioons. The meean of the teen sections is
plotteed as a dashed blue line. The road rutting
r
basiss vector corrresponding to the SVD oof
the entire surfacee is plotted in black. It
I can be seeen that this basis vectorr exceeds thhe
calcu
ulated bound
ds at several locations,
l
an
nd the boundds span from
m -0.2 to 0.3.
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A)
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B)
Figu
ure 54. Identtifying basiss vector variaation along tthe terrain seection A) Coomparing alll
ten segments B)) Comparing
g the minimu
um bound, m
maximum boound, mean bbasis vector,
and the
t basis vecctor of the enntire surfacee.
4.5.2 Scaling and
a Shifting
g the Transv
verse Locatiions of the A
Analytic Basis Vectors
Another consideration
c
n for future work wouldd be to scalee and shift tthe transversse
ns can be ddefined baseed on standdard road annd
locatiions so thatt the transveerse location
vehiccle characterristics. For example,
e
consider alignning the two local minim
ma of the fiftth
analy
ytic basis fu
unction (C5 in Figure 38) with thhe track widdth of typiccal passengeer
vehiccles, defined
d as t. The distance
d
betw
ween the tw
wo local minnima, definedd as ρ(λ), is a
functtion of the parameteriza
p
ation, λ. Th
he vector v would be normalized according tto
Equaation 75, wheere vmeasured are the origiinal transverrse locationss and vmeasureed is the meaan
of thee original daata. In this way, the traansverse loccations are nnormalized tto corresponnd
with the ‘rutting’’ condition th
hat arises fro
om road weaar due to tiree interactionn. The abilitty
to qu
uantitatively identify thee presence of
o physical ccharacteristiccs such as rrutting in anny
pavem
ment may lead to new in
nsight into th
he mechanism
ms leading tto pavement degradationn.
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Equation 75
2
Once more data have been collected from a variety of terrain types, and they have
been properly decomposed into their principle components,  , , investigations can be
made into the stochastic or deterministic nature of the principle components.

If

components of the terrain surface,  , , can be considered realizations of an underlying
stochastic process, then a stochastic model of these components can be developed.
Terrain surfaces could then be represented by a combination of deterministic and
stochastic processes. If all of the surface components are included and classified as
deterministic, then the synthesized terrain surface would reproduce the originally
measured terrain surface.

As more components are classified as stochastic, more

variation in the realizations will arise. This variation can be useful in chassis loading
predictions where vehicle simulations conducted over several realizations of the same
terrain type would identify more realistic maximum and minimum load cases.
Reconstructing the terrain surface with these models would yield a compact, stochastic
terrain surface representation.

Since realizations of any length could be generated,

vehicle responses could be simulated that are accurate for the given application, yet found
quickly enough to make informed design decisions early in the design process.
Synthesizing terrain surfaces in this manner will help shorten the development time to
bring a new vehicle to market and provide a better fundamental understanding of how the
vehicle is excited. This concept is further developed in Chapter 5 of this dissertation.

4.6 Chapter 4 Conclusions
Terrain surfaces capture a great deal more information about the terrain topology
than simple terrain profiles. A new representation has been developed that captures the
principle information about a terrain surface in a compact form, similar in structure to
terrain profiles. Specifically, a Galerkin method was developed to define terrain surfaces
as sequences of vectors in a Hilbert space composed of analytic basis vectors with a
weighted inner-product and a weighted grammian. The analytic basis vectors that best fit
the U.S. Highway example are generated from Gegenbauer polynomials that are
parameterized to closely match the empirical basis vectors. Within the scope of U.S.
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Highways, the proper parameterization of the generating polynomial results in a special
case of the Gegenbauer polynomials: the Legendre polynomials. The resulting analytic
basis vectors successfully capture the characteristics of the first four empirical basis
vectors. A weighted inner-product was developed such that the resulting representation
of the terrain surface is insensitive, within the limitations of the sampling density, to the
measurement system used to acquire the terrain surface data. The basis vectors are then
projected back onto the true surface to formulate components of terrain corresponding to
each principle direction. These components of terrain describe the magnitude of each
principle direction along the length of the road. Possible applications of this new method
include modeling the changes in projections of the analytical basis vectors as a stochastic
process and quantifying physical characteristics of the terrain such as elevation, bank
angle, crowning, and road rutting.
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5. Compact Models of Terrain Surfaces
5.1 Chapter 5 Introduction
Throughout a chassis development program it is necessary to possess load data
representing severe customer usage to ensure that the chassis will perform as required.
Unfortunately, actual loads are only available at the conclusion of the program.

The

design engineer is challenged with using predicted chassis loads early in the design
process – when changes are relatively easy and inexpensive to make – and measured
chassis loads late in the program – when changes to the design are extremely costly, if
allowed to be implemented. It is clear that the terrain is the main excitation to the vehicle
(Aurell and Edlund 1989). The non-deformable terrain imposes a unilateral geometric
boundary constraint on rolling tires to which the chassis responds by generating loads,
moments, motions, deformations, etc. The terrain surface remains a consistent excitation
to the chassis, even as the chassis design changes. Knowledge of this excitation, when
applied in conjunction with high fidelity tire and vehicle models, would allow chassis
loads to be accurately predicted in vehicle simulations. Therefore, throughout the design
process the system response to this consistent excitation can be calculated and compared
for each chassis design considered. Accurate terrain models would then provide the
chassis designer with a powerful tool to make informed design decisions early in the
design process while changes are relatively inexpensive to implement. This will, in turn,
shorten vehicle development time and reduce overall development costs.
High-fidelity terrain surfaces can be used as excitations to vehicle models in a
virtual environment to accurately emulate the operation of a real vehicle. For example,
specific events on a vehicle manufacturer’s proving ground may be simulated and
compared to measured data for model validation (Chaika, Gorsich et al. 2004). Current
terrain measurement systems acquire approximately one million data points per second
(Brandenburg and Rudd 1974; Karamihas 2005; Kern and Ferris 2007; Wagner, Kern et
al. 2007). This data acquisition rate improves the available signal bandwidth and allows
sharp disturbances to be detected in both the transverse and longitudinal directions.
Capturing these disturbances is critical; the driver’s perception of ride quality is largely
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dictated by these events (Ferris 1999; Ahlin, Granlund et al.) and chassis durability is
highly sensitive to transient loading (Lu and Lee 1996; Liu and Herman 1999;
Stadterman, Connon et al. 2003; Bogsjo and Forsan 2004; Lei and Yang 2006; Duni,
Toniato et al. 2008). Most terrain measurement systems are equipped with an Inertial
Navigation System (INS) and accelerometers to remove body motion from the measured
surface. INS systems are plagued with an inherent system drift, easily identified by
taking multiple measurements of the same segment of road. Previous work by the
authors produced a method, as presented in Chapter 3 of this dissertation, to compensate
for the INS drift error of the terrain measurement system (Chemistruck, Binns et al.
2010).
The objective of this work is to develop a stochastic terrain surface that leverages
the terrain representation implemented in the INS drift removal technique and previous
work on Autoregressive (AR) terrain models. The remainder of this work is developed as
follows. Background on terrain measurement is provided to further clarify the concept of
terrain surfaces as a sequence of vectors and the compensation technique for INS drift is
reviewed. A brief description of Autoregressive terrain models is also provided. The
contribution of this work is then developed. The notion of global and local subspaces is
generalized to a continuous scale in which the terms ‘global’ and local’ are subjective
locations along a well-defined continuum of possible scales.

Specifically, the true

surface is decomposed into a sequence of vectors; each vector represents the transverse
heights of the terrain along a line perpendicular to the direction of vehicle travel. A
Hilbert space is defined from this collection of vectors and principle directions are
determined. These principle directions are cast as a set of orthonormal basis vectors, for
both analytic and empirical basis vectors.

The projection in each of the principle

directions is a series that can be considered either a deterministic or stochastic component
of the true surface where each series is termed ‘a component of terrain in the lth principle
direction’. The method is applied to experimental data to demonstrate the concept and to
form a basis for discussion. Further application of this concept is discussed in the context
of studying the partial autocorrelation of the stochastic components of the true surface to
identify if it is appropriate to implement an AR model to characterize the process,
followed by concluding remarks.
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5.2 Chapter 5 Background
5.2.1

Terrestrial Terrain Measurement and INS Drift Compensation
Typically, terrestrial terrain surface measurement systems incorporate a scanning

laser (Herr 1996) that is rigidly mounted to the body of a host vehicle. This vehicle
traverses the terrain while simultaneously acquiring terrain measurements. When the
vehicle encounters a disturbance, the laser translates and rotates with the body of the host
vehicle. To obtain accurate terrain measurements, the motion of the vehicle must be
accurately measured so that it can be removed from the laser measurement. Modern
systems use INS to measure the vehicle movement (Kennedy, Hamilton et al. 2006). The
accuracy of the INS depends on the alignment of the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) to
the laser and satellite coverage of the Global Positioning System (GPS). The reduction of
accuracy of the INS is contributed by many different error types (Lanyi and Roth 1988;
Coco, Coker et al. 1991; Sardon, Rius et al. 1994; Sardon and Zarraoa 1997; Mannucci,
Hajj et al. 2004; Sarma 2008). A detailed discussion of terrain measurement systems is
presented in Section 2.1.1 and a thorough discussion of INS and GPS error is presented in
Section 2.1.3 of this dissertation.
Recall the compensation method developed in Chapter 3 to correct INS drift in
terrain measurements in which each terrain surface is considered to be a combination of
a true surface and an error surface. The error is decomposed into drift (global error) and
noise (local error). The global and local subspaces are constructed such that the drift is
modeled as a random walk process while the noise is a zero-mean process.

This

theoretical development is coupled with careful experimental design to develop a method
to identify the drift component of error and discriminate it from true terrain surface
features, and correct for the INS drift (Gillespie, Sayers et al.). This Chapter classifies
global and local terrain surface features into deterministic or stochastic processes. The
number of basis vectors is incremented until the residual from the sum of the projections
(i.e., the noise) becomes a zero-mean process. Experimentation has shown that two basis
vectors are required to satisfy this criterion for a set of U.S. Highway data (Chemistruck,
Binns et al. 2010). Experimental results have also shown that the first two basis vectors
represent some vertical offset, defined as the principle characteristic of elevation and a
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slope offset defined as the principle characteristic of bank angle. This work expands
upon the work presented in Chapters 3 and 4 by examining the projection of the true
surface onto orthonormal basis vectors that define the principle directions to formulate
components of terrain and a truncated terrain surface.
5.2.2

Autoregressive Modeling
An Autoregressive (AR) model is comprised of a small set of coefficients and a

residual process which drives the model. The AR model characterizes the current value
of a profile as the linear combination of previous profile values and a residual process. If
the profile is known, then the AR coefficients can be derived (e.g. via the Yule-Walker
method), and the realization of the residual process is calculated. If the residual process
is homogeneous, then the probability distribution can be represented as a Cumulative
Probability Function (CPF). The set of AR model parameters for the stable AR model
and the residual probability parameters compose a final set of model parameters that
completely capture the physical characteristics of the terrain profile (Kern and Ferris
2006; Kern and Ferris 2006; Kern and Ferris 2007; Li and Sandu 2007; Wagner and
Ferris 2007; Wagner and Ferris 2008; Wagner and Ferris 2010; Wagner and Ferris 2010).
For this work, the AR model will be used to characterize suitable components of terrain
and then synthesize a stochastic representation of the component for use in formulating a
stochastic terrain surface.
5.2.3

Defining the Coordinate System
The terrain coordinate system used to develop the method presented in this

chapter is described in Chapter 2, Section 2.1.4 of this dissertation.
5.2.4

Defining the Hilbert Space
A terrain surface measurement {

surface,

,

, is considered a combination of the true

, and a realization of a stochastic error surface process (refer to Section 3.3.2

for a detailed description). Each measured surface is then a realization of a stochastic
process and is defined as a sequence of vectors that are elements of a Hilbert space, H.
Since there is exactly one true surface,

, for any set of realizations, it is not indexed
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by k. It is shown that the true surface must also span the Hilbert space H (Chemistruck,
Binns et al. 2010).
The Hilbert space is decomposed into the principle directions of the terrain
surface. A set of orthonormal basis vectors, bl, are constructed to span the space via a
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the set of measured vectors. SVD is used for
principle component analysis (PCA) and was chosen for terrain surface analysis because
paved roads share the same primary characteristics, such as elevation, bank angle,
crowning, etc. By implementing SVD, these primary characteristics can be studied as
individual terrain features. The order of the basis vectors is determined by the magnitude
of their corresponding singular value, added in descending value. Basis vectors are
added to the composition of the true surface until the residual noise vectors can be
considered realizations of a zero-mean process; this number of basis vectors is defined as
q.

Recall that it was shown in Chapter 4 that the empirical basis vectors can be

approximated by a set of analytic polynomials: the Legendre polynomials, in an effort to
reduce the amount of information required to describe the terrain surfaces of similar types
of terrain. Both formulations of components of terrain and truncated surfaces pertaining
to empirical basis vectors and analytic basis vectors will be studied in this Chapter to
develop a compact, high-fidelity, mixed deterministic-stochastic representation of terrain.
The user will then be able to decide which formulation is most appropriate depending on
the application.
Recall the following example from Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1, where the terrain
surface is mapped to uniform grid spacing and the data have been acquired from a
scanning laser. Let si be the vector representing the true surface of the section of terrain
at the longitudinal location indexed by i. Let vector si contain elements indexed 1 to 80
corresponding to transverse points in the v(j) direction, such that the terrain section has a
width of 80 points, as shown in Figure 33. Furthermore, let the set of vectors {si} span
10,000 locations in the u(i) direction, such that the terrain section has a length of 10,000
points. Using this representation, {si} contains 800,000 elevation points to describe the
section of terrain. A method is developed in this Chapter that reduces the number of
points required to describe the terrain surface to no more than the 20,000 points required
to describe two wheel path profiles.
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Figure 55. Example of
o discretized
d terrain surfface in Curvved Regular G
Grid Formatt.
The true surface is estimated
e
by
y considerinng the estim
mated expecctation of thhe
sequeence of meeasured vecctors projeccted in the global vector space, G, and itts
comp
plement sepaarately as sho
own in Equaation 76 (Reefer to Sectioon 3.3.5 for ddetail on how
w
this equation
e
was derived). Note that the
t second ssummation iin Equation 76 would bbe
identically zero, if the expecttation were known exacctly (or a linear estimatoor were usedd).
The second
s
term
m in the sum
mmation is retained for a more genneral derivatiion of resultts
(when
n a nonlineaar estimator is used). The
T projectioon of each m
measured suurface vectoor,
zi,k, in
n the directiion of each global
g
directtion for the empirical basis vectors is defined aas
βi,k,l, as shown in Equation 77
7.
Equation 776

Equation 777

The true surface deveeloped in teerms of the aanalytic bassis vectors iss the same aas
Equaation 76 exceept that the projections
p
are
a onto the analytic bassis vectors, pl as shown iin
Equaation 78. Thee projection of each meaasured surfacce vector, zi,,k, in the direection of eacch
globaal direction for
f the analy
ytic basis vectors is definned as βi,k,l aas shown in Equation 799.
Note that the sam
me notation for βi,k,l is used
u
since th
the developm
ments in thiss Chapter arre
indep
pendent of th
he choice of basis vectorr (analytic orr empirical).
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Equation 79

5.3 Classifying Terrain Surfaces
The true surface is decomposed into contributions in the principle directions
defined by the empirical orthonormal basis vectors, as shown in Equation 76 or by the
analytic orthonormal basis vectors in Equation 86. The projection of the estimated true
surface is defined in each of the principle directions,  , , for the empirical basis vectors,
as shown in Equation 88. Similarly, the projection of the estimated true surface is
defined in each of the principle directions,  , , for the analytic basis vectors, as shown in
Equation 89.
,

Equation 80
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Equation 81

Each component of terrain,  , , can be considered either a deterministic
component of the true surface, or a stochastic component. This concept will be discussed
further in the following section.

A truncated surface can then be defined as the

summation of the  , multiplied by the truncated set of t empirical basis vectors (l = 1, 2,
…, t) and is defined as Equation 82. A truncated surface can also be defined in terms of
the truncated set of t analytic basis vectors as defined in Equation 83. It is important to
note that the truncated set of basis vectors can be incremented to include all of the basis
vectors defining the space, n or it can be reduced to some value less than n such as q basis
vectors used to identify contributions to the global subspace from Chapter 3.
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Equation 82

,

,
Equation 83
5.3.1

Hybrid deterministic-stochastic representation of terrain surfaces
Features of the true surface can be recreated exactly if all of the components  ,

are considered to be deterministic and are recorded for the entire longitudinal length of
the surface. This approach does not allow the surface to be represented in a more
compact form, nor give additional insight into the fundamental characteristics of the
terrain. However, if some, or all, of the  , are considered to be stochastic, then the
sequence can be modeled as a stochastic process, and it may be possible to cast the
process in a mathematical framework such as an AR model. In this case, the coefficients
of the model would characterize the manner in which the process behaves in that
principle direction.
The accuracy of the terrain surface representation is dependent on how each  , is
classified. If all of the terrain components,  , , are classified as deterministic, then the
synthesized terrain surface would exactly resemble the true terrain surface. However, if
only the first  , is classified as deterministic, and the remaining  , are classified as
stochastic, then some variation in the realization will arise. The number of  , that are
modeled as stochastic is determined by the user and the application. This variation can
be useful in chassis loading predictions based on tire and vehicle models. If it is desired
to execute a vehicle simulation over several realizations of the same terrain type to
identify maximum and minimum load cases, then the more  , that are classified as
stochastic will allow for more variation within that type of terrain. The effects of
identifying the number of components that are deterministic or stochastic will be
determined by studying the autocorrelation and the partial autocorrelation of each  , to
identify the correlation length. Examining the correlation length, will help to identify if
that component should be modeled as a stochastic process and what model is most
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appropriate. The longitudinal jointly tined concrete example is considered in the Proof of
Concept section of this Chapter.
If some of the true surface components of the principle directions are modeled as
an underlying stochastic process, then an Autoregressive (AR) technique can be
employed. This characterization could be used to model the stochastic true surface
components (Kern and Ferris 2006; Kern and Ferris 2006; Kern and Ferris 2006; Kern,
Ferris et al. 2007; Wagner and Ferris 2007; Wagner and Ferris 2008). An example of the
AR modeling capabilities is presented in the Proof of Concept section.

5.4 Chapter 5 Proof of Concept
An example is presented to demonstrate the decomposition of a terrain surface
into components represented by the  , and the implications of modeling these
components as either deterministic or realizations of a stochastic process. A single lane
of transversely tined jointed concrete, approximately 151.1m long, was selected at the
MnRoad testing facility in Albertville, Minnesota for this experiment.

A detailed

description of the example of terrain and the data acquisition process are developed in
Section 3.4.1. A profile taken from the true terrain surface is shown in Figure 56. The
analysis is conducted in terms of longitudinal profiles to demonstrate the implications of
this method. The empirical basis vectors are employed first and then the analytic basis
vectors are employed for a comparison and to show the feasibility of approximating the
empirical basis vectors with the analytic basis vectors.
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Figure 56. Original
O
roadd profile.
5.4.1 Applicatiion of Theorry
Basis Vectors- Em
mpirical and Analytic
A

In practicce, the num
mber of bassis vectors, q, sufficieent to definne the globaal
subsp
pace, G, mu
ust be increm
mented untill the noise vvectors, ni,k, have a meaan that is noot
statistically differrent than zerro. For this set of terraiin, two basiss vectors werre required tto
makee the noise vectors
v
a zerro-mean proccess. The oorder in whicch these basis vectors arre
added
d is determ
mined by th
he magnitu
ude of theirr corresponnding singuular value iin
desceending orderr. The firstt singular value
v
has a magnitude of 6.41, annd the seconnd
singu
ular value haas a magnittude of 1.59
9, and for thhis example the subseqquent singulaar
valuees are neglig
gible. The shapes
s
of thee first two eempirical baasis vectors aare plotted iin
Figurre 57. These shapes correspond
c
to
t the predoominant chaanges in thee road whicch
typically include elevation ch
hange (uphill or downhhill grades), bbank angle (increased oon
turns, flatter on straights), cro
owning on major
m
roads tto allow for proper drainning and roaad
ruttin
ng due to tirre wear. In general term
ms, the first basis vectorr accounts ffor a constannt
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offsett in elevatio
on and the second bassis vector ddescribes thee ‘bank anggle’ or ‘roaad
camb
ber’ in the terrrain set.

Figure 57.
5 First two
o empirical bbasis vectorss, bl.
The shapees of the firrst two analy
ytic basis veectors are pllotted in Figgure 58. Thhe
Legen
ndre polyno
omials are used becausse they minnimize the root mean square erroor
betweeen analyticc and empiriical basis veectors, as deeveloped in Chapter 4. The analytiic
basis vectors corrrespond to the
t predomin
nant changees in the roadd in the sam
me way as thhe
pically includ
de elevationn change (upphill or dow
wnhill gradess),
empirrical vectorss, which typ
bank angle (increeased on turn
ns, flatter on
n straights), ccrowning onn major roadds to allow foor
a road ruttting due to tiire wear, exccept that the analytic bassis vectors arre
propeer draining and
smoo
oth curves with no irregu
ularity.
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Figure 58. First two analytic baasis vectors,, pl.
Comp
ponents of Teerrain for thee lth principle direction – E
Empircal andd Analytic

The projeection of thee estimated true surfac e onto the first two em
mpirical basis
vecto
ors is depicteed in Figuree 59. Execu
uting this prrojection ideentifies the m
magnitude oof
each principle diirection (bassis vector) allong the lenngth of the rroad and is kknown as thhe
comp
ponent of teerrain for th
he lth principle directioon, σi,l (refer to Equatioon 88). Foor
exam
mple, if the terrain
t
was perfectly flaat, but vertiically offsett, then the ccorrespondinng
comp
ponent, σi,1, would be prroportional to
t the magnnitude of thee offset. Likkewise, if thhe
terraiin was perffectly flat and
a
banked at a consttant angle, then the ccorrespondinng
comp
ponent, σi,2, would
w
be proportional to
o the bank aangle of the tterrain. Theere is minimaal
contrribution from
m the second
d basis vecto
or in this exaample as theere does nott appear to bbe
an id
dentifiable bank
b
angle in
i the origin
nal profile. These observations aggree with thhe
magn
nitudes of th
he singular values;
v
the fiirst componeent, σi,1, has the greatestt contributioon
in rep
presenting the
t terrain surface,
s
and the remainning componnents, σi,1, hhave minimaal
contrributions to representing
r
g the terrain surface for U
U.S. Highwaay data. In this example,
consiider the firstt componentt, σi,1, to be a determiniistic processs that capturres the majoor
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terraiin characteriistics of the terrain surfface and subbsequent σi,ll (l > 1) are identified aas
stoch
hastic processes.

Figure
F
59. Fiirst two emppirical σi,l.
The projeection of th
he estimated
d true surfacce onto the first two aanalytic basis
vecto
ors is depicteed in Figuree 60. Execu
uting this prrojection ideentifies the m
magnitude oof
each principle direction (basis vector) allong the len gth of the rooad and is ddefined as thhe
comp
ponent of terrrain for thee lth principlee direction, σi,l (refer too Equation 89). It can bbe
seen from compaaring Figuree 59 to Figu
ure 60that thhere is morre content inn the analytiic
comp
ponents of teerrain. Refeerring to Secction 4.4.2, tthis can be attributed too the fact thaat
the empirical
e
baasis vectors contain thee inherent vvariability iin this particular terraiin
surface. The anaalytic basis vectors
v
are developed
d
to represent onne type of teerrain surfacee,
ratherr than any one particularr terrain surfface of that ttype, and aree therefore ssmoother thaan
the em
mpirical bassis vectors. The
T differen
nces in the m
magnitudes oof the compponents of thhe
terraiin depend on the scaaling of thee corresponnding basis vectors, thherefore, thhe
magn
nitudes of thee componen
nts of terrain differ betweeen the empiirical and annalytical basis
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vecto
ors.

For ex
xample, con
nsider the first
f
empiriccal basis vvector; the m
magnitude is

appro
oximately 0.6 as comparred with the analytic basiis vector thaat is exactly oone.

Figure 60. First
F
two anaalytic σi,l.
Trunccated Surfacee Formulatio
on- Empiricall and Analytiic

The trunccated surfacees generated from the em
mpirical basis vectors and the analytiic
basis vectors botth agree welll with the true
t
terrain surface. Thhe truncatedd surfaces arre
based
d on using alll of the avaailable inform
mation on thhe terrain, i.ee. all basis vvectors and aall
comp
ponents of teerrain- a deteerministic ap
pproach (48 basis vectoors and 48 coomponents oof
terraiin for this example).
e
The
T averagee difference between thhe analyticaally generateed
terraiin surface an
nd the true terrain
t
surfaace is on thee order of 100-5m. This disagreemennt
may be attributeed to a num
merical round-off issue in the calcuulation of tthe weightinng
matriix. The averrage differen
nce between the empiric ally generateed terrain suurface and thhe
true terrain
t
surfacce is on the order of 10-16m and is nnegligible. T
This is expeccted since thhe
truncated surfacee based on the empirical basis vecctors and coomponents oof terrain arre
produ
uced from th
he same dataa sets that fo
ormulated thee true terrainn surface. N
None-the-less,
the ap
pproximation of the emp
pirical basis vectors by L
Legendre poolynomials pproves to be a
good fit, and a diifference of 10-5m is two
o orders of m
magnitude sm
maller than tthe resolutioon
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of thee original teerrain surfacce measurem
ment and devviations of 110 m will nnot affect thhe
handlling, ride, orr durability of
o a vehicle.
Consider the first tw
wo componen
nts of the teerrain, σi,l, ccorrespondinng to the first
two empirical
e
baasis vectors bl. Undersstanding how
w each σi,l and bl contrributes to thhe
truncated surfacee compared with
w the truee surface is iddentified in Figure 61. IIt can be seeen
that as
a the contriibutions from
m each σi,l are
a added, thhe truncated surface connverges to thhe
true surface.
s
Thee true terrain
n surface is represented
r
bby the blue lline, the trunncated surfacce
pertaining to the first empiriical basis veector and com
mponent off terrain is reepresented bby
g
line, an
nd the first plus the seccond empiriccal basis veectors and coomponents oof
the green
terraiin are represented by thee green line. The peaks between thee second trunncated terraiin
surface and the trrue terrain su
urface differ by 0.4mm.

Figure 61. Comparing
g true surface to subsequuent empirical truncated surfaces.
5.4.2

Hybrid Determinist
D
ntation of Teerrain Surfa
faces
ic-Stochastiic Represen
Consider the transverrsely tined jointed
j
conccrete studiedd in this Chapter and thhe

norm
malized partiial autocorreelation of th
he first com
mponent in Figure 62.

The partiaal

autoccorrelation of
o σi,l does not decay unttil lag 22. T
This could inndicate that σi,l should bbe
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modeeled as a deterministic
d
c componen
nt of the trrue surface..

Howeverr, the partiaal

autoccorrelation of σi,2 as show
wn in Figuree 63 and σi,33 (not shownn) decay withhin 6 lags annd
are more
m
approp
priate candid
dates to be represented as a stochaastic process. Since thhe
partiaal autocorrellation decays quickly, an
n AR modell would be aappropriate tto implemennt.
This brief study suggests
s
thaat the first σi,,l could be reepresented aas a determinnistic processs
and the
t remainin
ng componen
nts can be modeled
m
as a stochastic pprocess. If this were thhe
case, then elevatiion changes would be ex
xactly preseerved in the first componnent, σi,1, annd
stoch
hastic variatiion would be induced in the rem
maining com
mponents, σi,l (l > 1) iin
directtions such as roll and crrowning. Th
hus the stochhastic naturee would prodduce differennt
variattions of the original
o
road
d surface.

Figu
ure 62. Partiaal autocorrellation of σi,1.
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Figu
ure 63. Partiaal autocorrellation of σi,2.
Consider an examplle of the AR
A modelinng capabilitties for thee bank anglle
comp
ponent of terrrain in Figu
ure 64. Sincee the correlaation length is short (appproximately a
lag of 6 from Fig
gure 63), mo
odeling this component seems apprropriate. Thhe empiricallly
calcu
ulated bank angle component of terrrain is show
wn in blue, and the AR
R synthesizeed
comp
ponent of terrrain is show
wn as a red dashed line.. It can be seen that the synthesizeed
curvee maintains the
t major ch
haracteristicss of the origginal componnent of terraain but due tto
the AR
A residual process, thee synthesizeed componeent exhibits different treends than thhe
empirrical compo
onent.

In terms of the
t
truncateed surface, the differeences in thhe

synth
hesized bank
k angle com
mponent of terrain can be seen inn Figure 65. Again, thhe
synth
hesized trunccated surfacee is shown as
a a red dashhed line and the true surfface is show
wn
as a blue
b
solid lin
ne. Since th
he variation exhibited byy the two coomponents oof terrain is oof
smalll magnitude,, profiles tak
ken from the surface weere used to illustrate the effects of a
stoch
hastically rep
presented baank angle co
omponent off terrain. Itt would be expected thaat
more drastic chan
nges would result from stochasticallly modeling the elevatioon componennt
of terrrain as that component has
h the greattest effect inn depicting thhe terrain suurface.
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Fig
gure 64. Emp
pirical bank angle
a
compo
onent of terr ain and AR synthesis off bank angle
compo
onent of terraain.

Figu
ure 65. Comp
paring true surface
s
to tru
uncated surfa
face with AR
R synthesizedd bank anglee
compo
onent of terraain.
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5.4.3

Implication of Surface Representation on Statistical Analyses
This new formulation of a compact model improves the ability to analyze the

roughness of the terrain surface. Currently, all roughness indices analyze longitudinal
profiles. A better representation of the terrain roughness is realized by analyzing each
component of terrain. For example, consider the first component of terrain, the elevation.
The International Roughness Index (IRI) as described in Section 2.1.3.1 is the standard
practice for calculating road roughness. The calculations of the IRI are also described in
Section 2.1.3.1. The IRI of the elevation component of terrain, left and right wheel paths
of the true surface and mean of the left and right wheel paths were calculated and
presented in Table 2. There are obvious differences between the IRI calculated for the
left and right so the mean IRI between the wheel paths was calculated. Comparing the
IRI of the elevation component of terrain to the mean IRI of the left and right wheel paths
produces a 0.138% difference. Since the elevation component of terrain identifies the
magnitude of the first basis vector along the length of the terrain section, it seems more
appropriate than arbitrarily using the left and right wheel path longitudinal profiles as an
analysis.
Table 2. IRI comparison between components of terrain and longitudinal profiles.
International Roughness Index
Elevation Component of Terrain

0.5756

Left Wheel Path Longitudinal Profile

0.5680

Right Wheel Path Longitudinal Profile

0.5848

Mean of Wheel Paths

0.5764

In addition to response surface modeling (discussed in Section 3.5), previous
research with Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) showed that combining certain
features from each level of decomposition produced an identifiable terrain feature (AttohOkine, Ayenu-Prah Jr et al. 2006). For example, if contributions from the first and third
basis vectors are combined, it may be possible to identify a new surface characteristic,
other than elevation, bank angle, crowning or rutting. By construction, the basis vectors
are orthonormal, however the projection of the terrain surface vectors onto these basis
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vectors may not be independent. It is likely that there is a relationship between the
components of terrain,  , , that can be used to further simplify the representation.

5.5 Chapter 5 Discussion
A detailed review of the effectiveness of this method via a specific example
provides more insight into the usefulness of this method in developing a compact
representation of terrain. It was shown in the INS drift compensation example from
Chapter 3 and discussed earlier in this Chapter (see Figure 55) that two basis vectors are
needed to establish a zero-mean noise process, suggesting that only the first two
components of terrain are required to form the truncated surface. Consider the first two
empirical basis vectors of size [48 x 1] and two corresponding components of terrain of
the size [15,180 x 1]. The amount of data needed to represent this truncated terrain
surface is 30,360 points (plus the 96 points needed to define the two empirical basis
vectors). The same number of points is required with using the analytic basis vectors,
however the data required to define the analytic basis vectors is simplified by using
known polynomial expressions.

In either case, these representations are drastic

reductions from the original terrain surface, a matrix of the size [48 x 15,180] or a total of
728,640 elevation points. Now consider the use of a Hybrid deterministic-stochastic
representation of the terrain surface in which the first component is deterministic,
requiring 15,180 points, and the second component is stochastic, requiring perhaps 11
AR model coefficients and 3 coefficients to define the probability distribution of the
residual process (Wagner, et al.). The total reduction in complexity is reduced by a factor
of 50. If both of the components were represented as stochastic processes, then this
factor improves dramatically to nearly 6,000 – nearly four orders of magnitude.
The demonstration of the method developed in this work is limited by the amount
of available measured data. Future work will study the capabilities of this method
beyond the application to U.S. Highway data and investigate its compatibility with offroad terrain and harsher on-road terrain surfaces.

The effect that the stochastic

components will have in comparison with the original terrain should also be investigated.
The original terrain and stochastic terrain will differ when compared feature by feature,
but the overall physical properties will be the same. This overall effect will be better
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understood when terrain surfaces are used in tire and vehicle simulations. Future work
will investigate the overall effects of the stochastic surface on the loads generated by the
tire and vehicle based on changing different surface components.

5.6 Chapter 5 Conclusions
Terrain profiles capture an incomplete representation of terrain topology data
whereas terrain surfaces capture a great deal more information about the terrain.
Extracting two longitudinal wheel path profiles using a collocation approach from the
example presented in Section 5.2.4 results in a 20,000 point realization. Alternatively,
the discrete terrain surface can be represented exactly, requiring 800,000 elevation points
for this example.

A computational problem arises when trying to work with and

manipulate measured terrain surface data due to the large file sizes. A new representation
has been developed that captures the principle information about a terrain surface in a
compact form, similar in structure to terrain profiles. If two basis vectors representing
elevation and bank angle are used in place of the two longitudinal wheel path profiles and
two components of terrain corresponding to these basis vectors were used instead, then
the principle information about the terrain surface (in the Galerkin sense) is captured
using the same amount of data, 20,000 points total. This new development increases
computational efficiency while maintaining sufficient terrain surface knowledge. It was
demonstrated through an example that this new process successfully captures the
characteristics of a terrain surface with as few as two principle directions. Once this
decomposition is complete, the projection of the true surface onto the principle directions
can be modeled as either deterministic or a stochastic process. If the component is
identified as stochastic, then a mathematical model, such as an Autoregressive model, can
be implemented. Through the example shown in the Discussion Section of this Chapter,
the terrain surface could be further reduced to two basis vectors, one deterministic
component of terrain and one stochastically modeled component terrain, significantly
reducing by a factor of 50 the data necessary to represent the surface. It was also shown
that using the elevation component of terrain may provide a better way to analyze the
road roughness of the surface. These components of terrain identify the magnitude of
elevation along the length of the road and therefore serve as a better representation of the
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surface as opposed to identifying two arbitrary profiles to represent the left and right
wheel paths, and then formulate roughness for the two profiles.
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6. Conclusions

6.1 Summary of Research
The concept of simulation-based engineering has been embraced by virtually
every research and industry sector (Sinha, Liang et al. 2001; Mocko and Fenves 2003).
Engineering and science communities have become increasingly aware that computer
simulation is an indispensable tool for resolving a multitude of scientific and
technological problems.

Design and analysis engineers are simulating increasingly

complex mechanical systems. It is clearly desirable to gain a reliable perspective on the
behaviour of a system early in the design stage, long before building costly prototypes
(Chul and Ro 2002; Letherwood, Gunter et al. 2004; Makarand Datar 2007; Ersal, Fathy
et al. 2008; Mueller, Ferris et al. 2009). Simulation tools have become a critical part of
the automotive industry due to their ability to reduce the time and money spent in the
development process.
Terrain is clearly the principle source of vertical excitation to the vehicle and
must be accurately represented in order to correctly predict the vehicle response in
simulation.

Ideally, an efficient terrain surface definition could be developed that

maintains the high-fidelity information required to accurately excite vehicle models.
Modern terrain measurement systems use an Inertial Navigation System (INS) to measure
and remove vehicle movement from laser measurements of the terrain surface.
Instrumental and environmental errors inherent in the INS produce noise and drift errors
in the resulting estimates of vehicle position and orientation. The evolution and
implications of terrain surface measurement techniques and existing methods for
correcting INS drift have been reviewed as a framework for a new compensation method
for INS drift in terrain surface measurements.

Each measurement is considered a

combination of the true surface and the error surface, defined on a Hilbert vector space,
in which the error is decomposed into drift (global error) and noise (local error). The
global and local subspaces are constructed such that the drift is modeled as a random
walk process and the noise is a zero-mean process. This theoretical development is
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coupled with careful experimental design to identify the drift component of error and
discriminate it from true terrain surface features, thereby correcting for the INS drift. It is
shown through an example that this new compensation method dramatically reduces the
error variation in the measured surfaces to within the resolution of the measurement
system itself. It was also shown through the example using U.S. Highway data that
classifying the first two basis vectors as spanning the global subspace results in a zeromean noise process with a standard deviation of 0.35mm. This is approximately three
standard deviations within the 1mm bound defined by the resolution of the measurement
equipment.
It is also desirable to develop a compact, path-specific, terrain surface
representation that exploits the inherent anisotropicity in terrain traversed by vehicles.
This representation should also minimize the effect of the choice of measurement system
used to sample the terrain surface. Non-deformable terrain surfaces are defined as a
sequence of vectors, where each vector comprises terrain heights at locations oriented
perpendicular to the direction of travel. A vector space is formed by the span of these
vectors and a corresponding set of empirical basis vectors is developed. A set of analytic
basis vectors is formed from Gegenbauer polynomials, parameterized to approximate the
empirical basis vectors.

Other polynomials were studied, but the Gegenbauer

polynomials with λ equal to ½ resulted in the smallest Root Mean Square Error. A
weighted inner-product is defined to form a Hilbert space and the terrain surface vectors
are projected onto the set of analytic basis vectors. The weighting matrix is developed
such that these projections are insensitive to the number and placement of the discrete
transverse locations at which the terrain heights are defined. Furthermore, components of
terrain are developed from a projection of each analytic basis vector onto the terrain
surface.

These components of terrain capture the magnitude of specific terrain

characteristics along the length of the road, such as elevation, bank angle, or road
crowning, for statistical analysis and modeling techniques similar to that of a terrain
profile. This method is successfully demonstrated on sets of paved road surfaces to show
that a high-fidelity but compact definition of terrain surfaces is developed.
It is also desirable to evaluate vehicle models and tire models over a wide range
of terrain types, but it is computationally impractical to store long distances of every
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terrain surface variation. This dissertation examines the terrain surface, rather than the
terrain profile, to maximize the information available to the tire model (i.e. wheel path
data). A method to decompose the terrain surface as a combination of deterministic and
stochastic components is developed. If any of the components of the terrain surface are
considered to be stochastic, then the sequence can be modeled as a stochastic process. As
a result, a stochastic terrain surface that is more computationally efficient to implement in
simulation can be synthesized for any desired length.

Such a surface will include

variation in the synthesized data, whereas measured data is deterministic and the
simulation results for measured terrain will always result in the same responses. These
stochastic representations of terrain surfaces can then be implemented in tire and vehicle
models to estimate chassis loads. It was also shown that the elevation component of
terrain may provide a better method to analyze the road roughness of the surface rather
than single-path road profiles.

6.2 Future Work
Future work that may leverage the work presented here could include but is not
limited to an in-depth study of rough, non-deformable terrain surfaces and an optimal
selection for sampling the terrain surface.
6.2.1

Rough, Non-deformable Terrain Surfaces
All the examples presented in this work were based on data acquired from U.S.

Highways.

It would be vital to include rough, non-deformable terrain surfaces in

subsequent studies for classifying terrain surfaces and develop a compact representation
of rough terrain.

Then, durability roads could be synthesized using the methods

presented in this dissertation as a concatenation of various terrain features that are
important for properly assessing vehicle durability, reliability, and ride and handling
characteristics.
6.2.2

Optimal Selection of {v} for Sampling the Terrain Surface
Chapter 4 of this dissertation identified the need to develop a method to define the

terrain surface that can be universally applied to various types of terrain measurement
systems, from point lasers to scanning lasers. The solution presented in Chapter 4, was a
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best fit analytic polynomial approximation to empirical basis vectors for a specific terrain
type. The analytic polynomials can be discreteized to match the capabilities of any
existing terrain measurement system. While this is a numerical approach, an empirically
based standard currently exists and defines what types of lasers, how many and at what
locations along the width of a host vehicle the lasers should be mounted to adequately
sample the terrain to identify road ruts (ASTM 2009). Other empirical testing has been
conducted to identify the flaws in this standard (Mehta, Roque et al. 2001; Ihs 2004;
Offrell and Sjogren 2004; Sjogren and Lundberg 2004), and thus a need to extend the
work presented in Chapter 4 to develop an optimal selection of discrete locations to
identify specific terrain features, such as crowning and rutting, needs to be developed.
Future work leveraging the findings in Chapter 4 could focus on generating an optimal
selection of the discrete sampling locations along the width of the host vehicle, also
known as {v}.

6.3 Conclusions
Recall the thesis statement from Chapter 1.
A high-fidelity yet compact representation of terrain surface types can be developed that
are insensitive to the particular measurement system being used and allows for the study
of principle terrain characteristics.
The primary goal of this research is to develop a technique to develop a compact
representation of a terrain surface while improving the fidelity of the estimated terrain
surface. The methodology in this work is currently limited to:
a) Non-deformable terrain- terrain whose surface deformation due to a single
vehicle traversing the surface is negligible, such as paved roads (both asphalt
and concrete), gravel roads, and typical off-road trails; deformable terrain
such as sand and snow are beyond the scope of this work.
b)

Anisotropic terrain- terrain having an inherent path defined over which
vehicles travel and where that travel, over time, has defined obvious paths or
lanes.
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This dissertation focuses on the development of a high-fidelity and compact
representation of terrain surfaces that are insensitive to the terrain measurement system
used to acquire the data. The main contributions of this research are:
1) The first representation of terrain surfaces as elements of a Hilbert Space, H
a) Terrain surfaces are explicitly defined as a sequence of vectors
b) Each vector comprises terrain heights at locations oriented perpendicular
to the direction of travel.
c) A vector space is defined by the span of these vectors
d) A weighted inner-product is defined and the norm is defined as the
induced norm
2) A novel method to remove INS drift:
a) The Hilbert space is decomposed into a Global subspace, G, and the
complementary local subspace, Gc.
b) A sequence of error vectors are defined such that each error vector is the
difference between the measured terrain surface vector and the true
surface vector.
c) The three vectors comprising the measurement, error, and true surface at
each longitudinal location have components in both the Global and Local
subspaces.
d) The Global subspace is defined such that the component of the error
vectors in the Global subspace can be modelled as a random-walk process
and the elements of the error vectors in the Local subspace are elements of
a zero-mean uncorrelated noise process.
e) The Global error, arising from Inertial Navigation System (INS) drift, is
identified and removed from the measurements such that the standard
deviation of the residual noise process (Local error) is within the
resolution of the measurement system (+/-1mm)
f) The true surface is computed from the drift-free measurements using a
non-linear expectation estimator.
3) The first rigorous definition of principle terrain characteristics:
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a) Although principle terrain characteristics, such as elevation, bank angle,
crowning, and rutting have been subjectively described and techniques for
ad hoc measurement of these characteristics have been defined (AASHTO
2009), this research develops sets of empirical basis vectors for U.S.
Highways that are consistent between asphalt and concrete roads
b) The principle terrain characteristics are defined with analytic basis vectors
that closely approximate these consistent empirical basis vectors by
minimizing the root mean square error between the empirical and analytic
basis vectors.
4) It is the first method that has been developed that can define terrain surfaces
without sensitivity to the measurement system used to acquire the terrain data
a) Analytic basis vectors can be discretized based on terrain measurement
system capabilities to sample the terrain
5) A novel method to stochastically represent a terrain surface
a) Components of terrain (known as σi,l) identify the magnitude of the
principle terrain characteristics along the length of the terrain surface
b) Components of terrain are classified as deterministic or stochastic
c) Stochastic components of terrain can be modelled in the same manner as
terrain profiles
d) Truncated terrain surface is synthesized based on stochastically modelled
components of terrain
The results of this study are intended for application in the accurate prediction of:
a) Tire loads- based on full-knowledge of the tire patch: lateral, longitudinal, and
radial tire forces and the overturning, rolling resistance and self-aligning tire
moments acting on the contact patch.
b) Chassis loading scenarios- better ground vehicle reliability predictions
c) Pavement Life- crack propagation, rutting, roughness
Better modeling of the contact patch will yield more representative tire loading,
which will lead to better estimates of chassis loading scenarios and will inevitably result
in better ground vehicle reliability predictions. Current application of this work is limited
to the analysis of U.S. Highways, comprised of both asphalt and concrete, but the
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methods developed in this dissertation are applicable to any non-deformable path-specific
terrain.
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Nomenclature

H

Hilbert Space spanned by sets of vectors {zi,k}, {si}, and {ei,k}

G

Subspace of H, in which global events are defined

Gc

Complement of subspace G, in which local events are defined

zi,k

ith vector component of the kth realization of the terrain surface height

si

ith vector component of the true surface height
ith vector component of the estimated true surface height
ith vector component of the truncated true surface

ei,k

Error in realization zi,k with respect to si

ni,k

Noise component of the ith error vector of the kth realization

bl

Orthonormal empirical basis vector in the principle direction indexed by l
Orthonormal analytical basis vector in the principle direction indexed by l

,

Estimated true surface projected onto basis vector pl or bl

i,k,l

Projection of ei,k onto b representing the contribution of the measurement
error in the lth global direction

i,k,l
l
β,

Difference in the ith transverse profile, kth realization in the l direction from l
Ensemble average drift in the l direction across all realizations

,

i

Projection of zi,k onto the basis vector bl
Index for discrete longitudinal locations along the path coordinate u, where i
∈ {1,2,…,m}

j

Index for transverse locations along the path coordinate v, where j ∈
{1,2,…,n}

k, h

Indices for the realization (measurement) [1, 2, … r]

l

Index for the principle directions of H, where l ∈ {1,2, …, q}

q

Number of principle directions of H (i.e., the dimension of G)

〈•,•〉
〈•,•〉

Inner-product operator on two vectors
Weighted inner-product operator on two vectors
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E•

Expectation operator

E•

Estimated expectation operator (some ensemble averaging technique, such as
mean, median, 50% trimmed mean, etc.)

m

The number of discrete longitudinal locations along the terrain surface

r

the number of realizations (measurements) used to estimate the true terrain
surface

t

truncated set of basis vectors

a

Number of polynomial terms (polynomial order is a-1)

(x, y)

Global coordinate system

(u, v)

Path-centered coordinate system

u

Vector of discrete longitudinal locations along path coordinate u

v

Vector of discrete transverse locations at which the terrain heights are
defined either through measurement or spatial interpolation

RMSH
DH

Root Mean Square of terrain height
Single measure of the combined variance of the random component of the
road profile with the harmonic component of the road profile

Zn

Stochastic process

n

Process index

S

State space of the stochastic process

zn

Elements of S
The roughness level of the displacement PSD

C

The general roughness parameter (PSD)

w

Dimensionless parameter called waviness (PSD)

λ

Wavelength of the road (PSD)

P( )
s1, s2, …
Pn ( )

Probability
States of State Space of stochastic process
n-step transition function

p

Order of the autoregressive model

d

The number of times the data were differenced

q

The order of the moving average model

φ

The autoregressive coefficient
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ai

The distribution of the uncorrelated residuals
Backward difference operator

RPRS(n)

Parametric Road Spectrum

RSSR(n)

Shifted Spatial Range Spectrum

μ

Mean

σ2

Variance

m

Total vehicle mass (kg)

m

Sprung mass (kg)

m

Unsprung mass of each wheel assembly (kg)

k

,

Front suspension stiffness (N/m)

k

,

Rear suspension stiffness (N/m)

k

Tire stiffness (N/m)

c

Damping coefficient front suspension N/(m/s)

c

Damping coefficient rear suspension N/(m/s)

a

Distance front axle to center of mass (m)

b

Distance rear axle to center of mass (m)

t

Track width front axle (m)

t

Track width rear axle (m)

z(t)
L

Measured suspension travel over time
Length of the profile [m]
Motion of sprung mass [m/s]
Motion of unsprung mass [m/s]

V

Velocity of at which the simulation was executed

IRI

International Roughness Index

RN

Ride Number

RIDE

Roughness Index for Driving Expenditure

SVD

Singular Value Decomposition

AR
f
yi(t)

Autoregressive Model
Sprung mass acceleration of reference vehicle
Road input to full-car model, i indicates the corner of the vehicle
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FRI

Full-car roughness index

PSD

Power Spectral Density

RCR

Ride Condition Rating

pi
a, b

Weight function for robust estimation (linear prediction)
Steepness of weight function (linear prediction)

g

Shift value (linear prediction)

w

Ceiling elevation value that is user defined (linear prediction)

vi

Surface residuals (linear prediction)

P(z)
,

Gaussian distribution
Mean of the terrain surface for each grid location
Scalar representation of the mean of the terrain surface
Standard deviation of the terrain surface for each grid location

,

Scalar representation of the standard deviation of the terrain surface
,

Node based coordinate system
Shape function in
Shape function in
,

Shape function in

,

Displacement field

λ

,

Parameter to tune Gegenbauer polynomials
Gegenbauer polynomials
Chebyshev polynomials
Fourier series basis functions
Fourier series coefficient
Fourier series coefficient
Fourier series coefficient
Continuous polynomial

v
,

Continuous coordinate on which the continuous polynomial is defined
Discretized polynomial in vector form as a function of
Vandermonde matrix, nxa for which n=a
Gegenbauer coefficients in vector form
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and v

Matrix of coefficients
Weighting matrix
,

Discretized polynomial in matrix form as a function of

and v

Gegenbauer coefficients in matrix form
R

Weighted grammian
Coefficients pertaining to the magnitude of the contribution of each analytic
basis vector to the true terrain surface

RMSE

Root mean square error
Original transverse measurement locations
Mean of the original transverse measurement locations

t

Track width of typical passenger vehicle
Distance between the two local minima for the fifth analytic basis vector
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Appendix A - VTMS Detailed Description

The VTMS is equipped with a Phoenix Scientific PPS scanning laser and a
Novatel SPAN INS. The scanning laser acquires data at 1kHz with an accuracy of +/0.5mm in the horizontal plane and +/- 0.5mm in elevation. The INS combines an inertial
measurement unit (IMU) which measures three translational accelerations and three
rotational velocities at 100 Hz with a differential GPS acquiring data at 5 Hz.

The

differential GPS and IMU signals are then combined through Kalman filtering.
The horizontal precision of the complete system is defined in terms of the
standard deviation in the height measurement vs. the horizontal distance the vehicle has
traveled between repeated measurements, as shown in Figure 66. This can be thought of
as the precision as a function of wavelength. The INS is capable of a horizontal precision
of 1 mm for short distances traveled; the limiting factor is the laser spot size. Precision
levels of 10 mm are possible for distances of up to 10 m; this is limited by the drift in the
uncorrected IMU data (1deg/hr). For distances greater than 10 m, the precision is limited
by the DGPS, which has a precision of 10mm + 1ppm (e.g., 20 mm at 10 km traveled);

Horizontal Deviation (mm)

the DGPS is affected by the number of satellites and atmospheric interference.

10

10

1

0

10

-1

10

0

1

2

10
10
Horizontal Distance (m)

10

3

Figure 66. Horizontal Precision of VTMS.
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The vertical accuracy
y of the sysstem was asssessed by eexciting the vehicle oveer
ooden cleats; the vehiclle was driveen at a speeed such thatt its resonannt
large 70 mm wo
frequ
uencies weree excited ass described by Smith (Smith 20009).

A steeel calibratioon

surface, as show
wn in Figure 67 (locateed between the woodeen excitationn event) waas
e
reesulting in aan RMS errorr of 2 mm.
measured during this severe excitation,

Figure
F
67. Saample calibraation surfacee for inertial profilers.
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Appendix B - Parameter Values for Calculating IRI

Table 3: Golden Car Parameters
Parameter Description
C

Cs/Ms=6.0 : Normalized damping coefficient

K1

Kt/Ms=653 : Normalized tire stiffness

K2

Ks/Ms=63.3 : Normalized spring stiffness

μ

Mu/Ms=0.15 : Normalized mass ratio

LB

250mm, Moving average base length

V

V=80 km/hr : Forward speed

Table 4: Ride Number Quarter Car Parameters
Parameter Description
C

Cs/Ms=17 : Normalized damping coefficient

K1

Kt/Ms=5120 : Normalized tire stiffness

K2

Ks/Ms=390 : Normalized spring stiffness

μ

Mu/Ms=0.036 : Normalized mass ratio

V

V=80 km/hr : Forward speed
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Appendix C - Gegenbauer Polynomials

Gegenbauer polynomials are solutions to the Gegenbauer differential equation for integer
n. They are proportional, or depending on the normalization, equal to the ultraspherical
polynomials

.

The Gegenbauer polynomials are extensions of Legendre

Polynomials. The generating function for these polynomials are then given by
Equation 84

1
1

2

The first few Gegenbauer Polynomials are then
1

2 1

Equation 85

2

Equation 86

2 1

Equation 87

4/3 1

2

Equation 88

A recurrence relation is presented as
2

1

2

2,3 …
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2

, ∀

Equation 89

Appendix D - Legendre Polynomials

Legendre polynomials are solutions to Legendre differential equations. The Legendre
polynomial can be defined by the contour integral over the range [-1,1], where n is an
integer and the contour integral encloses the origin and is traversed in a counterclockwise
direction (Arfken 1985).
1
2

1

Equation 90

/

2

The first few Legendre Polynomials are
1

Equation 91
Equation 92

1
3
2
1
5
2
1
35
8
1
63
8

The

Legendre

1

Equation 93

3

Equation 94
3

Equation 95

15

Equation 96

30
70

1
231
16

315

Polynomials

can

105
also

be

Equation 97

5
generated

using

Gram-Schmidt

Orthonormalization on the open interval (-1, 1) with the weighting function 1.
Normalizing so that Pn(1)=1 yields the expected Legendre Polynomials.
1

Equation 98
Equation 99

∗1

∗1
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1
3

Equation 100

1
3
1
3
3
5

∗

1
3

1
3

Equation 101

The Legendre Polynomials are a special case of ultraspherical functions with α=1/2, a
special case of the Jacobi Polynomials

,

with α=β=0. A generating function for the

Legendre Polynomial is written as
,

1

Equation 102

2

The recurrence form of the Legendre Polynomial is written as
1

2

1

0
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Equation 103

Appendix E - Chebyshev Polynomials

Chebyshev polynomials are solutions to the Chebyshev differential equation. They are
typically used as an approximation to a least squares fit and are a special case of the
Gegenbauer polynomial when α=0. Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind are defined
by the contour integral over the range [-1, 1].
1
4

1
1

Equation 104
2

The generating function for these polynomials exists for |x|≤1 and |t|<1 are then given by
1
1 2

,

2
Equation 105

1
1 2

,

A direct representation of the generating function is given by
1
2

1

1

1

1

1

Equation 106

The first few Chebyshev Polynomials are then
1

Equation 107
Equation 108

8

2

1

Equation 109

4

3

Equation 110

8

1

Equation 111

A recurrence relation is presented that is true after setting T0(x)=1 and T1(x)=x
2

∀
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2,3, …

Equation 112

Appendix F - Fourier Series Polynomials

Fourier series polynomials take on a similar form to that of power series or Taylor series,
except instead of an infinite series of powers, Fourier series are based on an infinite series
of sines and cosines. Fourier series can be expressed in the following form
Equation 113
2
Let f(x) and f’(x) be periodic functions having period 2l, where f(x) and f’(x) are
piecewise continuous on -∞ < x < ∞. Let the Fourier coefficients be defined by
1
1

,

0,1 …

,

1,2 …
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Equation 114
Equation 115

Appendix G - Inner Product Properties

Inner product properties


Conjugate Symmetry
〈 , 〉



Equation 116

, 〉

〈 , 〉

Equation 117

Bilinearity
〈



〈 , 〉

Bilinearity
〈



〈 , 〉

, 〉

〈 , 〉

〈 , 〉

Equation 118

Non-negativity (Positive Definiteness)
〈 , 〉

0

0

〈 , 〉

0

0
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Equation 119

Appendix H - Weighted Inner Product

Weighted Inner Product


For a finite dimensional vector space, a weighted inner product can be obtained
by inserting a Hermitian weighting matrix W between the elements. The concept
of orthogonality is defined with respect to the particular inner product used:
changing the inner product may change the orthogonality relationship between
vectors.
〈 , 〉



In order for the weighted inner product to be used to define a norm, as in
‖ ‖



Equation 120

It is necessary that

〈 , 〉

Equation 121
0 for all x not equal to 0. A matrix W with this

property is said to be positive definite.


A Hermitian matrix is a square matrix which is equal to its own conjugate
transpose. A matrix that has only real entries is Hermitian if and only if it is a
symmetric matrix with respect to the main diagonal. A real and symmetric matrix
is simply a special case of a Hermitian matrix.



Weighting can also be applied to integral inner products. If there is some function
w(t)>=0 over [a,b], then an inner product can be defined as
Equation 122

〈 , 〉


The weighting can be used to place more emphasis on certain parts of the function
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Appendix I – Hilbert Space

Hilbert Space: A finite dimensional vector space where the norm is the induced norm and
an inner-product exists.


Norm is the induced norm for a Hilbert space. The length of vector x.
‖ ‖



Form basis vectors so that
〈 ,



Equation 123

〈 , 〉
1
0

〉

Equation 124

Angle between vectors x and y is consistent with dot product
〈 , 〉

‖ ‖‖ ‖

Equation 125

To be a basis vector, the vectors must be orthogonal. Normalize for mathematical
convenience.
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Appendix J – INS Drift Sample Matlab Code

This Appendix provides a sample of Matlab code used to develop the INS drift
compensation method.
function arrayData = remove_ins_drift_hmc_2010_09_07(directory)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% REMOVE INS DRIFT from crg structs
%
% Title: remove_ins_drift
% Author:JBF, RMB, HMC
% Date: 2010 09 07
%
% DESCRIPTION
%
% Assumptions
% 1) directory contains subdirectories that in turn contain .mat files
% which are stuctures, D, with a D.z matrix that represents the best
% estimate of the surface for that run
%
% Inputs
% 1) directory containing a set of subdirectories, each subdirectory
containing an .mat file from
% an individial measurements/runs/realization of a particular terrain.
% That is, the directory only contains information about a single
terrain
% surface, not different terrain surfaces
%
% Variables
% dirName: the name of the diirectory in which the subdirectories
exist,
%
without the superdirectories appended
% Outputs
%
%
% Tasks
% 1) Define bigZ from directory
% 2) Define a 'large' number of basis vectors
% 3) Calculate the projection of the measured vectors onto the basis
% vectors (beta (i,k,l))
% 4) Sum projections of measured vectors onto basis vectors
% 5) Calculate the estimated True Surface
% 6) Calculate the error surfaces
% 7) Calculate the drift surfaces
% 8) Evaluate noise surface to be sure it is zero-mean
% 9) Calculate the drift-free surfaces and over-write arrayData(k).z
% 10) create additional structure in the arrayData array with True
Surface
%
% Validation sets
% 1) directory='\\172.16.56.51\datashare\Unsecured\Data\MnRoad 2009 10
20\Mnroad_20091019_Section1'
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% 2) directory='\\172.16.56.51\datashare\Unsecured\Data\MnRoad 2009 10
20\Mnroad_Section5'
% 3) directory='\\172.16.56.51\datashare\Unsecured\Data\Clean Data - DO
NOT MODIFY\Mnroad_20091019_Section1'
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%
% maxnBasis is the maximum number of basis vectors and is being
% defined as a parameter. If the length of the vectors (n) is less than
% maxnBasis, then maxnBasis is reduced later in the program
maxnBasis=20;
% Get the name of the main directory
remainder = directory;
while true
[dirName, remainder] = strtok(remainder, '\');
if isempty(remainder), break; end
end
% 1) Define bigZ from the directory
% define a 3D matrix with each surface being added as a layer to the 3D
% matrix bigZ. This is done to simplify further processing of data
% (without the meta info carried along)
% bigZ is the concatenation of the crg surfaces
%
bigZ(i,j,k) then
%
i: index of transverse profile, length of longitudinal profile
("row"), i=[1,2,..., m]
%
j: index of longitudinal profile, length of transverse profile
("col"), j=[1,2,..., n]
%
k: index of realization (measurement), k=[1,2,..., r]
arrayMatFilename = get_matFilename(directory); % this is an array of
structures containing a field called .matFilename, this is not an array
of strings (or all the filenames would have to be the same length?)
r=length(arrayMatFilename);

% 1b) load first mat file
load(arrayMatFilename(1).matFilename);
struct called 'D' in the workspace

% There should now be a

% Account for different versons of the mat file...
if exist('Surface','var'), D=Surface; clear Surface; end
% Determine 'best' reported value of z (median best, mean next best,
'z',
% third best...
D.z = D.weightCdf(:,:,5);
[m,n]=size(D.z);
if ~D.suppressOutput,
disp(' ');
disp(['Processing ' dirName]);
disp(' ');
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disp(['Number of longitudinal points (length of profiles, m): ',
num2str(m)]);
disp(['Number of transverse points (size of vector space, n): ',
num2str(n)]);
disp(['Number of realizations (measurements runs taken, r):
',
num2str(r)]);
figure(1); clf(1); surf(D.z); title(['Heights for ',D.filename]);
figure(2); clf(2); contour(D.z); title(['Heights for
',D.filename]);
end
bigZ=zeros(m,n,r);
bigZ(:,:,1) = D.z;

% take best reported value of z

%arrayData(1:r)=struct;
arrayData(1:r)=D;
% pre-allocate memory so that all r structures
start off looking like the first one
clear D;
% 1b) load subsequent mat files
for k = 2:r,
load(arrayMatFilename(k).matFilename);
struct called 'D' in the workspace

% There sould now be a

% Account for different versons of the mat file...
if exist('Surface','var'), D=Surface; clear Surface; end
% Determine 'best' reported value of z
D.z = D.weightCdf(:,:,5);
arrayData(k)=D;
bigZ(:,:,k) = D.z;
% take best z value
%bigZ(:,:,k)=detrend(bigZ(:,:,k));
clear D;
end

% 2) Define the basis vectors
% calculate the first maxnBasis basis vectors, they will not all be
used in the
% final analysis, but they are available. There can not be more basis
% vectors that the size of the vector space itself, which is n, the
length
% of each vector
maxnBasis = min(maxnBasis, n);
[singularValues, basis] = get_basis_vectors(bigZ, maxnBasis);
singularValues = diag(singularValues);
% if ~arrayData(1).suppressOutput,
%
disp(['Singular Values: ', num2str(singularValues')]);
%
figure(3); clf(3);
%
stem(singularValues);
%
xlabel('Singular Value index (l)');
%
ylabel('Singular Value');
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
% end

title(['Singular Values for ', dirName]);
figure(4); clf(4);
plot(basis(:,1:min(5,maxnBasis)),'-');
hold on;
plot(basis(:,1:min(5,maxnBasis)),'o');
xlabel('Transverse Location Index (j)');
ylabel('Basis Vector Height');
title(['Basis Vectors for ', dirName]);

% 3) Calculate the projection of the measured vectors onto all the
basis
% vectors (beta (i,k,l))
beta = zeros(m,r,maxnBasis);
for l=1:maxnBasis,
for k=1:r,
for i=1:m,
beta(i,k,l) = bigZ(i,:,k)*basis(:,l);
end
end
end
% 4) Loop on increasing number of basis vectors being USED, nBasis,
until
% the noise is is zero-mean with a standard deviation less than 1/2 a
% milimeter (therefore the standard deviation is 2 standard deviations
away from the resolution of the laser).
%Initialize variables for loop to run
StdTotal=1;
MeanTotal=1;
nBasis = -1;
% initialize nBasis to zero, it is immediately
incremented inside the while loop
maxNoise = 1;
minNoise = -1;
%while ( (StdTotal>0.0005 || MeanTotal > 0.0001 || maxNoise > 0.010 ||
minNoise < -0.010) && nBasis<maxnBasis ),
while ( (StdTotal>0.0005 || MeanTotal > 0.0001 ) && nBasis<maxnBasis
),
nBasis = nBasis + 1;
% 4a) Sum projections of measured vectors onto basis vectors
sumProjection = zeros(m,n,r);
for i=1:m,
for k=1:r,
for l=1:nBasis,
sumProjection(i,:,k) = sumProjection(i,:,k) +
beta(i,k,l)*basis(:,l)';
end
end
end
bigZMinusSumProjection = bigZ-sumProjection;
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% 4b) Calculate the estimated True Surface
% [expectedS] = get_expectation_20090515(s, dim, method)
trueSurface = get_expectation_20090515(bigZMinusSumProjection, 3,
2) + ...
get_expectation_20090515(sumProjection, 3, 2);
% 4c) Calculate the error surfaces
error = zeros(m,n,r);
for k=1:r,
error(:,:,k)=bigZ(:,:,k)-trueSurface;
end
% 4d) Calculate the drift surfaces
drift = zeros(m,n,r);
for i=1:m,
for k=1:r,
for l=1:nBasis,
drift(i,:,k) = drift(i,:,k) +
(error(i,:,k)*basis(:,l))*basis(:,l)';
end
end
end
%Calculate the projection of the True Surface onto the principle
%directions
sigma = zeros(m,nBasis);
for i=1:m,
for l=1:nBasis,
sigma(i,l)=trueSurface(i,:)*basis(:,l);
end
end
%Calculate the truncated surface
sTrunc=zeros(m,n);
for i=1:m,
for l=1:nBasis,
sTrunc(i,:)=sigma(i,l)*basis(:,l)';
end
end

% 4e) The noise surface is then the error surface - the drift
surface
noise = error - drift;
% 4f) Evaluating the noise surface to see if it is a zero-mean
process
% with a standard deviation less than 0.5mm
[myMean, myStd, StdTotal, MeanTotal, VarTotal, maxNoise,
minNoise]=CheckNoise(noise);
%xtrans=linspace(0.5,1.8,n);
xtrans=arrayData(1).v;
%xlong=linspace(1,151.2,m);
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xlong=linspace(0,arrayData(1).nu*arrayData(1).uinc,m)';
% 4g) Plotting every tenth longitudinal profiles
for i=1:1:min(9,floor(m/300)),
% loop on drift-free
longitudinal profile
figure(10+i); clf(10+i); hold all;
title(['Error Vectors at u = ', num2str(xlong(i*300)),
', num2str(nBasis), ' basis vectors']);
xlabel('Transverse Distance, [m]'); ylabel('Amplitude,
grid on;
for k=1:r,
plot(xtrans,1000*error(i*300,:,k));
%plot(tranProf(:,k));
% drift-free
end
%plot(trueSurface(i*200,:),'k:');
figure(20+i); (20+i); hold all;
title(['Noise Vectors at u = ', num2str(xlong(i*300)),
', num2str(nBasis), ' basis vectors']);
xlabel('Transverse Distance, [m]'); ylabel('Amplitude,
grid on;
for k=1:r,
plot(xtrans,1000*noise(i*300,:,k))
end
figure(30+i); (30+i); hold all;
title(['Drift Vectors at u = ', num2str(xlong(i*300)),
', num2str(nBasis), ' basis vectors']);
xlabel('Transverse Distance, [m]'); ylabel('Amplitude,
grid on;
for k=1:r,
plot(xtrans,1000*drift(i*300,:,k))
end

' m, .
[mm]');

' m, .
[mm]');

' m, .
[mm]');

end
for j=1:1:min(9,floor(n/10)),
longitudinal profile

% loop on drift-free

figure(40+j); (40+i); hold all;
title(['Drift-Free and True Surface at v = ',
num2str(xtrans(j*10)), ' m, . ', num2str(nBasis), ' basis vectors']);
xlabel('Longitudinal Distance, [m]'); ylabel('Amplitude, [m]');
grid on;
longProf=zeros(m,r);
for k=1:r,
longProf(:,k)=bigZ(:,j*10,k)-drift(:,j*10,k);
% these
are the samples of drift-free long profiles
plot(xlong,longProf(:,k));
% drift-free
end
plot(xlong,trueSurface(:,j*10),'k:');
disp(['cross correlation for long prof. ', num2str(j*10)]);
c=corr(bigZ(:,j*10,:)),
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%disp(['standard deviation of noise for long prof. ',
num2str(j*10)]);
%stand = std(noise(:,j*10,:),0,2),
% look at drift
figure(50+j); (50+i); hold all;
title(['Drift at v = ', num2str(xtrans(j*10)), ' m, . ',
num2str(nBasis), ' basis vectors']);
xlabel('Longitudinal Distance, [m]'); ylabel('Amplitude,
[mm]'); grid
on;legend('k=1','k=2','k=3','k=4','k=5','k=6','k=7','k=8','k=9','k=10')
for k=1:r,
driftProf(:,k)=drift(:,j*10,k);
% these are the
samples of long drift profiles
plot(xlong,driftProf(:,k)*1000);
end
% look at noise
figure(60+j); (60+i); hold all;
title(['Noise at v = ', num2str(xtrans(j*10)), ' m, . ',
num2str(nBasis), ' basis vectors']);
xlabel('Longitudinal Distance, [m]'); ylabel('Amplitude,
[mm]'); grid on;
for k=1:r,
%noiseProf(:,k)=longProf(:,k)-trueSurface(:,j*10);
%
these are the samples of longitudinal noise profiles
noiseProf(:,k)=noise(:,j*10,k);
plot(xlong,noiseProf(:,k)*1000);
end
end
% for j=1:1:8,
% loop on drift-free longitudinal
profile
end

% while (CheckNoise),

disp(StdTotal);
disp(MeanTotal);
disp(nBasis);
% initialize nBasis to zero, it is immediately
incremented inside the while loop
disp(maxNoise);
disp(minNoise);
% 9) Calculate the drift-free surfaces etc.
for k=1:r,
arrayData(k).driftFreeZ = bigZ(:,:,k)-drift(:,:,k);
arrayData(k).noise = noise(:,:,k);
arrayData(k).drift = drift(:,:,k);
arrayData(k).trueSurface = trueSurface;
end
% % 10) create additional structure in the arrayData array with True
Surface
% arrayData(r+1).z = trueSurface;
save test.mat;
for k=1:r,
save_D(arrayData(k));
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end

return

% remove_ins_drift

function [sigma, b] = get_basis_vectors(bigZ, nBasis)
% This function performs a SVD on all the differences in measured
vectors
% to determine a set of basis vectors that spans the vector space of
the
% error.
% bigZ is the concatenation of the measured surfaces
%
bigZ(i,j,k) then
%
i: index of transverse profile ("row"), i=[1,2,..., m]
%
j: index of longitudinal profile ("col"), j=[1,2,..., n]
%
k: index of realization (measurement), k=[1,2,..., r]
[m,n,r]=size(bigZ);
% Determine the number of combinations of differences in measured
vectors
nDiffMeas = m*(r-1)*r/2;
maxCounterDiffMeas = 1e4;
% only consider the first
maxCounterDiffMeas vectors...
maxCounterDiffMeas = min(nDiffMeas, maxCounterDiffMeas);
diffMeas = zeros(maxCounterDiffMeas,n);
counterDiffMeas = 0;
% counter the number of vectors for SVD
% TODO randomly select the pairs of measured vectors to use, using
% [index]=generate_random_indices(m,num)
for i=1:m,
for k=1:(r-1),
for h=k+1:r,
counterDiffMeas = counterDiffMeas + 1;
diffMeas(counterDiffMeas,:) = bigZ(i,:,k)-bigZ(i,:,h);
if counterDiffMeas == maxCounterDiffMeas, break; end
end
if counterDiffMeas == maxCounterDiffMeas, break; end
end
if counterDiffMeas == maxCounterDiffMeas, break; end
end
[~,sigma,b] = svds(diffMeas, nBasis);
return

% get_basis_vectors

function [expectedS] = get_expectation_20090515(s, dim, method)
%The expectation of variable (in any number of dimensions(, s,
% is returned after s has ben 'averaged' over
% the 'dim' dimension using the 'method' method.
[nRows,nCols,nRuns] = size(s);
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switch method
case 1
expectedS = mean(s, dim);
case 2
expectedS = trimmean(s, 50, dim);
case 3
expectedS = median(s, dim);
otherwise
end
return

% get_expectation

function [myMean, myStd, StdTotal, MeanTotal, VarTotal, maxNoise,
minNoise]=CheckNoise(noise)
%CheckNoise: This function loads the noise surface(s) and evaluates for
a
%zero-mean process in terms of the mean and standard deviation
%
% Input: noise: noise vectors from INS drift code
%
% Output: myMean: mean noise surface combining mean of each kth value
%
myStd: standard deviaiton noise surface combining std of
each
%
kth value
%
StdTotal: Single number representation of std deviation of
%
surface
%
MeanTotal: Single number representation of mean of surface
%
VarTotal: Single number representation of variance of surface
[m,n,r] = size(noise);
%Establish size of matrices
myMean = zeros(m,n);
myStd = zeros(m,n);
% Calculate mean noise surface and standard deviation noise surface for
% each kth measurement
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
myMean(i,j)=mean(noise(i,j,:));
myStd(i,j)=std(noise(i,j,:));
end
end
%Std Deviation and variance of surface as represented by a single
number
VarTotal=0;
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
VarTotal=VarTotal+var(noise(i,j,:));
end
end
VarTotal=VarTotal/(m*n);
StdTotal=sqrt(VarTotal)
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%Mean of surface as represented by a single number
NoiseTotal=0;
maxNoise = 0;
minNoise = 0;
for i=1:m
for j=1:n
NoiseTotal=NoiseTotal+(noise(i,j,:));
maxNoise=max( maxNoise, max(noise(i,j,:)) );
minNoise=min( minNoise, min(noise(i,j,:)) );
end
end
MeanTotal=mean(NoiseTotal/(m*n))
return
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Appendix K – Analytic Basis Vectors Sample Matlab
Code

This Appendix provides a sample of Matlab code used to calculate the RMSE between
the empirical and analytic basis vectors.
function [sigma_Gegen, sTrunc_GegenSum, sigma, sTruncSum, basis,
basis_trunc, Gegen_basis, RMS_gegen, Fourier_basis, RMS_fourier,
Chebyshev_basis,
RMS_chebyshev,v]=AnalyticvsEmpirical_2010_09_29(v_Indexa,lambda,shift_v
_horiz, scale_v, scale_basis,q)
%% Description
%This function compares the Analytic basis vectors with the Emperical
Basis
%Vectors for Gegenbauer tuned on lambda, Chebyshev and Fourier
%
%Inputs: (v_Indexa,lambda,shift_v_horiz, scale_v, scale_basis,q)
%
%
v_Indexa: vector of whole number indices i.e. [1:1:50] creates.
Will
%
map the space from [-1, 1] by 50 points.
%
lambda: parameter to tune Gegenbauer polynomials, must exist on
(0,1]
%
shift_v_horiz: shift the empirical basis vectors to exist and be
%
centered on [-, 1]
%
scale_v: scales the width of the span of the empirical basis
vectors
%
scale_basis: magnifies empirical basis vectors
%
q: number of analytic basis vectors to be generated
%
%
%% Adjust Empirical basis vectors and formulate v vector
%Load Empirical basis vectors
load('C:\Documents and Settings\IALR\Desktop\Candidate
Release\TestData\EmpiricalBasis.mat');
load('C:\Documents and Settings\IALR\Desktop\Candidate
Release\TestData\TrueSurface_Section1.mat');
v_Empir_Orig=linspace(0.5,1.8,48);

%Original data spacing in meters

%Need to scale original data to be centered on 0.
data
%spans 1.3 meters.
v_Empir_cent=v_Empir_Orig-1.1375;
to 0.6375m

In this case, the

%Centers data on 0.

Spans -0.6375

v_Empir_horiz_shift=v_Empir_cent+shift_v_horiz; %Shifts v_empir to the
left or right
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v_Empir=v_Empir_horiz_shift*scale_v;
multiplicative factor

%Scales v_empir by a

basisscaled(:,:)=basis(:,:)*scale_basis;
vectors

%Scales magnitude of basis

v_spacing=length(v_Indexa);
%Analytic Basis Vectors%
v=linspace(-1,1,v_spacing);
%% Gegenbauer Polynomials
[~, Gegen_basis, ~, w] = make_basis_2010_04_30(v, lambda);

%% Root Mean square Error Routine Gegenbauer
%truncate emprical basis vectors to be same length as analytic%
basis_trunc=basisscaled(v_Indexa,:);
sum_total=zeros(length(v),4);
for h=1:3
for i=1:length(v)
sum(i,h)=(Gegen_basis(i,h)-basis_trunc(i,h))^2;
sum_total(i,h)=sum_total(i,h)+sum(i,h);
end
RMS_gegen(:,h)=sqrt(sum_total(:,h)/length(v));
end
for i=1:length(v)
sum(i,3)=(Gegen_basis(i,4)-basis_trunc(i,3))^2;
sum_total(i,3)=sum_total(i,3)+sum(i,3);
end
RMS_gegen(:,3)=sqrt(sum_total(:,3)/length(v));
for i=1:length(v)
sum(i,4)=(Gegen_basis(i,5)-basis_trunc(i,4))^2;
sum_total(i,4)=sum_total(i,4)+sum(i,4);
end
RMS_gegen(:,4)=sqrt(sum_total(:,4)/length(v));
%% Plotting Gegenbauer
%Color scheme for plots
clr1={'b*','r*','g*','k*'};
clr2={'b','r','g','k'};
disp(['For lambda= ' num2str(lambda)])
figure; title('Gegenbauer vs. Empirical')
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%title(['Lambda = ( ', num2str(lambda), ')'])
subplot(2,2,1),hold on, grid on, plot(v_Empir,
basisscaled(:,1),clr1{1}), plot(v,Gegen_basis(:,1),clr2{1}),
xlabel('Normalized Transverse Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Amplitude'), legend('Empirical q=1', 'Analytic
p_1','Location','Best'), hold off;
subplot(2,2,2),hold on, grid on, plot(v_Empir,
basisscaled(:,2),clr1{2}),
plot(v,Gegen_basis(:,2),clr2{2});xlabel('Normalized Transverse
Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Amplitude');legend('Empirical q=2', 'Analytic
p_2','Location','Best'), hold off;
subplot(2,2,3),hold on, grid on, plot(v_Empir,
basisscaled(:,3),clr1{3}),
plot(v,Gegen_basis(:,4),clr2{3});xlabel('Normalized Transverse
Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Amplitude');legend('Empirical q=3', 'Analytic
p_4','Location','Best'), hold off;
subplot(2,2,4),hold on, grid on, plot(v_Empir,
basisscaled(:,4),clr1{4}),
plot(v,Gegen_basis(:,5),clr2{4});xlabel('Normalized Transverse
Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Amplitude'), legend('Empirical q=4', 'Analytic
p_5','Location','Best'), hold off;
%legend('Gegenbauer Basis q=0','EmpiricalBasis q=0', 'Gegenbauer Basis
q=1','EmpiricalBasis q=1','Gegenbauer Basis q=3','Gegenbauer Basis
q=4', 'EmpiricalBasis q=2','EmpiricalBasis q=3','Location','Best')

%% Chebyshev Polynomials
[Chebyshev_basis]=Chebyshev(v);

%% Root Mean square Error Routine Chebyshev
sum_totalCheby=zeros(length(v),4);
for h=1:3
for i=1:length(v)
sumCheby(i,h)=(Chebyshev_basis(i,h)-basis_trunc(i,h))^2;
sum_totalCheby(i,h)=sum_totalCheby(i,h)+sumCheby(i,h);
end
RMS_chebyshev(:,h)=sqrt(sum_totalCheby(:,h)/length(v));
end
for i=1:length(v)
sumCheby(i,3)=(Chebyshev_basis(i,4)-basis_trunc(i,3))^2;
sum_totalCheby(i,3)=sum_totalCheby(i,3)+sumCheby(i,3);
end
RMS_chebyshev(:,3)=sqrt(sum_totalCheby(:,3)/length(v));
for i=1:length(v)
sumCheby(i,4)=(Chebyshev_basis(i,5)-basis_trunc(i,4))^2;
sum_totalCheby(i,4)=sum_totalCheby(i,4)+sumCheby(i,4);
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end
RMS_chebyshev(:,4)=sqrt(sum_totalCheby(:,4)/length(v));
%% Plotting Chebyshev
%Color scheme for plots
clr1={'b*','r*','g*','k*'};
clr2={'b','r','g','k'};
disp(['For lambda= ' num2str(lambda)])
figure; title('Chebyshev vs. Empirical')
%title(['Lambda = ( ', num2str(lambda), ')'])
subplot(2,2,1),hold on, grid on, plot(v_Empir,
basisscaled(:,1),clr1{1}), plot(v,Chebyshev_basis(:,1),clr2{1}),
xlabel('Normalized Transverse Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Amplitude'), legend('Empirical q=1', 'Analytic
T_1','Location','Best'), hold off;
subplot(2,2,2),hold on, grid on, plot(v_Empir,
basisscaled(:,2),clr1{2}),
plot(v,Chebyshev_basis(:,2),clr2{2});xlabel('Normalized Transverse
Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Amplitude');legend('Empirical q=2', 'Analytic
T_2','Location','Best'), hold off;
subplot(2,2,3),hold on, grid on, plot(v_Empir,
basisscaled(:,3),clr1{3}),
plot(v,Chebyshev_basis(:,4),clr2{3});xlabel('Normalized Transverse
Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Amplitude');legend('Empirical q=3', 'Analytic
T_4','Location','Best'), hold off;
subplot(2,2,4),hold on, grid on, plot(v_Empir,
basisscaled(:,4),clr1{4}),
plot(v,Chebyshev_basis(:,5),clr2{4});xlabel('Normalized Transverse
Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Amplitude'), legend('Empirical q=4', 'Analytic
T_5','Location','Best'), hold off;
%legend('Gegenbauer Basis q=0','EmpiricalBasis q=0', 'Gegenbauer Basis
q=1','EmpiricalBasis q=1','Gegenbauer Basis q=3','Gegenbauer Basis
q=4', 'EmpiricalBasis q=2','EmpiricalBasis q=3','Location','Best')
%% Fourier Polynomials
[~, Fourier_basis] = make_basis_fourier_2010_09_27(v, q);

%% Root Mean square Error Routine Fourier
sum_totalFourier=zeros(length(v),4);
for h=1:3
for i=1:length(v)
sumFourier(i,h)=(Fourier_basis(i,h)-basis_trunc(i,h))^2;
sum_totalFourier(i,h)=sum_totalFourier(i,h)+sumFourier(i,h);
end
RMS_fourier(:,h)=sqrt(sum_totalFourier(:,h)/length(v));
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end
for i=1:length(v)
sumFourier(i,3)=(Fourier_basis(i,3)-basis_trunc(i,3))^2;
sum_totalFourier(i,3)=sum_totalFourier(i,3)+sumFourier(i,3);
end
RMS_fourier(:,3)=sqrt(sum_totalFourier(:,3)/length(v));
for i=1:length(v)
sumFourier(i,4)=(Fourier_basis(i,4)-basis_trunc(i,4))^2;
sum_totalFourier(i,4)=sum_totalFourier(i,4)+sumFourier(i,4);
end
RMS_fourier(:,4)=sqrt(sum_totalFourier(:,4)/length(v));
%% Plotting Fourier
%Color scheme for plots
clr1={'b*','r*','g*','k*'};
clr2={'b','r','g','k'};
disp(['For lambda= ' num2str(lambda)])
figure; title('Fourier vs. Empirical')
%title(['Lambda = ( ', num2str(lambda), ')'])
subplot(2,2,1),hold on, grid on, plot(v_Empir,
basisscaled(:,1),clr1{1}), plot(v,Fourier_basis(:,1),clr2{1}),
xlabel('Normalized Transverse Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Amplitude'), legend('Empirical q=1', 'Analytic
f_1','Location','Best'), hold off;
subplot(2,2,2),hold on, grid on, plot(v_Empir,
basisscaled(:,2),clr1{2}),
plot(v,Fourier_basis(:,2),clr2{2});xlabel('Normalized Transverse
Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Amplitude');legend('Empirical q=2', 'Analytic
f_2','Location','Best'), hold off;
subplot(2,2,3),hold on, grid on, plot(v_Empir,
basisscaled(:,3),clr1{3}),
plot(v,Fourier_basis(:,3),clr2{3});xlabel('Normalized Transverse
Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Amplitude');legend('Empirical q=3', 'Analytic
f_3','Location','Best'), hold off;
subplot(2,2,4),hold on, grid on, plot(v_Empir,
basisscaled(:,4),clr1{4}),
plot(v,Fourier_basis(:,4),clr2{4});xlabel('Normalized Transverse
Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Amplitude'), legend('Empirical q=4', 'Analytic
f_4','Location','Best'), hold off;
%legend('Gegenbauer Basis q=0','EmpiricalBasis q=0', 'Gegenbauer Basis
%q=1','EmpiricalBasis q=1','Gegenbauer Basis q=3','Gegenbauer Basis
q=4', 'EmpiricalBasis q=2','EmpiricalBasis q=3','Location','Best')

%% Plotting RMS to compare each basis vector
figure
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grid on
title('RMSE of Analytic vs. Empirical (1^s^t Basis Vector)')
hold on
plot(v,RMS_gegen(:,1),'g')
plot(v,RMS_chebyshev(:,1),'r')
plot(v,RMS_fourier(:,1),'b')
xlabel('Normalized Transverse Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Root Mean Square Error')
legend('C_1 vs. b_1','T_1 vs. b_1', 'f_1 vs. b_1')
figure
grid on
title('RMSE of Analytic vs. Empirical (2^n^d Basis Vector)')
hold on
plot(v,RMS_gegen(:,2),'g')
plot(v,RMS_chebyshev(:,2),'r')
plot(v,RMS_fourier(:,2),'b')
xlabel('Normalized Transverse Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Root Mean Square Error')
legend('C_2 vs. b_2','T_1 vs. b_2', 'f_2 vs. b_2')
figure
grid on
title('RMSE of Analytic vs. Empirical (3^r^d Basis Vector)')
hold on
plot(v,RMS_gegen(:,3),'g')
plot(v,RMS_chebyshev(:,3),'r')
plot(v,RMS_fourier(:,3),'b')
xlabel('Normalized Transverse Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Root Mean Square Error')
legend('C_4 vs. b_3','T_4 vs. b_3', 'f_3 vs. b_3')
figure
grid on
title('RMSE of Analytic vs. Empirical (4^t^h Basis Vector)')
hold on
plot(v,RMS_gegen(:,4),'g')
plot(v,RMS_chebyshev(:,4),'r')
plot(v,RMS_fourier(:,4),'b')
xlabel('Normalized Transverse Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Root Mean Square Error')
legend('C_5 vs. b_4','T_5 vs. b_4', 'f_4 vs. b_4')
%% Terrain Components Empirical
[m,n]=size(TrueSurface);
basis=basis(1:48,:);
%Calculate the projection of the True Surface onto the principle
%directions
sigma = zeros(m,4);
for i=1:m,
for l=1:4,
sigma(i,l)=TrueSurface(i,:)*basis(:,l);
end
end
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%Calculate the truncated surface
sTruncSum=zeros(m,n);
sTrunc=zeros(m,n);
for i=1:m,
for l=1:4,
sTrunc(i,:)=sigma(i,l)*basis(:,l)';
sTruncSum(i,:)=sTruncSum(i,:)+sTrunc(i,:);
end
end
%% Terrain Components Analytical
vIndex=linspace(1,48,20);
vIndex=floor(vIndex);
[a,b]=size(Gegen_basis);
TrueSurfaceTrunc=TrueSurface(:,vIndex);
%Calculate the projection of the True Surface onto the principle
%directions
sigma_Gegen = zeros(m,20);
for i=1:m,
for l=1:20,
sigma_Gegen(i,l)=TrueSurfaceTrunc(i,:)*w*Gegen_basis(:,l);
end
end
%Calculate the truncated surface
sTrunc_Gegen=zeros(m,a);
sTrunc_GegenSum=zeros(m,a);
for i=1:m,
for l=1:18,
%
sTrunc_Gegen(i,:)=sTrunc_Gegen(i,:)+sigma_Gegen(i,l)*Gegen_basis(:,l)';
sTrunc_Gegen(i,:)=sigma_Gegen(i,l)*Gegen_basis(:,l)';
sTrunc_GegenSum(i,:)=sTrunc_GegenSum(i,:)+sTrunc_Gegen(i,:);
end
end
return

function [coeff, b, p, w] = make_basis_2010_04_30(v, lambda)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%
% DESCRIPTION%
%
% returns the transition matrix so that sigma = invV*s
%
% Assumptions
%
% 1) Uses WEIGHTED inner-product (w=diag(1/nv); b'*w*b)
% 2) Changes v to a column vector
%
% lambda = 1/2 => Legendre
%
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%
% INPUTS
%
% 1) v: row vector with lateral locations of the grid with respect to
path (meters)
% 2) lambda: parameter defining the Gegenbauer polynomials
%
% OUTPUTS
%
% 1) coeff: a matrix of vectors representing the coefficients for the
analytical polynomials
% 2) b: a matrix of analytical basis vectors drived from the Gegenbauer
% polynomials evaluated at the locations defined by v
% 3) p: a matrix of polynomials evaluated at locations defined by x =
% vector v
% 4) w: weighting matrix for inner-product
%
% INTERNAL VARIABLE DEFINITONS
%
% .nv: number of v values
%
% TASKS
% 1) Initialize variables
% 2) Form first two polynomial vectors and coefficients directly
% 3) Form additional vectors from recursive method
% 4) Check rank of coeff and form inverse
% 5) Form Vandermonde matrix, V
% 6) Check rank of V and form inverse
% 7) Check p = V*coeff
% 8) Form orthonormal basis vectors
% 9) Form the weighting matrix w for the inner-product
% 10) Check w is positive defninite
%
10a) Check that w is symmetric
%
10b) Check that w has positive eigenvalues
%
% VALIDATION
% v=[0 1 2 3 4] - validated up through p4 (C3)
% v=[-1 -.5 0 .5 1]; lambda = .5;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% 1) Initialize variables
sizeV = size(v);
if sizeV(2)>sizeV(1), v=v'; end;
%Force v to be a vector
nv = length(v);
p = zeros(nv,nv);
coeff = zeros(nv,nv);
errorTol = (nv^2)*1.0e-10; % effectively an acceptable "zero"
% 2) Form first two polynomial vectors and coefficients directly
p(:,1) = ones(nv,1);
coeff(1,1) = 1;
p(:,2) = 2*lambda*v;
coeff(2,2) = 2*lambda;
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% 3) Form additional vectors from recursive method
for i=3:nv,
n=i-1;
% 'n' in documentation is i-1...
c1 = 2*(n+lambda-1)/n; % coefficient multiplying vP(n-1)
c2 = -(n+2*lambda-2)/n; % coefficient multiplying P(n-2)
p(:,i) = c1*(v.*p(:,i-1)) + c2*p(:,i-2);
% coeff calculated here...
coeff(1,i) = c2*coeff(1,i-2);
for j=2:nv,
coeff(j,i) = c1*coeff(j-1,i-1)+c2*coeff(j,i-2);
end
end
% 4) Check rank of coeff and form inverse
rankCoeff = rank(coeff);
if (rankCoeff<nv),
disp('coeff matrix is rank deficient');
disp(['rank coeff =
' num2str(rankCoeff)]);
disp(['required rank = ' num2str(nv)]);
invC=[];
else
invC = inv(coeff);
invCt = inv(coeff');
end

% 5) Form Vandermonde matrix, V
V = zeros(nv,nv);
for i=1:nv,
V(:,i)=v.^(i-1);
end
% 6) Check rank of V and form inverse
rankV = rank(V);
if (rankV<nv),
disp('V matrix is rank deficient');
disp(['rank V =
' num2str(rankV)]);
disp(['required rank = ' num2str(nv)]);
invV=[];
else
invV = inv(V);
invVt = inv(V');
end

% 7) Check p = V*coeff
error = abs(max(max(p-V*coeff)));
if error> errorTol,
disp('p does not equal V*coeff');
disp(['min(min(p-V*coeff)) =
' num2str(error)]);
disp(['maximum difference = ' num2str(errorTol)]);
coeff=[];
V=[]; v=[];
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p=[];
end

% 8) Form orthonormal basis vectors
b=V*coeff;

% 9) Form the weighting matrix w for the inner-product
w=invVt*invCt*invC*invV;
% TODO use '/' or '\' to take inverse
instead of 'inv'

% 10) Check w is positive defninite
%
10a) Check that w is symmetric
error = abs(max(max(w-w')));
if (error>errorTol*1.0e+5),
% W is a very poorly conditioned
matrix, implement '/' function and change this errorTol
disp('w is not symmetric');
disp(['errorTol = ' num2str(errorTol)]);
disp(['error = ' num2str(error)]);
w=[];
end
%
10b) Check that w has positive eigenvalues
error = min(eig(w));
if (error < 0),
disp('w does not have positive eigenvalues');
disp(['min eig = ' num2str(error)]);
w=[];
end

%Development items - plot up to the first 5 basis vectors
% figure; plot(v,p(:,1:min(5,nv)),'-'); xlabel('v'); ylabel('p');
title(['lambda = ', num2str(lambda)]); hold on;
plot(v,p(:,1:min(5,nv)),'o');
figure; plot(v,b(:,1:min(5,nv)),'-'); xlabel('Normalized Transverse
Distance, v,[m]'); ylabel('Amplitude'); title(['Gegenbauer Basis
Vectors (lambda = ', num2str(lambda), ')']); hold on;
plot(v,b(:,1:min(5,nv)),'o');
return
function [a, b, f] = make_basis_fourier_2010_09_24(v)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%
% DESCRIPTION%
%
% Assumptions
%
% 2) Changes v to a column vector
%
%
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% INPUTS
%
% 1) v: row vector with lateral locations of the grid with respect to
path (meters)
% 2) n: number of basis vectors desired to plot
%
% OUTPUTS
%
% 3) p: a matrix of polynomials evaluated at locations defined by x =
% vector v
%
% INTERNAL VARIABLE DEFINITONS
%
% .nv: number of v values
%
% TASKS
% 1) Initialize variables
%
% VALIDATION
% v=[0 1 2 3 4] - validated up through p4 (C3)
% v=[-1 -.5 0 .5 1]; lambda = .5;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
% 1) Initialize variables
sizeV = size(v);
if sizeV(2)>sizeV(1), v=v'; end;
%Force v to be a vector
v = sort(v);
%make sure v is monotonically
increasing
nv = length(v);
p = zeros(nv,nv);
a = zeros(nv,nv+1);
b = zeros(nv,nv);
%errorTol = (nv^2)*1.0e-10; % effectively an acceptable "zero"
theta = 2*pi*(v-v(1))/(v(nv)-v(1));
maps to vector v

% Normalize 0 < theta < 2*pi

a(:,1) = ones(nv,1);
% this is the constant term... a_sub_0
for j = 1:nv,
a(:,j+1) = cos(j*theta);
b(:,j) = sin(j*theta);
end
figure(1); hold all;
xlabel('v');
ylabel('Fourier curves - cosines');
plot(v,a(:,1))
for j = 1:nv,
plot(v,a(:,j+1));
end
figure(2); hold all;
xlabel('v');
ylabel('Fourier curves - sines');
for j = 1:nv,
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plot(v,b(:,j));
end
%% Fourier Series %%
f=ones(nv,1);
term1=0;
term2=0;
for j=1:nv
term1=term1+(a(:,j+1)).*cos(theta*v);
term2=term2+b(:,j).*sin(theta*v);
end
f=a(:,1)./2+term1+term2;
return
function [chebyshev]=Chebyshev(x)
%Input row vector and polynomial order for chebyshev polynomials of
order 1
chebyshev(:,1)=ones(length(x),1);
chebyshev(:,2)=1.*x;
chebyshev(:,3)=2.*x.^2-1;
chebyshev(:,4)=4.*x.^3-3*x;
chebyshev(:,5)=8.*x.^4-8*x.^2+1;
chebyshev(:,6)=16.*x.^5-20.*x.^3+5.*x;
chebyshev(:,7)=32.*x.^6-48.*x.^4+18.*x.^2-1;
chebyshev(:,8)=64.*x.^7-112.*x.^5+56.*x.^3-7.*x;
figure
plot(x,chebyshev(:,1),'o-b');
hold on
plot(x,chebyshev(:,2),'g');
plot(x,chebyshev(:,3),'-^m');
plot(x,chebyshev(:,4),'-xr');
plot(x,chebyshev(:,5),'--c');
xlabel('Normalized Transverse Distance, v, [m]')
ylabel('Amplitude')
legend('Analytic T_1','Analytic T_2','Analytic T_3','Analytic
T_4','Analytic T_5')
grid on
return
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